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Abstract 
 

The vertebrate body is segmented along the anteroposterior axis into repetitive 

structures, the vertebrae, which derive from embryonic precursors called somites. 

During development, periodic somite formation is driven by a molecular oscillator, the 

segmentation clock. Segmentation and elongation of the body axis depend on a 

population of progenitor cells located at the tail end of the embryo that contributes to 

axial tissues, including somitic tissue, until the entire embryonic body and the correct 

number of somites is produced. Although much is known about somite production, it is 

not known how segmentation and axial elongation come to an end.  

In this thesis, I show that termination of chick axial elongation is associated with 

decline of signals required for maintenance of progenitor cells, implying that down-

regulation of these signals triggers depletion of the progenitors. I also show that somite 

formation decreases as axial elongation comes to an end, suggesting that slow down of 

the segmentation clock causes somite formation to cease.  

I have also explored whether the dose of specific genes is limiting in determining the 

final somite number in mouse, and I have found that heterozygous mutations of selected 

genes of the Wnt signalling pathway form fewer somites, indicating that Wnt gene 

activity might be limiting in controlling the definitive somite number.  

I have also investigated the role of Greb1, a gene that our laboratory identified as being 

selectively expressed in the tail region where progenitors reside. I provide evidence that 

Greb1 controls axial morphogenesis of the zebrafish embryo by regulating movements 

required for normal convergence and extension of the embryonic axis during 

gastrulation. My results possibly provide a link between progenitor contribution to axial 

elongation and cell movements in the tail. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

The vertebrate body is segmented along the anteroposterior axis into repetitive 

structures, such as the vertebrae. The vertebrae, the ribs, their associated muscles and 

the back skin derive from embryonic precursors called somites. Pairs of somites, which 

are blocks of mesodermal cells, form in an anterior-to-posterior sequence from the 

presomitic mesoderm (PSM) (the mesodermal tissue that flanks the neural tube) with a 

period that is species specific. Periodic somite formation is controlled by a molecular 

oscillator, called segmentation clock, which drives cyclic gene expression in the PSM 

with the same periodicity as somite formation (Pourquie, 2011). 

During development, somitogenesis (the process which leads to somite formation) is 

tightly associated with axial elongation: as new somites form at the anterior of the PSM, 

new axial tissues (including somitic tissue) are produced at the posterior end of the 

embryo, replenishing the PSM and contributing to the lengthening of the body axis. The 

production of axial tissues depends on a population of progenitor cells, termed axial 

progenitors, located in the primitive streak (a midline structure which is the site of 

gastrulation and germ layer formation in chick and mouse, the sites of frog and 

zebrafish gastrulation are the blastopore lip and the margin, respectively) at early 

developmental stages, and in the tail bud (the posterior extremity of the embryonic tail) 

later in development (Cambray and Wilson, 2002, Cambray and Wilson, 2007, McGrew 

et al., 2008, Davis and Kirschner, 2000, Kanki and Ho, 1997). To date, much work has 

focused on the mechanisms that contribute to somite formation and axial elongation, but 

with less understanding on the mechanisms that cause termination of these two 

processes. 

This thesis describes my studies into some of the molecular mechanisms that control the 

final somite number and the definitive body axis length of embryos of different 

vertebrate species.  

In this introduction, I first give details of the origin, formation and patterning of the 

somitic tissue and of the other axial tissues derived from the axial progenitors, 

presenting studies performed in different vertebrate species. Second, I illustrate the 
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molecular mechanisms underlying somite formation and axial elongation, providing 

examples of human diseases caused by the malfunctioning of such mechanisms. 
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1.1 Origin of the somites 
 

1.1.1 Prospective somitic mesoderm forms by morphogenetic 

movements  
 

During gastrulation, the formation of the three germ layers: the mesoderm, the ectoderm 

and the endoderm is linked to cell movements occurring in the primitive streak of chick 

and mouse and in corresponding regions of zebrafish and frog embryos (margin and 

blastopore lip, respectively) (Solnica-Krezel, 2005) (see Figure 1.1).  

The early chick embryo exhibits a superficial single-cell thick epithelium, the epiblast, 

which will give rise to the embryo proper. Underlying the epiblast, is the presumptive 

endodermal layer, the primary hypoblast. The secondary hypoblast marks the 

prospective posterior of the blastoderm. During avian and murine gastrulation, cells of 

the epiblast ingress through the primitive streak, leading to formation of the three germ 

layers (ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm), including the mesoderm in an anterior-to-

posterior sequence (Solnica-Krezel, 2005). The cells which ingress early give rise to the 

most anterior mesoderm (axial and paraxial), those which ingress later give rise to the 

posterior mesodermal tissue, including the prospective somitic mesoderm (Lawson et 

al., 1991).  

During development, the primitive streak undergoes a series of morphological changes, 

some of which depend on convergent extension movements. Convergent extension 

movements are required for proper narrowing and elongation of the body axis, and such 

narrowing and elongation is achieved by cell intercalation. Within the mesoderm, cell 

intercalation is promoted by formation of oriented mediolateral protrusions which are 

used by cells to exert traction on each other (see Figure 1.2) (Keller, 2002). For 

example, convergent extension movements promote narrowing and elongation of the 

primitive streak (Lawson and Schoenwolf, 2001). After having first elongated and 

formed the Hensen’s node at its anterior end (the Hensen’s node or node or organizer is 

a bulbous mass of cells which directs the development of the embryonic axis), the 
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primitive streak then regresses, its remnant and the node becoming incorporating into 

the tail bud. It has been shown that the tail bud retains gastrulation-like movements and 

organizer’s properties, driving formation of different tissues, including the most 

posterior somitic tissue (Knezevic et al., 1998).  

Failure of morphogenetic movements at gastrulation results in severe axial defects, 

including absence of the somites, as observed in mouse mutants for Fgf8. Fgf8 is 

expressed in the primitive streak of the gastrulating embryo and its gene product is a 

well-known regulator of mesoderm formation (Sun et al., 1999). FGF signalling acts 

upstream of Brachyury to control cell movements (Sun et al., 1999). Similarly to Fgf8, 

Brachyury is expressed in the primitive streak (Beddington et al., 1992). It is also 

expressed in the mesoderm emerging from the streak, the head process and the 

notochord (Wilkinson et al., 1990). Embryonic patterning defects of Brachyury mutants 

include: absent/abnormal somites posterior to the seventh pair; kinked neural tube, 

apparently absent notochord (Gruneberg, 1958). A central feature of Brachyury mutants 

is the thickening of the primitive streak, resulting from accumulation of mesoderm cells 

near the primitive streak. Remarkably, it has been suggested that this is caused by 

defective cell movements (e.g. mesoderm cells emerging from the primitive streak and 

lacking Brachyury are compromised in their ability to move away from the primitive 

streak) (Beddington et al., 1992).  

In the zebrafish and in the frog, prospective somitic cells move/converge towards the 

margin or blastpore, respectively, resembling the movements of chick and mouse 

prospective somitic cells towards the primitive streak (Solnica-Krezel, 2005). Following 

convergence, prospective somitic tissue invaginates and elongates along the 

anteroposterior axis of zebrafish and frog embryos, until gastrulation terminates (see 

Figure 1.2). The somitic mesoderm, which invaginates until this stage, forms the most 

anterior somites, whereas formation of more posterior somites depends on movements 

occurring in the tail region (Kanki and Ho, 1997). Kanki et al. (1997) have shown that 

some of the cell movements in the tail bud resemble the cell movements at the 

gastrulation site, suggestive of a continuing process between early and late embryonic 

stages.  
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Cell intercalation and convergent extension movements, implicated in narrowing and 

elongation of the body axis of different vertebrates, are regulated by components of the 

non-canonical Wnt pathway (see Figure 1.2). The non-canonical Wnt pathway is 

molecularly similar to the Planar Cell Polarity pathway (PCP) that controls polarity of 

epithelial cells in flies (Tada and Kai, 2009). In the non-canonical Wnt pathway, Wnt5 

and Wnt11 ligands bind to Frizzled (Fz), a seven-pass transmembrane receptor, which 

transduces the Wnt signal through Dishevelled (Dsh), a cytoplasmic signalling protein. 

The Wnt/Fz signalling activates members of the Rho family which mediates 

rearrangements of the cytoskeleton, to drive intercalation (Myers et al., 2002b). The 

non-canonical Wnt pathway also includes Strabismus, a transmembrane protein, and 

Knypek, a heparan sulfate proteoglycan that seems to potentiate the Wnt11 signalling 

(Jessen et al., 2002, Topczewski et al., 2001, Myers et al., 2002b). Deregulation of any 

of the members of this pathway results in a failure of convergent extension, as is also 

observed for over-expression or down-regulation of Wnt11 and Wnt5 (Makita et al., 

1998, Moon et al., 1993). Accordingly, silberblick and pipetail, zebrafish mutants of 

Wnt11 and Wnt5, respectively, exhibit a broader and shorter axis (Heisenberg et al., 

2000, Kilian et al., 2003). Downstream of Wnt ligands, loss of function of Fz2 causes 

convergent extension defects; both inhibition and induction of Dsh affect cellular 

protrusion leading to a failure in convergent extension; over-expression of a dominant 

negative form of Rok2, a Rho kinase, interferes with cell movements (Sumanas et al., 

2001, Wallingford et al., 2000, Marlow et al., 2002). trilobite (a mutation of 

Strabismus) and knypek zebrafish mutants present defects in gastrulation movements, 

their body axis being shortened and broadened (Jessen et al., 2002, Topczewski et al., 

2001). A similar phenotype has been observed in the mouse mutant for loop-tail, an 

orthologue of Strabismus, suggestive of a conserved role for non-canonical Wnt genes 

between lower and higher vertebrates (Kibar et al., 2001). 

Notably, convergent extension has been shown to mediate the formation of somitic 

derivatives, such as the muscles. knypek;trilobite double mutants form fewer slow 

muscle fibres as a consequence of defective movements required for specifying and 

maintaining slow muscle precursors, the adaxial cells (Yin and Solnica-Krezel, 2007). 

Thus, morphogenetic movements seem to influence the origin and the successive 

development of the somites. 
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Figure 1.1 Morphogenetic movements during chick and zebrafish gastrulation. 
 
Figure a is a graphic depiction of a chick embryo at the primitive streak stage. The 
anterior end of the embryo is at the top, where the Hensen’s node is located, the 
posterior end of the embryo is at the bottom. The primitive streak represents the site of 
gastrulation of the embryo. During gastrulation, cells from the epiblast, the outer layer 
of the embryo, ingress through the primitive streak. The ingression movements 
contribute to formation of the three germ layers: prospective mesodermal and 
endodermal cells at the surface of the embryo get internalised beneath the prospective 
ectodermal cells. Once internalised, cells move away from the streak contributing to 
elongation of the axis. 
Figure b represents a zebrafish embryo at the shield stage (side view). The ventral 
margin of the embryos is on the left, and the dorsal margin is on the right, the animal 
pole is at the top and the vegetal pole is at the bottom, the border between the two is the 
blastoderm margin (black line). During gastrulation, internalisation movements at the 
level of the margin (red arrow) contribute to formation of the inner mesoderm and 
endoderm, and the outer ectoderm. As the three germ layers form, convergence (green 
arrows) and extension (blue arrows) movements promote narrowing and elongation of 
the embryo. Figure adapted from (Myers et al., 2002b). 
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Figure 1.2 Convergent extension movements, cell intercalation and the non-
canonical Wnt pathway. 
Figure a represents a zebrafish embryo at the beginning of the gastrulation period, at the 
end of the gastrulation period and at the segmentation stage. Convergence (green 
arrows) and extension (blue arrows) mediolaterally narrow and anteroposteriorly 
elongate the embryonic axis. Figure adapted from (Myers et al., 2002b). 
Figure b represents radial and mediolateral intercalation of cells within a tissue. 
Narrowing and elongation of the body axis occurs by radial intercalation first, where 
cells intercalate one another perpendicular to the plane of the tissue, and then by 
mediolateral intercalation, where cells intercalate one another mediolaterally with the 
plane of the tissue. As a result of radial and mediolateral intercalation, the tissue is 
thinner, narrower and longer. Figure adapted from (Keller, 2002). 
Figure c is a graphic depiction of the non-canonical Wnt pathway. Wnt ligands bind to 
the Frizzled receptor, which transduces the signal through Dishevelled, activating 
members of the Rho family. This activation mediates rearrangements of the 
cytoskeleton, driving cell intercalation. Figure adapted from (Myers et al., 2002b).  
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1.1.2 A population of resident progenitor cells contributes to the 

production of presomitic and somitic tissue  
 

In the chick and in the mouse, after the prospective somitic cells ingress into the 

primitive streak, a subset of cells forms a population of resident progenitors that are first 

located in the node/primitive streak and later (from ~E10.5 in mouse and from ~HH15 

in chick) in their derivative, the chordoneural hinge (CNH), located in the tail bud of the 

embryo. The population of resident progenitors, called axial progenitors, contributes to 

the PSM, the somites and the other axial tissues (neural tube and notochord). The 

progenitors resident in the node/primitive streak contribute to the most anterior PSM 

and somites, while the progenitors resident in the CNH are believed to contribute to 

more posterior PSM and somites (~ last 25/35 somites in chick/mouse) (for a review, 

see Wilson et al., 2009). Thus, the axial progenitors, first located in the node/primitive 

streak and later in the CNH, contribute to the presomitic and somitic tissue along the 

entire anteroposterior body axis (Cambray and Wilson, 2002, Cambray and Wilson, 

2007, McGrew et al., 2008). 

Studies in the frog and in the zebrafish suggest that presomitic and somitic tissue of 

lower vertebrates is produced by progenitor cells in a similar way to higher vertebrates 

(Davis and Kirschner, 2000, Kanki and Ho, 1997). Some of the findings regarding the 

existence and the features of such progenitors are presented below. 

 

1.1.2.1 Progenitor cells in higher vertebrates 

 

Selleck et al. (1991) have produced a detailed fate map of the chick node by marking 

small group of cells within the node with a lipophilic cell marker. This fate map shows 

that, at HH4, the epiblast of the medial part of the node contains prospective notochord 

and neural tube cells. The medial part of the node contains prospective notochord cells 

only, while the lateral and posterior part of the node contains prospective somitic cells. 

They have also analysed the cell lineage of individual cells contained in the node, by 
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injecting a vital dye into single cells. They show that, between HH3 and HH9, single 

cells, which reside between the regions known to contribute to the notochord only or to 

the somites only, give rise to progeny of both notochord and somites. These results 

indicate that the node contains resident cells with extensive differentiation potential. 

A related fate map generated for the mouse node/primitive streak is consistent with that 

of the chick (Wilson and Beddington, 1996). Unlike the chick study, the mouse study 

does not examine the cell lineage of single cells (previous studies support the existence 

of multipotent single cells in the mouse epiblast (Lawson et al., 1991)). However, the 

mouse fate map reveals that, at E8.5, cells contained in the node and in the primitive 

streak are retained in these regions and in their derivatives (the tail bud) for the 

subsequent 24-48 hours, suggestive of a resident population of cells at early and late 

primitive streak stages (Wilson and Beddington, 1996).  

The exact location of such resident population at late mouse embryonic stages (when 

the primitive streak regresses and the tail bud arises) has been defined. By lineage 

tracing of groups of cells, Cambray et al. (2002, 2007) show that cells derived from the 

caudal end of the node and from the rostral part of the primitive streak, a region called 

node-streak border, are later incorporated into the CNH, a region in the tail bud of the 

embryo (see Figure 1.3). Thus, the CNH is a derivative of the node-streak border, and, 

similarly to the node-streak border, it contains resident cells with extensive 

differentiation potentials (e.g. these cells contribute to PSM, somites, neural tube and 

notochord). In contrast, cells of the tail bud mesoderm, which is located posterior to the 

CNH, exhibit limited differentiation potentials (e.g. these cells contribute to somites 

only). Similar conclusions have been reported for the chick CNH/tail bud mesoderm 

region (McGrew et al., 2008). 

The lineage studies presented above do not provide evidence on the fate of single 

progenitors, thus the labelled group of cells might represent a mixed population of cells. 

To investigate the fate of single progenitors, a genetic single-cell labelling in utero has 

been performed in the mouse, allowing long-term tracing and retrospective analysis of 

all clonal descendants from the gastrulation stage to the tailbud stage (Tzouanacou et 

al., 2009). The study shows that neural ectoderm and mesoderm derive from a common 

single progenitor that persists throughout axial elongation. 
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Besides the node/primitive streak and the CNH, other regions have been identified as 

source of axial tissues, such as the caudal lateral epiblast (CLE) (for a review, see 

Wilson et al., 2009). The CLE is located on either side of the primitive streak, and 

extends from the node-streak border for half of the length of the primitive streak in the 

chick or even longer in the mouse. The CLE contains progenitors of some of the neural 

tube tissue and of some of the somitic tissue, and it contributes somewhat to the CNH 

(Wilson et al., 2009). Therefore, the node/primitive streak and the epiblast first, and the 

CNH later are the sites of resident axial progenitors in the chick and in the mouse 

embryos.  

Axial progenitors exhibit stem cell-like properties. From all the studies reported above, 

axial progenitors clearly exhibit extensive differentiation potentials (Selleck and Stern, 

1991, Lawson et al., 1991, Cambray and Wilson, 2002, Cambray and Wilson, 2007, 

McGrew et al., 2008) (Tzouanacou et al., 2009). It seems possible that axial progenitors 

are also able to self-renew. Thus, axial progenitors are retained in the progenitors’ 

region for a long period of time (Wilson and Beddington, 1996) (Cambray and Wilson, 

2002, Cambray and Wilson, 2007, McGrew et al., 2008) and serial heterochronic grafts 

of cells from E12.5 CNH into E8.5 CNH repopulate the CNH and also contribute to 

axial tissues (Cambray and Wilson, 2002). Therefore, these studies provide evidence for 

the origin of axial tissues from a stem cell population. 
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Figure 1.3 Location of axial progenitors in the vertebrate embryo. 
 
Figure a is the dorsal view of a chick embryo at the tail bud stage. Key structures/tissues 
are indicated.  
Figure b is a sagittal section through the tail end of the same chick embryo. Axial 
progenitors are located in the CNH (red box), which marks the end of the neural tube 
and the notochord, and which is anterior to the tail bud mesoderm. Figure adapted from  
(Wilson et al., 2009). 
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1.1.2.2 Progenitor cells in lower vertebrates 

 

Although less exhaustive than that for the mouse and for the chick, there is also 

evidence regarding the existence of axial progenitors in the frog and in the zebrafish.  

Davis et al. (2000) have marked groups of 9 cells in different regions of the frog tail, 

including the CNH (which derives from the blastopore lip, the correspective of the 

primitive streak), and they have showed that the dorsal CNH contains progeny of the 

neural tube, the notochord and the somites. Similar results were obtained when smaller 

groups of cells (3 cells only) were marked at later embryonic stages, implying that the 

frog CNH maintains its extensive differentiation potential over time.  

Kanki et al. (1997) have individually labelled 105 cells in the prospective tail bud of the 

zebrafish embryo and the fate of these cells has been followed as axial elongation 

progresses. The tail bud tissue of the zebrafish derives from the margins (gastrulation 

sites of the zebrafish embryo), specifically the anterior half of the tail bud derives from 

the dorsal margin and the posterior half of the tail bud derives from the ventral margin. 

Kanki et al. have showed that only the cells derived from the dorsal margin contribute 

to the neural tube, the notochord and the somites, while the cells derived from the 

ventral margin are limited in their differentiation potential (e.g. they only contribute to 

somites). However, no single cell contributes to more than one tissue. Although there is 

little evidence for the existence of single multipotent progenitors during frog and fish 

tail development, at least at the embryonic stages analysed, these studies show that 

specific regions of the frog and the zebrafish tail have the potential to contribute to 

more than one axial tissue. Remarkably, recent advances in the microscopy field, such 

as the development of scanned light sheet microscopy, have allowed filming and 

analysis of the entire course of the zebrafish embryogenesis at the cellular level (Keller 

et al., 2008). Thus, this microscopy technique should allow one to identify specific cells 

that participate to axial growth and to study their contributions to individual germ 

layers.  
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1.1.3  Axial progenitors contribute to the notochordal and neural tissues 

 

The axial progenitors represent the source of various tissues, including the notochord 

and the neural tube (Cambray and Wilson, 2002, Cambray and Wilson, 2007, McGrew 

et al., 2008, Davis and Kirschner, 2000, Kanki and Ho, 1997) (Tzouanacou et al., 2009) 

Although the embryonic development of the notochord and the neural tube is not the 

primary focus of this thesis, these two axial structures will be frequently mentioned in 

the next chapters, as they play essential roles in the formation of the vertebrate body 

axis. For example, signalling molecules secreted by the notochord to the surrounding 

tissues, including the somites, are known to provide fate information and to contribute 

to correct patterning of those tissues (STEMPLE, 2005). A brief overview on the 

development and function of the notochord and the neural tube is presented below. 

 

1.1.3.1 The notochord 

 

The notochord is an embryonic midline structure that is positioned between the neural 

tube and the gut. In vertebrates, the antecedent of the notochord is the chordamesoderm, 

which originates from the organizer (the node in chick and mouse and its correspectives 

in zebrafish and frog). During gastrulation, the narrowing and lengthening of the 

chordamesoderm, driven by morphogenetic movements and cellular rearrengements, 

leads to formation of the notochord (Stemple, 2005). At later stages, the mature 

notochord is composed of an extracellular thick sheath and intracellular vacuoles. The 

notochordal cells exert pressure against the sheath, making the notochord a stiff rod of 

tissue.  

The stiffness of the notochord is essential for one of its main functions: the axial 

support (Stemple, 2005). Although the notochord is a transient structure (eventually 

contributing to intervertebral discs), it is considered the axial skeleton of the embryo 
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until the vertebrae form. Mutations of genes required for notochord development, result 

in severe embryonic malformations (e.g. axis truncation) which negatively affect 

locomotion of some animal species (Stemple et al., 1996). The most representative 

mutation is that of the mouse gene Brachyury (T) or its zebrafish orthologue No tail 

(Ntl) (Beddington et al., 1992, Halpern et al., 1993), (Gruneberg, 1958). At early 

embryonic stages, T/Ntl is expressed in the prospective notochord and in the prospective 

mesoderm. Accordingly, mutants of T or Ntl lack a differentiated notochord and do not 

form enough mesoderm, the tail part of the body being truncated.  

The notochord has also a role in patterning of the surrounding tissues (Stemple, 2005). 

Interestingly, in the zebrafish Ntl mutant the absence of the notochord causes defective 

somitic morphology (Halpern et al., 1993). Together, these observations indicate that 

the notochord plays essential roles in vertebrate development, being both a support for 

the axial skeleton and a source of fate information for other axial tissues, including the 

somites (Stemple, 2005). Another tissue whose patterning is influenced by the signals 

derived from the notochord is the neural tube, as it is explained below. 

 

1.1.3.2 The neural tube 
 

The neural tube is the embryonic precursor of the central nervous system that comprises 

the brain and the spinal cord. During development, the nervous system arises from the 

ectodermal cells that lie over the midline of the embryo. The ectoderm thickens to form 

the neural plate that subsequently invaginates and forms the neural tube. As 

development progresses, brain vesicles appear at the anterior end of the neural tube and 

the spinal cord forms in more posterior regions(Bronner-Fraser and Fraser, 1997).  

The establishment of neuronal diversity depends on the mechanisms that operate in 

space and in time during development (Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996),(Jessell, 2000). 

Dorsoventral and anteroposterior patterning of the neural tube and brain depend on 

inductive signals that define the spatial pattern of the expression of transcription factors 

along the axis. For example, in the ventral neural tube, the neuronal fate along the 

dorsoventral axis depends on the Shh-mediated patterning of Nkx-, Dbx-, Pax-, and Irx-
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class homeodomain proteins (Briscoe et al., 2000). In the hindbrain, the neuronal fate 

along the anteroposterior axis (i.e. rhombomere pattern) depends on the Krox/RA-

mediated expression of Hox proteins, responsible of providing positional values 

(Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996). Thus, neural progenitors at different axial positions 

acquire different molecular identities (i.e. the progenitors differentiate into roof plate 

cells, commissural neurons and neural crest cells dorsally, and into floor plate, motor 

neurons and interneurons ventrally).  

The establishment of the dorsoventral patterning of the neural tube is tightly linked to 

the signals coming from the notochord (Stemple, 2005). It has been shown that the 

notochord can induce ectopic floor plate differentiation, and that removal of the 

notochord results in absence of the floor plate (Placzek et al., 1990, Dodd et al., 1998). 

Specifically, Placzek et al. have demonstrated that the expression of a floor plate-

specific chemoattractant is induced in the neural tube by an ectopic notochord. On the 

contrary, the expression of the same chemoattractant is lost in the neural tube after 

removal of the notochord (Placzek et al., 1990). Among the signalling molecules 

derived from the notochord, Shh has been shown to be necessary and sufficient for the 

differentiation of the floor plate (Roelink et al., 1994, Chiang et al., 1996).  

Establishment of the dorsoventral patterning of the neural tube also includes the 

induction of different neuronal types in different dorsoventral regions. Shh together 

with 9-cis-retinoic acid (RA) are required for inducing specific subsets of interneurons 

and motor neurons in the neural tube (Maden, 2006).  

RA acts several other times during the development of the nervous system. Genetic 

studies performed in the mouse embryo have shown that the dose of RA has to be 

tightly controlled over the embryonic period for normal functioning of the nervous 

system after birth. Both excessive and limited levels of RA in the embryo cause spinal 

cord defects in the newborn, such as spina bifida, which is due to an incomplete closure 

of the embryonic neural tube at its posterior end. Indeed, spina bifida is one of the most 

common congenital diseases in humans (Abu-Abed et al., 2001, Niederreither et al., 

1999).  
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1.2 Periodic formation and spatial distribution of the somites  
 

After the formation of the prospective somitic mesoderm by morphogenetic 

movements, the first somite pair appears at the anterior end of the PSM. Subsequent 

pairs of somites form along the anteroposterior axis in a periodic fashion. The period of 

somite formation is characteristic for each vertebrate species: 30 minutes in the 

zebrafish, 90 minutes in the chick, 120 minutes in the mouse and 4-5 hours in human, 

leading eventually to a species specific number of somites: 31 somites in the zebrafish, 

52 somites in the chick, 65 somites in the mouse and 35-37 somites in human. In all 

vertebrates, periodic somite formation is under the control of the segmentation clock, a 

molecular oscillator that acts in the PSM (Pourquie, 2011). The clock is linked to the 

determination front, at which PSM cells undergo a transition that leads to somite 

formation. The position of the determination front is defined by a system of opposing 

gradients: a FGF/Wnt posterior- to-anterior gradient, and a RA anterior-to-posterior 

gradient (Pourquie, 2011). Thus, the segmentation clock and the determination front 

control formation of the somites in time and space, as first postulated by Cooke and 

Zeeman in their “clock and wavefront” theoretical model (Cooke and Zeeman, 1976).  

Some of the studies that have contributed to the current understanding of the 

segmentation process are presented below.  

 

1.2.1 The segmentation clock 

 

Palmeirim et al. (1997) have shown that c-Hairy1, which encodes a transcription factor 

of the Notch signalling pathway, is expressed in an oscillatory fashion in the chick 

PSM. c-Hairy1 expression switches on and off cyclically in the PSM, at a period that 

coincides to that of somite formation. These observations were the first to support the 

existence of an oscillator that drives periodic gene expression in the PSM to set the pace 

of somite formation.  
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Cyclic gene expression appears like a wave of gene expression that sweeps across the 

field of the PSM cells. Thus it cannot be fixed in terms of segment-specific cell lineage. 

Moreover, cyclic expression in the PSM is maintained even after tissue transection and 

tissue explant, implying that the cyclic pattern does not require movement of material or 

propagation of signals (Palmeirim et al., 1997). The cyclic pattern is rather a result of a 

wave of gene expression timing: individual cells at different anteroposterior levels 

along the PSM are in different phases of the oscillating cycle. This anteroposterior 

profile reflects the pattern of the cyclic gene expression wave that repeats itself with 

every newly forming somite. The entire multicellular PSM oscillates at a regular period 

that corresponds to that of somite formation and the smallest oscillating unit is a single 

cell (for a review see (Oates et al., 2012)). 

Following the study of Palmeirim et al., other cyclic genes were identified in the mouse 

and in the zebrafish PSM as well as in the chick PSM. Those genes belong to the Notch, 

Fgf, and Wnt signalling pathways (Figure 1.4). The conservation of individual cyclic 

genes within each pathway and between different species is limited to the Notch 

pathway (Palmeirim et al., 1997),(Dequeant et al., 2006),(Krol et al., 2011).  

The Delta-Notch signalling pathway is a well-studied cell-cell communication pathway, 

implicated in development and disease. The transmembrane receptor Notch on the 

signal-receiving cell is activated by its ligand, Delta, a transmembrane protein on the 

signal-sending cell. The activation of Notch triggers cleavages in the Notch receptor 

that release the Notch intracellular domain which translocates to the nucleus and binds 

to the transcription factor of the CBF1/Su(H)/LAG1 family (CSL), activating 

transcription of Notch target genes (Lai, 2004) 

Notch signalling is evolutionary conserved between vertebrates. Hairy-related genes 

have been identified in the chick (c-Hairy1 and c-Hairy2), in the mouse (Hes7) and in 

the zebrafish (Her1 and Her7). Dynamic Notch signalling is also seen in invertebrates 

(Palmeirim et al., 1997, Bessho et al., 2001, Oates and Ho, 2002, Jouve et al., 2000, 

Holley et al., 2002, Stollewerk et al., 2003). Thus, it seems possible that Her/Hes genes 

are good candidates to act at the core of the segmentation clock. 

Hes/Her genes encode transcriptional repressors, which negatively feedback on the 

promoter of their own genes. Mathematical models have revealed that oscillations can 
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be generated by negative feedback loops, only if certain delays are included in such 

loops (e.g. the delays involved in transcription and translation) (Lewis, 2003, Lewis, 

2008). Thus, the period of the oscillations and somite formation could be generated by 

delayed negative feedback loops. 

Mutations of Hes/Her genes and of other components of the Notch signalling pathway 

affect oscillations, somite formation, and ultimately organisation of the axial skeleton 

(Bessho et al., 2001, Conlon et al., 1995, Evrard et al., 1998). In the mouse, Hes7 

mutants exhibit disturbed oscillatory behaviour of various cyclic genes. In Hes7 

mutants, the somites are irregular in shape and size, with poor definition of the borders. 

Accordingly, the vertebrae and ribs are fused and their size is reduced (Bessho et al., 

2001). A similar phenotype has been observed in mutants of Lfng, which is a target and 

a negative regulator of the Notch pathway (Evrard et al., 1998, Dale et al., 2003).  

It is not clear whether Hes/Her genes or other genes, belonging to the Notch pathway, 

represent the master oscillator that drives oscillations within the Notch pathway and in 

other signalling pathways. Hes7 regulates oscillations of genes of the Notch and Fgf 

signalling pathways, suggesting that Hes7 is the master oscillator (Bessho et al., 2001) 

(Niwa et al., 2007). However, Niwa et al. (2007) have shown that oscillations of Hes7 

are under the control of the Notch and Fgf signalling pathways. Specifically, Fgf 

signalling initiates Hes7 oscillations in the posterior PSM and Notch signalling 

propagates Hes7 oscillations in the anterior PSM. These evidences argue against Hes7 

being the master oscillator.  

Alternatively, Wnt or Notch oscillators might be the masters. In the hypomorphic 

Wnt3a vestigial tail mutants, cyclic expression of Notch and Wnt components is lost 

and somite formation is disrupted, indicating that the Wnt pathway is upstream of the 

Notch in the generation of somites (Aulehla et al., 2003). Nevertheless, Notch and Wnt 

oscillations are still observed when β-catenin is constitutively activated in the PSM, 

indicating that Wnt signalling, like Notch signalling, is not the master oscillator 

(Aulehla et al., 2008, Dunty et al., 2008). 

There are evidences in support of Fgf signalling acting upstream of Notch and Wnt 

signalling within the mouse segmentation clock. Fgfr1 mouse mutants or 

pharmacological inhibition of Fgfr1 cease oscillations in Fgf, Notch and Wnt pathway 
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components (Wahl et al., 2007). Fgf seems not to be the master oscillator, because loss 

of Notch oscillations are restored by elevated Wnt signalling even in the absence of Fgf 

signalling (Aulehla et al., 2008). All together, these studies indicate that in the mouse 

Notch, Wnt and Fgf signalling pathways oscillate during segmentation and that all of 

them drive oscillations of others. These studies also suggest that none of these pathways 

is a unique master oscillator, they rather represent interlinked oscillators that work 

redundantly or outputs of a yet unidentified master oscillator. 

 

Studies in the zebrafish have lead to a novel interpretation of the role of Notch in the 

segmentation process. In the zebrafish mutants of the Notch pathway, the first few 

somites form normally. Jiang et al. (2000) have proposed that the observed delayed 

disruption of somite formation in the Notch mutants is due to a gradual loss of 

synchrony between adjacent cells (Lewis, 2008). Experimental evidence, in support of 

this view, comes from the study of (Horikawa et al., 2006). Thus, at least in the 

zebrafish, Notch signalling is responsible for synchronising oscillations of neighbouring 

PSM cells rather than for setting the pace of somite formation. Differently from the 

zebrafish studies, Ferjentsik et al. (2009) have shown that, in the mouse, blocking all 

Notch activity prevents cyclic gene expression and somite formation (Ferjentsik et al., 

2009). Thus, there might be species-specific differences in the role of Notch signalling 

during somitogenesis. These differences could be explained by the different degree of 

complexity of the segmentation clock machinery between the mouse and thezebrafish 

(e.g. in the mouse, the segmentation clock drives periodic expression of genes of three 

different signalling pathways: Notch, Fgf and Wnt, while in the zebrafish periodic 

expression of Her genes is dependent on Notch only). 
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Figure 1.4 Species-specific cyclic genes. 
The table shows cyclic genes in the Fgf, Notch and Wnt signalling pathways in different 
vertebrate species. Only the most representative cyclic genes are reported, the list of 
genes is based on the micro-array data of (Dequeant et al., 2006),(Krol et al., 2011). 
Conservation of individual cyclic genes within each pathway and between different 
species is limited to orthologs of Her/Her genes (in red). 
*The identification of Tbx16, as a cyclic gene associated to the Wnt (and Fgf) signalling 
pathway suggests that pathways other than Notch oscillate in the zebrafish. 
Figure adapted from (Roellig et al., 2011). 
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1.2.2 The system of opposing gradients 
 

As new somites form periodically in the anterior PSM, they start differentiating into 

vertebrae, ribs, muscles and dermis. In contrast, the tissue in the posterior PSM remains 

undifferentiated and unsegmented, being replenished by progenitor cells from the tail 

bud. A system of opposing gradients is thought to: 

- maintain the undifferentiated state of the cells in the posterior PSM  

- control differentiation in the anterior PSM (for a review see (Aulehla and 

Pourquie, 2010)).  

The system of gradients also interacts with the segmentation clock, defining the spatial 

level at which PSM cells respond to the clock and at which they acquire their segmental 

identity (see a summarising depiction in Figure 1.5). The above-mentioned level is 

called determination front, and its position moves posteriorly along the anteroposterior 

body axis as somite formation proceeds (specifically, the front moves by a distance that 

corresponds to one somite length during one segmentation clock oscillation) (Dequeant 

and Pourquie, 2008, Gomez et al., 2008).  

The system of gradients involves an Fgf/Wnt posterior-to-anterior gradient and a RA 

anterior-to-posterior gradient. Dubrulle et al. (2004b) were the first to demonstrate how 

the Fgf protein gradient is established in the mouse and in the chick PSM. This gradient 

seems to derive from a novel mechanism, based on mRNA decay, whereby active 

transcription of Fgf8 mRNA is restricted to the posterior end of the embryo, where 

progenitor cells reside, and it stops when cells enter the PSM. Degradation of Fgf8 

mRNA generates a gradient of Fgf8 RNA, and, thereby, of Fgf8 protein. In the mouse 

and in the chick PSM, the Fgf gradient coincides with a graded expression of the 

intracellular mediators of the Fgf signalling pathway (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004b, 

Delfini et al., 2005). Thus, in the PSM, the Fgf8 mRNA gradient is first translated in a 

Fgf8 protein gradient and subsequently transduced by graded activation of downstream 

effectors of the Fgf signalling pathway. 
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A graded distribution of the Wnt signalling has also been reported. Aulehla et al. (2003) 

have shown that Axin2, a target gene of the Wnt signalling, is expressed in a posterior-

to-anterior gradient in the PSM, indirectly indicating that a gradient of Wnt signalling 

exists in this embryonic tissue. In a subsequent study, Aulehla et al. (2008) have 

provided a more direct evidence for the existence of a Wnt signalling gradient in the 

PSM, as they have observed a posterior-to-anterior protein gradient of β-catenin, the 

mediator of the canonical Wnt pathway. Therefore, similarly to the Fgf signalling, Wnt 

signalling acts as a posterior-to-anterior gradient in the vertebrate PSM. 

A gradient of RA activity is established in an opposite direction to that of Fgf and Wnt 

signalling. The spatial distribution of RA along the body axis can be inferred by the 

expression pattern of one of its synthesing enzymes, Raldh2 and of one of its degrading 

enzymes, Cyp26a1. Raldh2 is expressed in the somites and in the anterior PSM, while 

Cyp26a1 is expressed in the tail bud. Thus, a source of RA is located at the anterior end 

of the embryo, while a sink is located in the posterior end (Niederreither et al., 1997, 

Blentic et al., 2003, Sakai et al., 2001). The activity of RA can be visualised by means 

of mouse reporter lines. Rossant et al. (1991) have described a RARE-LacZ reporter 

line which shows that activity of RA is high in the anterior of the embryo and absent in 

the posterior, consistent with the sites of expression of the RA synthesising and 

degrading enzymes. These studies provide evidence for the existence of an anterior-to-

posterior gradient of RA along the vertebrate body axis. 

High levels of Fgf/Wnt signalling in the posterior PSM have been proposed to maintain 

the undifferentiated state of cells in this region. Indeed, over-expression of Fgf8 by 

electroporation of prospective chick PSM cells, leads to up-regulation of caudal PSM 

markers and down-regulation of somite markers (Dubrulle et al., 2001). These 

observations imply that Fgf signalling is sufficient to maintain the undifferentiated 

character of PSM cells and to block their differentiation program. Similarly, mouse 

mutants with elevated levels of β-catenin show expansion of various markers of the 

posterior PSM and inhibition of somite markers, which results in a disrupted somite 

formation (Aulehla et al., 2008, Dunty et al., 2008). Therefore, similarly to the Fgf 

signalling, increased Wnt signalling promotes the undifferentiated status of PSM cells.  
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In contrast, high levels of RA cause cell death of cells in the tail end of the embryo, 

resulting in a severely truncated body axis (Shum et al., 1999). Interestingly, increased 

levels of RA by means of ectopic treatments or genetic mutations lead to down-

regulation of Fgf8 and Wnt3a and an ectopic source of FGF8 causes down-regulation of 

Raldh2, implying that the gradients antagonise each other (Diez del Corral et al., 2003, 

Shum et al., 1999). It seems possible that RA-induced axial truncations are caused by 

loss of expression of genes required for maintenance of the PSM character. Together, 

these studies indicate that a system of opposing gradients controls the balance between 

undifferentiated and differentiated status of the PSM cells along the anteroposterior 

body axis of vertebrate embryos. 

Based on the current model, cells in the posterior PSM receive high levels of the Fgf 

and Wnt signalling that permit oscillations. Once cells are displaced anteriorly, the 

levels of the signals decrease below a threshold that arrests oscillations and the 

segmental pattern is determined. Thus, the system of gradients is thought to interact 

with the segmentation clock to define the position of the determination front, this is the 

level where PSM cells undergo that dramatic molecular and morphological change that 

leads to cessation of the oscillations and to formation of the somites. Consistent with the 

model proposed, both Fgf and Wnt signalling control oscillatory behaviour of cyclic 

genes, their loss of function blocking oscillations, and their gain of function inducing 

abnormal oscillations (Aulehla et al., 2003, Niwa et al., 2007, Wahl et al., 2007, 

Aulehla et al., 2008, Dunty et al., 2008). For example, drug treatment of chick embryos 

with CKI-7, a Wnt signalling inhibitor, lengthens the period of the oscillations, resulting 

in the formation of fewer somites (Gibb et al., 2009), while gain of function of β-

catenin exhibit ectopic stripes of cycling genes in the PSM, (Dunty et al., 2008, Aulehla 

et al., 2008). Moreover, enhancement or blockade of the Fgf signalling alters the size of 

the prospective somites (e.g. somite size is reduced when Fgf signalling is enhanced, 

somite size is increased when Fgf signalling is blocked), and displaces the position of 

the determination front anteriorly when somite size is decreased, or posteriorly when 

somite size is increased and presumably changing the velocity of the front (Dubrulle et 

al., 2001). Alterations of RA levels result in the opposite outcome of that of the Fgf 

signalling. High levels of RA lead to increased somite size, low levels of RA lead to 

decreased somite size (Diez del Corral et al., 2003, Moreno and Kintner, 2004). Hence, 
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the interaction between the gradients and the segmentation clock is crucial to determine 

where the segmentation clock becomes inactive and where the future somite forms, 

controlling the spatial distribution of the somites along the body axis (see Figure 1.3). 

As cells cross the determination front, expression of Mesp2 that is expressed in the 

prospective somite and which encodes a transcription factor involved in the 

establishment of anteroposterior somite polarity (Saga et al., 1997, Saga and Takeda, 

2001) is switched on. Interestingly, Mesp2 expression is negatively regulated by Fgf 

and Wnt signalling, and positively regulated by RA consistent with opposite roles of 

these gradients in regulating differentiation of the PSM (Delfini et al., 2005, Dunty et 

al., 2008, Aulehla et al., 2008, Moreno and Kintner, 2004).  
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Figure 1.5 The segmentation clock and the system of opposing gradients. 
 
Schematic of the tail end of a vertebrate embryo (dorsal view). The expression pattern 
of a cyclic gene is shown in blue, and the expression pattern of Mesp2 is shown in 
black. The posterior-to-anterior gradient of Fgf/Wnt is shown red and the anterior-to-
posterior gradient of RA is shown in blue. Cyclic gene expression is highly dynamic 
during few cycles of the segmentation clock and it correlates with the formation of a 
new pair of somites at the end of the cycle. The segmentation clock is thought to 
interact with the system of opposing gradients to define the position of the 
determination front (in orange), where cells aquire their segmental identity and activate 
Mesp2 expression (that defines the future somite). The size of the future somite is 
defined by the distance travelled by the front during one oscillation of the segmentation 
clock (in green). Figure adapted from (Pourquie, 2011). 
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1.3 Establishment of the anteroposterior somite polarity 
 

1.3.1 Mesp2 plays a central role in defining different somite 
compartments 

 

The PSM can be divided into two different regions, the posterior PSM and the anterior 

PSM, that correspond to two different cellular states: state 1-the immature state- and 

state 2-where the PSM cells acquire anteroposterior polarity and become competent to 

segment-. 

The establishment of anteroposterior polarity in the anterior PSM is essential for 

resegmentation that occurs later on in development. The somites are organised into 

anterior and posterior compartments. This half-somite identity is conferred before the 

morphological segment boundary becomes visible. As development proceeds, the 

posterior compartment of one somite fuses to the anterior compartment of the next 

somite (the so called resegmentation process). The anterior somitic compartment gives 

rise to the posterior half of the vertebral body and of the intervertebral disc, while the 

posterior somitic compartment gives rise to the anterior half of the vertebral body and 

the pedicle of the neural arch, that are key components of the vertebral unit (for a 

review see (Saga and Takeda, 2001)).  

The state 2 is characterised by the induction of the members of the the Mesp gene 

family, including Mesp1 and Mesp2 in the mouse, which encode transcription factors 

(Saga et al., 1996),(Saga et al., 1997). Homologous genes have been identified in other 

vertebrates: Meso-1 and Meso-2 in the chick, Thylacine1 and Thylacine 2 in the frog, 

and Mespa and Mespb in the zebrafish (Buchberger et al., 1998),(Sparrow et al., 

1998),(Sawada et al., 2000). The expression patterns and the functions of these genes 

appear to be conserved during somitogenesis in all vertebrates. 

The expression of Mesp2 is initially observed in the nascent mesoderm, similarly to that 

of Mesp1. Later in development, Mesp2 expression domain is found lateral to the node, 

as a pair of bands in the paraxial mesoderm. During somite formation, the bands of 
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expression are found in the presumptive somite region. Specifically, Mesp2 expression 

appears as a single band occupying one somite length, the posterior half of Mesp2 

expression becomes progressively down-regulated, while the anterior half remains 

intact and then disappears. The time required for a cycle of Mesp2 expression matches 

that of one somite formation (Saga et al., 1996),(Saga et al., 1997),(Takahashi et al., 

2000) (Figure 1.6 a). 

The Mesp2 mutants form vertebrae with fused pedicles of the neural arches and fused 

ribs. The pedicles of the neural arches derive from the posterior somite compartment, 

implying that this compartment is expanded at the expense of the anterior compartment 

in the Mesp2 mutants (i.e. the mutants show a caudalised phenotype). This is confirmed 

by expression studies of posterior markers, such as Uncx4.1, that is expressed in the 

entire somite of Mesp2 mutants, while expression of the anterior marker Tbx18 is 

absent. Thus, Mesp2 is required for the correct establishment of the anteroposterior 

somite polarity, specifically it is required to specify the anterior compartment of the 

somite (Saga et al., 1997). Gene replacement studies have revealed functional 

redundancy between Mesp1 and Mesp2 in regulation of somitogenesis (Saga, 1998). 

An opposite phenotype to that of Mesp2 has been reported for Psen1, a mediator of the 

Notch signalling pathway. Psen1 mutants lack pedicles of the neural arches and 

expression of Uncx4.1 is lost in the posterior somite compartment of the mutants, 

suggestive of a rostralised phenotype (Koizumi et al., 2001). Thus, the mechanisms 

regulating somite polarity are dependent on Mesp2 and on the Notch signalling 

pathway. A Notch ligand, Dll1, is also implicated in the establishment of 

anteroposterior polarity. In WT mouse, Dll1 expression is restricted to the posterior 

compartment of the presumptive somite in the anterior PSM, while it is uniformly 

expressed in the posterior PSM. In Psen1 mutants, expression of Dll1 is maintained in 

the posterior PSM but it is lost in the anterior PSM resulting in a rostralised phenotype. 

In Mesp2 mutants, expression of Dll1 is expanded in the anterior PSM and the resulting 

vertebrae are caudalised (Takahashi et al., 2000) (Figure 1.6 b). Therefore, expression 

of Dll1 in the anterior PSM is essential for determining the rostral and the caudal 

character of the segments. The expression pattern of Dll1 in the anterior PSM is 

established by Mesp2 through the Notch signalling pathway: expression of Dll1 is 

strong in the posterior PSM and it is down-regulated by Mesp2 in the anterior PSM. 
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This effect is mediated by the Notch signalling pathway, and also Dll1 induction 

depends on the Notch signalling (Saga et al., 1997),(Takahashi et al., 2000). 

Furthermore, there are two Notch signalling pathways that regulate expression of Dll1 

in the anterior PSM: 1) a Psen1 dependent pathway that induces Dll1 expression; 2) a 

Psen1 independent pathway that inhibits Dll1 expression. Mesp2 is supposed to activate 

the inhibitory pathway and to inactivate the induction pathway. In this respect, Mesp2 

expression is essential to generate the striped pattern of Dll1 in the anterior PSM. 

Initially, Mesp2 expression is found in both the anterior and the posterior compartment 

of the future somite, suppressing Dll1 expression via the Psen1 independent Notch 

pathway. Subsequently, Mesp2 expression becomes restricted to the anterior 

compartment of the future somite, where Dll1 suppression is maintained. In the 

posterior compartment of the future somite, Dll1 expression is induced via the Psen1 

dependent Notch pathway (Takahashi et al., 2000). Thus, a complicate gene network is 

established in the anterior PSM where Mesp2 plays a central role in defining somite 

polarity (Figure 1.6 c). 

In the mouse, two Notch ligands, Dll1 and Dll3, are co-expressed in the PSM. 

Importantly, feedback loops of Dll1 and Mesp2 (i.e. Dll1 induces Dll1 and Mesp2, and 

Mesp2 suppresses Dll1) are essential for establishment of anteroposterior polarity, and 

Dll3 is important for localisation of Dll1 and Mesp2 expression (Takahashi et al., 2003). 

Besides Dll1, other factors contribute to up-regulation of Mesp2 expression in the 

anterior PSM, including the transcription factor Tbx6 (which is expressed in the entire 

PSM downstream of the wavefront, its anterior limit being positioned by the previously 

defined segment) and Ripply2, a target and a negative regulator of Mesp2 (Yasuhiko et 

al., 2006),(Morimoto et al., 2007). During each cycle of somite formation, expression of 

Mesp2 is induced in the cells that express Tbx6 and experience a pulse of Notch 

signalling downstream of the clock in the anterior PSM. Mesp2 is then required for 

repression of Tbx6 expression and degradation of Tbx6 protein. Repression of Tbx6 

occurs via the Ripply family of transcription repressors that are activated by Mesp2. 

Repression of Tbx6 expression within the entire expression domain of Mesp2 completes 

the complex feedback loop that shifts the anterior limit of Tbx6 expression domain by 

one somite length to the posterior, where a new cycle of somite formation starts 

(Takahashi et al., 2010),(Oginuma et al., 2008). The Mesp2 null embryos lack a 
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segment border, a phenotype common to many segmentation genes, implying that 

Mesp2 is also involved in somite boundary formation (Evrard et al., 1998, Bessho et al., 

2001, Kusumi et al., 1998). Indeed, genes implicated in somite boundary formation, 

such as Lfng, a modulator of the Notch pathway, and EphA4, seem to be regulated by 

Mesp2 to mediate somite border formation. Noteworthy, EphA4 appears to be a direct 

transcriptional target gene of Mesp2 at the anterior boundary of the presumptive somite 

(Nakajima et al., 2006).  

All together, these findings show that Mesp2 is involved in both somite polarity 

establishment and somite boundary formation by means of suppression of the Notch 

signalling pathway (for a review see (Dahmann et al., 2011)), (Figure 1.6 d). 

 

 

.  
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Figure 1.6 Mesp2 and the establishment of somite polarity. 
Figure a. Drawing of a time course analysis of the expression pattern of Mesp2 (gene 
expression is in blue). Only the posterior part of the embryo is shown (anterior is at the 
top and posterior is at the bottom), including the PSM, the presumptive somites (S-2, S-
1) and the formed somites (S0, S1, S2,S3). Cyclic expression matches to the period of 
one somite formation. Adapted from (Saga and Takahashi, 2008). 
Figure b. Expression of Dll1 in WT and mutant mice. In WT Dll1 is expressed in region 
1 as a uniform pattern, and in region 2 as a striped pattern. Mesp2 mutants exhibit 
expanded expression of Dll1 in region 2, while Psen1 mutants show loss of the Dll1 
striped pattern. Mesp2 and Psen1 have opposite phenotypes in respect to polarity 
establishment: a caudalised phenotype and a rostralised phenotype, respectively. 
Adapted from (Saga and Takeda, 2001). 
Figure c. Genetic networks and somite polarity establishment. Dll1 expression is 
regulated by Mesp2 and Psen1 through two different Notch pathways. Mesp2 
suppresses Dll1 in the entire presumptive somite. When Mesp2 expression is 
downregulated in the posterior compartment of the somite, Dll1 gets induced. Adapted 
from (Saga and Takeda, 2001). 
Figure d. Genetic networks involved in Mesp2 activation and in subsequent events 
regulated by Mesp2. Adapted from (Saga, 2007). 
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Remarkably, Mesp2 has been identified in the ethiology of human spinal disorders (e.g. 

scoliosis), emphasizing the importance of embryonic segmentation across different 

vertebrates (Sewell and Kusumi, 2007). 
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1.4 Vertebral segmentation abnormalities in human 
 

1.4.1 Congenital forms of scoliosis are caused by mutations in 

segmentation clock genes 
 

In humans, scoliosis is classified as either idiopathic or congenital. Patients with 

idiopatic scoliosis present an abnormal curvature of the vertebral column, with 

substantially normal vertebrae. In contrast, patients suffering from congenital scoliosis 

exhibit various vertebral defects, including: hemivertebrae, vertebral fusions, wedge-

shaped vertebrae and vertebral bars (for a review see (Pourquie, 2011)). 

The the congenital forms of scoliosis are rare, but their phenotypic patterns are well-

characterised. In congenital forms of scoliosis, vertebral abnormalities can occur in 

association with defects in other anatomical structures, or they can occur as isolated 

abnormalities. In the latter case, vertebral abnormalities can affect one or two vertebrae; 

a set of vertebrae confined to a specific region of the spine; vertebrae and ribs at various 

levels of the spine, as in the case of spondylocostal dysostosis (SCD) and 

spondylothoracic dysostosis (STD) (Turnpenny et al., 2007, Giampietro et al., 2009). 

SCD and STD have been associated with mutations in genes belonging to the 

segmentation clock machinery, and they represent monogenic autosomal recessive 

diseases.  

SCD generally correlates with abnormal vertebral morphology along the entire spine, its 

manifestations varying in different mutations. To date, three different forms of SCD 

have been identified. SCD1 is characterised by rounded vertebral bodies, misaligned 

and fused ribs (Giampietro et al., 2009). It is caused by mutations of Dll3, which 

encodes one of the Notch ligands. The phenotype observed in patients is reminiscent of 

that previously characterised in mouse mutants. Dll3 mouse mutants present defects in 

somite formation and establishment of somite polarity, accordingly their vertebral 

column is shortened with fused or incomplete vertebrae (Kusumi et al., 1998).  
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SCD2 has been associated to a mutation in Mesp2, which encodes a transcription factor 

involved in a complex feedback loop with members of the Notch signalling pathway. In 

the mouse, Mesp2 is required for correct subdivision of the somite into anterior and 

posterior compartments and for proper skeletal organisation (Saga et al., 1997) (and see 

paragraph 1.3). In contrast to SCD1, where the severity of the defects is similar in all 

vertebrae, patients with SCD2 exhibit regionalised defects: the thoracic vertebrae are 

more affected than the lumbar vertebrae (Giampietro et al., 2009). 

SCD3 is caused by a mutation of Lfng, a target gene of the Notch pathway. In humans, 

Lfng mutation leads to vertebral defects in the cervical region, hemivertebrae and 

abnormal ribs in the thoracical and lumbar regions, resembling the phenotype described 

in Lfng mouse mutants (Giampietro et al., 2009, Evrard et al., 1998). Notably, Lfng 

mouse mutants, likewise Dll3 and Mesp2 mouse mutants, present defects in somite 

formation and in somite polarity establishment that subsequently results in a 

disorganised axial skeleton (Evrard et al., 1998, Kusumi et al., 1998, Saga et al., 1997).  

Differently from SCD, where ribs abnormalities can occur variably along the thoracic 

cage, STD is characterised by bilateral fusion of all the ribs. A mutation in Mesp2 has 

been identified as the putative cause of some of the STD cases studied so far 

(Giampietro et al., 2009).  

Hence, genetic studies of SCD and STD have revealed that a subset of them is caused 

by mutations in the genes of the segmentation clock machinery. Strikingly, patients 

carrying mutations in specific clock genes present spine malformations that resemble 

those of mouse mutants of the same genes, suggesting that the mechanisms behind the 

segmentation process are conserved across vertebrates. 

In this introduction, I have highlighted some of the cellular and molecular events that 

underlie the segmentation of the body axis into repetitive units, such as the somites. The 

studies presented above have widely contributed to the current understanding of 

somitogenesis, however there are questions that remain to be answered, including what 

triggers cessation of this embryonic process. 

In this thesis, I describe my investigations aimed to understand how the final somite 

number and the definitive body axis length is controlled in different vertebrate embryos.  
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In Chapter 3, I investigate some of the molecular mechanisms that might contribute to 

termination of axial elongation and segmentation, including: permanent loss of genes 

required for maintenance of axial progenitors; decreased somite formation rate at late 

segmentation stages. 

In Chapter 4, I study whether somite formation is sensitive to gene dosage, by analysing 

the final number of somites formed in embryos heterozygous for key genes in the axial 

elongation and segmentation processes. 

In Chapter 5, I explore the role of Greb1, a gene expressed in the progenitors’ area of 

different vertebrates. I provide evidence that this gene might regulate morphogenetic 

movements required for proper convergence and extension of the embryonic body axis. 
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Chick 
 

2.1.1 Embryos 

 

Fertilised chick eggs were sourced from Henry Stewart & Co and incubated at 37 °C in 

a humidified incubator. Embryos were staged according to Hamburger and Hamilton, 

(Hamburger and Hamilton, 1992). 

 

2.1.2 In situ hybridisation  
 

In situ hybridisation was carried out as previously described (Henrique et al., 1995) 

with some modifications. Formaldehyde fixed, proteinase K treated embryos were pre-

hybridised in hybridisation buffer (50% formamide, 5 X SSC pH 4.5, 1 % SDS, 50 

µg/ml yeast RNA, 50 µg/ml heparin) at 70 °C for at least 1 hour. Hybridisation with 

DIG-labelled probes was performed in hybridisation buffer ON at 70 °C. Embryos were 

then washed in 50% formamide, 2X SSC pH 4.5 at 70 °C and in TBST (0.25 M 

Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 1.37 M NaCl, 27 mM KCl, 1% Tween) at RT for several hours. 

Embryos were subsequently incubated in TBST containing 10% heat inactivated goat 

serum for at least 1 hour, alkaline-phosphatase-conjugated anti-DIG antibody was 

diluted (Roche, 1:3000) in TBST containing 1% heat inactivated goat serum and 

incubated at 4 °C ON. After extensive washes in TBST, embryos were transferred into 

NTMT (100 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris/HCl pH 9.5, 50 mM MgCl2, 10% Tween) and the 

colour reaction performed with NBT/BCIP (Roche) at RT until an appropriate level of 

staining was detectable. For experiments using only one probe, the embryos were 

washed in PBST and stored in 4% formaldehyde at 4 °C. For double-labelling 
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experiments, protocol was as described before (Stern, 1998). Both probes were added 

simultaneously in the hybridisation buffer, the most strongly expressed gene was 

labelled with DIG and developed second using BCIP, the less strong gene was labelled 

with FLU (and using alkaline phosphatase conjugated anti-FLU antibody from Roche 

was used and diluted 1:5000) and developed first with NBT/BCIP. After first colour 

was developed, embryos were fixed ON, washed in TBST, incubated in TBST 

containing serum for 1 hour at RT and TBST containing serum and antibody at 4 °C 

ON. Colour was developed as described above. For photography, embryos were washed 

in PBST and in increasing concentrations of glycerol: 30%, 50%, 70%, 80% 15 minutes 

to 1 hour each, depending on embryo size. Then washed in 100% methanol and 

transferred in PBS for photos. Samples were examined on a Leica MZ16 microscope 

and photographed using a Leica DC500 digital camera using Leica FireCam software, 

images were processed using Adobe Photoshop. 

 

2.1.3 Probes synthesis 

 

Probes for Delta-1 (Henrique et al., 1995), Fgf-8 (Kawakami et al., 2003), Spry-2 

(Minowada et al., 1999), Cyp26a1 (Swindell et al., 1999), Raldh-2 (Swindell et al., 

1999), T (Knezevic et al., 1997), Lfng (Laufer et al., 1997), and Uncx4.1 (Dale et al., 

2003) were as previously described. A second probe for chick Cyp26a1 was also 

generated, corresponding to the full-length cDNA sequence. Primers (forward 5’-

ATGGGCTTCTCCGCTCTGGTC-3’ and reverse 5’-TCAGATTTGGCCGCTGAAAC-

3’) were designed to target sequence from Ensembl database www.ensembl.org. RT-

PCR was performed using the SuperScriptII one step RT-PCR kit (Invitrogen) using 1 

µg of chick RNA extracted from HH12 caudal PSM. The RT-PCR product was then 

cloned into TOPO vector (Invitrogen), sequence verified by restriction analysis and 

DNA sequencing. For the anti-sense probe, the plasmid was linearised with XhoI and 

the RNA was made using Sp6 RNA polymerase for 3 hours at 37 °C. Primers for chick 

Greb1 probe were as follows: forward 5’-ATCCGCAAGGGGAGTCTTTACC-3’ and 

reverse 5’-GGTGAGGAGGATGAGGAGGTGA-3’, cloning and transcription methods 
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were as described above. The anti-sense probe was generated by linearising the plasmid 

with SpeI and using T7 RNA polymerase.  

 

 

2.1.4 Ex ovo embryo culture and drug treatments 

 

HH 10-12 chick embryos were cultured in L15 medium supplemented with 15% foetal 

calf serum and placed on a rolling platform at 37 °C as previously described (Connolly 

et al., 1995). For pharmacological inhibition of signalling pathways, embryos were 

cultured in SU5402 for 1.5, 3 and 6 hours (Calbiochem, 10 µM), PD98059 for 6 hours 

(Calbiochem, 0.5 mM), FGF8 for 6 hours (R&D, 2.5 µg/ml), or the corresponding 

controls: DMSO (when using SU5402 and PD98059) and PBS (when using FGF8). For 

inhibition of cell cycle, embryos were cultured in Aphidicolin (Sigma, 150 µM) and 

Hydroxyurea (Sigma, 20 mM) for 6,12 and 16 hours, or in the corresponding controls: 

DMSO and water, respectively. For the half-PSM culture, the caudal half of the embryo 

was bisected down the midline such that each embryo provided two identical explants. 

Embryos were washed in PBS and fixed.  

 

2.1.5 DiI labelling 

 

DiI crystals (Molecular Probes) were dissolved in ethanol to a final concentration of 1 

mg/ml. Small groups of somitic cells were labelled at the same level on both sides of 

the embryo, by injection using a IM 300 Microinjector (by Narishige). After labelling, 

the caudal half of the embryo was bisected down the midline and the two PSM halves 

were cultured ex-ovo.  
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2.1.6 In ovo electroporation 

 

Dr. Sheena Pinchin (Developmental Genetics laboratory, LRI), performed the 

electroporations described here and after. Electroporation conditions were based on 

those described previously (Momose et al., 1999). DNA plasmids were diluted to 1-2 

µg/µl in PBS containing 2% sucrose and mixed with Fast Green to visualise the 

injection site. For electroporations in the node (HH 4-5), eggs were windowed and the 

DNA solution was injected between the vitelline membrane and the epiblast. Negative 

and positive electrodes were placed above and below the embryo, respectively, and five 

50 ms pulses of 10 V were applied, using an Intracell Intracept TSS10 pulser equipped 

with pedal trigger. Eggs were re-incubated until the desired stage and assayed for GFP 

or RFP expression in the PSM. Only those displaying a normal overt morphology and 

positive for GFP or RFP were processed for subsequent analysis. For electroporations in 

the neural tube (HH12) a method based on (Itasaki et al., 1999) was used. 

 

2.1.7 Immunohistochemistry 
 

Embryos were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS 1 hour at 4 °C, and washed in PBS 

containing 0.5% Triton a few times at RT. Embryos were then incubated in blocking 

solution (1% BSA, 10% heat inactivated goat serum, 0.5% Triton in PBS) for 2 hours at 

4 °C and then in primary antibody diluted in the blocking solution, at 4 °C ON. The 

primary antibody was washed using PBS containing 0.1% Triton at RT. Secondary 

antibody was diluted in blocking solution and added for 2 hours at RT. Embryos were 

washed in PBS 0.1% Triton, incubated in SYTO-13 (1:1000 in PBST, Invitrogen), 

washed again and transferred in SlowFade Gold Anti-fading reagent (Invitrogen), 

mounted on slides and imaged using Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope. Primary 

antibodies used were as follows: polyclonal anti-phospho-histone H3 (1:100 Millipore), 

polyclonal anti-caspase 3 activate (1:400, R&D). For secondary detection Alexa-Fluor 
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546 goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Invitrogen) was used. Scale bars were calculated in 

LSM510 software. The length of the body axis, PSM and somites were measured in 

fixed, flat-mounted embryos using a Tonbridge graticule. 

 

2.1.8 Plasmids and morpholinos 

 

For in ovo electroporation, the full-length chick Cyp26a1 cDNA sequence was 

amplified as described above, and cloned into XhoI/SacI sites of pCAGGs-IRES-

nlsGFP expression vector, previously described (Stamataki et al., 2005). The pCIG 

vector containing full-length Cyp26a1 cDNA described in (Albazerchi and Stern, 2007) 

was also used. For RNAi against chick Cyp26a1, 22 nucleotides target sequences were 

chosen using the GenScript design tool at www.genescript.com. Three sequences were 

cloned into pRFPRNAi plasmid described in (Das et al., 2006): 5’-

CCTGCCAAATTCATAGCTTTCA-3’; 5’-CCACCATGATGTTCTGCAGAAA-3’ 

and 5’-GCTGCTAAATGGACCTCCTACA-3’. A morpholinos against chick Cyp26a1 

was also used and was electroporated in conjuction with a carrier DNA as described in 

(Voiculescu et al., 2008). Sequence of the morpholino was as follows: 5’-

ATCCACCATCAGAGCCGTACCTTTT-3’. 250 uM of splicing-blocking morpholino 

(Gene Tools) and standard control morpholino (5’-

CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3’) and 250 uM/ml carrier plasmid DNA were 

co-electroporated into HH 4-5 embryos as described above. To evaluate the efficacy of 

the morpholino against Cyp26a1, RT-PCR was performed on caudal PSM of five 

control-electroporated and five MO-electroporated embryos using the following 

primers: forward 5’-CATGGGGCTGCCCTTCTTCG-3’ and reverse 5’-

CTCACCTCCTCTTGGATGACAGG-3’. For the C-terminus tagged version of chick 

Cyp26a1, the full-length cDNA was amplified with the following primers: forward 5’-

CCCAAGCTTGCCGCCGCCATGGGCTTCTCCGCTCTGGTC-3’ and reverse 5’-

GCTCTAGAGGGATTTGGCCGCTGAAACCTATG-3’ and cloned into HindIII/XbaI 

sites of pCDNA6/myc-His vector (Invitrogen). 
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2.1.9 Cell culture 

 

Dr. Charalampos Rallis (Developmental Genetics laboratory, LRI), isolated chick 

embryonic fibroblasts (CEF) from 4 HH36 embryos, by passing the embryos through a 

syringe. The homogenate was then mixed with trypsin and the supernatant was 

transferred to a new tube. Digestion was stopped by adding completed medium and 

spinning down. Pellet was resuspended in completed medium and plated, the next day 

cellular debris were removed and medium changed. CEF were grown at 37 °C under 

5% CO2 in completed DMEM (10% foetal calf serum, 1% chick serum, 1% penicillin-

streptomycin and 1% glutamine). For transfection, cells were plated into 6-well plate 

and transfected with 1 µg plasmid DNA per well using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection 

reagent (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s guidelines. 

 

2.1.10 Western blotting 

 

Cell lysates from cultured cells were prepared using RIPA (50mM Tris/HCl pH8, 150 

mM NaCl, 1% Igepal CA-630, 0.5% sodium deoxycolate, 0.1% SDS, 2mM EDTA). 

Cells were washed with ice-cold PBS and lysed with RIPA and incubated for 30 

minutes at 4 °C at constant agitation. After centrifugation the supernatant was removed 

and protein concentration was determined using the BCA Protein Assay kit (Pierce). 

Proteins were separated and transferred using the NuPAGE system (Invitrogen), 4-12% 

Bis-Tris gels were used. Transfer of protein onto Hybond nitrocellulose membrane 

(Amersham Biosciences) was checked by Ponceau-S (Amersham Biosciences). 

Membrane was blocked in 5% milk (Marvel) in TBST for 1 hour at RT. Primary 

antibody incubation was performed for 3 hours at RT or ON at 4 °C in blocking 

solution. Following washes in TBST, secondary antibody was applied for 1 hour at RT. 

Membrane was washed and detection was carried out using the ECL plus western 

blotting Detection System (GE Healthcare), the membrane was exposed to the high 

performance chemiluminescence film Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare) which was 

developed using the JPI Automatic X-ray Film Processor. Primary antibodies used were 
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as follows: monoclonal γ-tubulin (1:1000, Sigma), polyclonal cyp26a1 (1:500, Abcam), 

monoclonal c-myc (1:1000, Sigma). Secondary detection was done using: anti-mouse or 

anti-rabbit IgG HRP-linked antibodies (1:5000, Amersham).  

 

 

2.1.11 Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray micro-computed 

tomography (micro-CT) Scanning 
 

Dr Anne Weston, from the Electron Microscopy unit at LRI, processed and imaged the 

embryos for Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray micro-CT scanning. HH24 and 

HH25 embryos were fixed in 2.5% gluteraldehyde plus 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS 

for 1 hour.  Samples were post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in distilled water for a 

minimum of 1 hour and dehydrated step-wise using 50%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% 

ethanol, 15-20 minutes each.  Samples were transferred to 100% acetone and critical 

point dried using a Polaron CPD. For Scanning Electron Microscopy: samples were 

mounted on Scanning Electron Microscopy stubs, sputter coated with platinum, using 

SC7640 sputter coater and viewed in a JEOL FESEM 6700 microscope. For X-ray 

micro-CT: samples were scanned using a Skyscan 1172 (Skyscan, Kontich, Belgium) 

set at 40KV and 250µA.  The images were reconstructed using the Skyscan NRecon 

program and analysed using Disect software (Disect systems Ltd).  

 

2.1.12 High Resolution Episcopic Microscopy 

 

Mike Bennett, from the Developmental Biology division at NIMR, processed the 

embryos for High Resolution Episcopic Microscopy. HH24 and HH25 embryos were 

processed as described in (Weninger et al., 2006). Samples were fixed in 4% 

formaldehyde in PBS and dehydrated through 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% 

methanol. Methanol washes were 30-60 minutes each for small samples and 1 day each 
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for bigger samples. Samples were impregnated in 50% methanol and 50% JB4 

(Polyscience) ON, and then in 100% JB4 at 4 °C in the dark at constant agitation for 2 

days. JB4 contained: 100 ml JB4 solution A, 6 ml solution B, 1.25 g catalyst, 0.275 g 

eosin B, 0.055 g acridine orange to stain the samples. Embryos were then embedded 

under a Leica wild M8 microscope and using moulds filled with JB4. The resin block 

was incubated in the oven to harden and then mounted on the imaging apparatus as 

shown in www.embryoimaging.org.  The apparatus consists of a rotary microtome 

(Leica SM 2500) and a modified microscope (Olympus MVX 10) equipped with 

fluorescence filter sets and a digital video camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-HR). The entire 

block was sectioned (section thickness was 2 or 4 µm), and one image captured with the 

GFP filter set, after each section. The resulting digital image series was converted to a 

volume data set and further processing and analysis was performed using ImageJ. 

OsiriX was used for the 3D reconstruction.  
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2.2 Mouse 
 

2.2.1 Embryos 

 

Wild-type CD1 and Black6 mouse embryos were obtained from timed mated pregnant 

females between E8.5 and E14.5 which were sourced from Charles River.  

 

2.2.2 Transgenic lines 

 

Fixed heterozygous and WT E13.5 mouse embryos were obtained as follows: 

Cdx2 from Professor Zernicka-Goetz M (Chawengsaksophak et al., 1997), Fgf3 from 

Professor Mansour SL (Mansour et al., 1993), Fgf8 from Dr Basson A (Sun et al., 

1999), Raldh2 from Professor Dolle’ P (Niederreither et al., 1999), Cyp26a1 from 

Professor Hamada H (Abu-Abed et al., 2001), POR from Professor Wolf R (Otto et al., 

2003), Wnt3a (Takada et al., 1994), Wnt5a (Yamaguchi et al., 1999), β−catenin (Dunty 

et al., 2008) and Mesogenin (Yoon and Wold, 2000) were obtained from Dr Yamaguchi 

TP, Axin2 (Zeng et al., 1997) from Professor Sharpe P, Bmp4 (Winnier et al., 1995) 

from Professor Hogan BLM, and the pudgy null line from the Jackson Laboratory 

www.jax.org and described in (Kusumi et al., 1998). 

 

2.2.3 Genotyping 

 

Yolk sac of mouse embryos of Wnt3a, Wnt5a, β -catenin, Axin2, Mesogenin lines were 

dissolved in 500 µl of the following buffer: 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8.3, 2 mM 

MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml gelatin, 0.45% Nonidet P-40, 0.45% tween supplemented with 5 µl 

of 10 mg/ml proteinase K at 50 °C ON. Proteinase K was inactivated at 94 °C for 10 
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minutes, 1 µl of DNA was used for PCR reaction with appropriate concentration of 

primers and Taq polymerase (Roche) and Frohman buffer (670 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.8, 

67 mM MgCl2, 1.7 mg/ml BSA, 166 mM (NH4) 2SO4) in case of Wnt3a and 

Mesogenin or with PCR buffer from Roche in case of Wnt5a and β-catenin. Primers 

used were as follows: Wnt3a (5’-TGGCTACCCGTGATATTGCTGAA-3’, 5’-

GTTGTGACGGTTCATGGCAGAG-3’, 5’-ACTACAACCCTCCTCACCTGGCC-3’), 

Wnt5a (5’-GACTTCCTGGTGAGGGTGCGTG-3’, 5’-

GGAGAATGGGCACACAGAATCAAC-3’, 5’-

GGGAGCCGGTTGGCGCTACCGGTGG-3’), β-catenin (5’-

AAGGTAGAGTGATGAAAGTTGTT-3’ 5’-CACCATGTCCTCTGTCTATTC-3’ 5’-

TACACTATTGAATCACAGGGACTT-3’) Axin2 (5’-

AAGCTGCGTCGGATACTTGAGA-3’ 5’-AGTCCATCTTCATTCCGCCTAGC-3’ 

5’-TGGTAATGCTGCAGTGGCTTG-3’), Mesogenin (5’-

CCAAGGAGCCTTGTACTGCTGC-3’ 5’-

GCCACCAGCAGTGTGTAGATAGGGAGGT-3’ 5’-

GCAAAGCGCCATTCGCCATTC-3’). Ear biopsies of adult mice or yolk sacs of 

mouse embryos of pudgy line were dissolved in 300 µl of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl 

pH 8.0, 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 0.5% SDS) containing 20 mg/ml 

proteinase K (Roche) at constant agitation at 56 °C ON. The next day, 120 µl of 

saturated NaCl solution was added, and the solution was mixed and incubated on ice for 

20 minutes. Precipitates were eliminated by centrifugation at 13200 rpm for 20 minutes, 

and supernatant transferred to a new tube. DNA was isolated by adding 600 µl of 

absolute ethanol and by centrifugation at 13200 rpm for 20 minutes. The pellet was 

washed in 70% ethanol, dried and dissolved in 300 µl of TE. For genotyping, 1 µl of the 

DNA solution was used for PCR reaction together with 10 µM of each primer and the 

Taq PCR Master Mix (Qiagen). Primers used were as follows: pudgy (5’-

CCCTGCCGCTGCCTGATGG-3’ 5’-CCCTGCCGCTGCCTGCCTC-3’ 5’-

TCCAGCACTTGGGAGATGG-3’). Embryos for other lines (Cdx2, Fgf3, Fgf8, 

Raldh2, Cyp26a1, POR, Bmp4) were genotyped by the original sources.  
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2.2.4 In situ hybridisation 

 

In situ hybridisation was carried out as previously described (Henrique et al., 1995) 

with some modifications. Formaldehyde fixed, proteinase K treated embryos were pre-

hybridised in hybridisation buffer (50% formamide, 5 X SSC pH 4.5, 1 % SDS, 50 

µg/ml yeast RNA, 50 µg/ml heparin) at 70 °C for at least 1 hour. Hybridisation with 

DIG-labelled probes was performed in hybridisation buffer ON at 70 °C. Embryos were 

then washed in 50% formamide, 2X SSC pH 4.5 at 70 °C and in TBST (0.25 M 

Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 1.37 M NaCl, 27 mM KCl, 1% Tween) at RT for several hours. 

Embryos were subsequently incubated in TBST containing 10% heat inactivated goat 

serum for at least 1 hour, alkaline-phosphatase-conjugated anti-DIG antibody was 

diluted (Roche, 1:3000) in TBST containing 1% heat inactivated goat serum and 

incubated at 4 °C ON. After extensive washes in TBST, embryos were transferred into 

NTMT (100 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris/HCl pH 9.5, 50 mM MgCl2, 10% Tween) and the 

colour reaction performed with NBT/BCIP (Roche) at RT until an appropriate level of 

staining was detectable. For experiments using only one probe, the embryos were 

washed in PBST and stored in 4% formaldehyde at 4 °C. For triple-labelling 

experiments, the three DIG probes were added simultaneously in the hybridisation 

buffer. For photography, embryos were washed in PBST and in increasing 

concentrations of glycerol: 30%, 50%, 70%, 80% 15 minutes to 1 hour each, depending 

on embryo size. Then washed in 100% methanol and transferred in PBS for photos. 

Samples were examined on a Leica MZ16 microscope and photographed using a Leica 

DC500 digital camera using Leica FireCam software, images were processed using 

Adobe Photoshop. For in situ hybridisation on sections, the tissue was dissected out in 

ice-cold PBS and fixed in 4% PFA ON, processed and embedded in agar, and sectioned 

at 8-10 µM.  
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2.2.5 Probes synthesis 

 

Probes for Uncx4.1 (Mansouri et al., 1997), MyoD (Sassoon et al., 1989) and Tbx18 

(Stauber et al., 2009) were as previously described. The Greb1 probe was generated by 

Dr Ravindra Prajapati (Developmental Genetics laboratory, LRI) Primers (forward 5’-

GCCACGGGGCGTCCGGCCCTTTC-3’ and reverse 5’-

ACCGCGCTGTGCAGGCGGGGGA-3’) were designed to target sequence from 

Ensembl database www.ensembl.org. PCR was performed using the full-length mouse 

Greb1 cDNA sequence cloned into pEF-DEST51 vector as template, the vector was 

purchased from imaGenes (product name OCACo5052E0918-pEF-DEST51). The PCR 

product was then cloned into TOPO vector (Invitrogen), sequence verified by restriction 

analysis and DNA sequencing. For the anti-sense probe, the plasmid was linearised with 

SpeI and the RNA was made using T7 RNA polymerase for 3 hours at 37 °C.  

 

2.2.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray micro-computed 

tomography (micro-CT) Scanning 
 

Dr Anne Weston, from the Electron Microscopy unit at LRI, processed and imaged the 

embryos for Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray micro-CT scanning. E12.5, 

E13.5 and E14.5 embryos were fixed in 2.5% gluteraldehyde plus 4% 

paraformaldehyde in PBS for 1 hour. Samples were post-fixed in osmium tetroxide and 

dehydrated step-wise to 100% ethanol. Samples were transferred to 100% acetone and 

critical point dried. For Scanning Electron Microscopy: samples were mounted on 

Scanning Electron Microscopy stubs, sputter coated with platinum and viewed in a 

JEOL FESEM 6700 microscope. For X-ray micro-CT: samples were scanned using a 

Skyscan 1172 (Skyscan, Kontich, Belgium) set at 40KV and 250µA.  The images were 

reconstructed using the Skyscan NRecon program and analysed using Disect software 

(Disect systems Ltd).  
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2.2.7 High Resolution Episcopic Microscopy 

 

Mike Bennett, from the Developmental Biology Unit at NIMR, processed the embryos 

for High resolution Episcopic Microscopy. E12.5, E13.5 and E14.5 embryos were 

processed as described in (Weninger et al., 2006). Samples were fixed in 4% 

formaldehyde in PBS and dehydrated through 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% 

methanol. Methanol washes were 30-60 minutes each for small samples and 1 day each 

for bigger samples. Samples were impregnated in 50% methanol and 50% JB4 

(Polyscience) ON, and then in 100% JB4 at 4 °C in the dark at constant agitation for 2 

days. JB4 contained: 100 ml JB4 solution A, 6 ml solution B, 1.25 g catalyst, 0.275 g 

eosin B, 0.055 g acridine orange to stain the samples. Embryos were then embedded 

under a Leica wild M8 microscope and using moulds filled with JB4. The resin block 

was incubated in the oven to harden and then mounted on the imaging apparatus as 

shown in www.embryoimaging.org. The apparatus consists of a rotary microtome 

(Leica SM 2500) and a modified microscope (Olympus MVX 10) equipped with 

fluorescence filter sets and a digital video camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-HR). The entire 

block was sectioned (the section thickness was 5 or 6 µm), and one image captured with 

the GFP filter set, after each section. The resulting digital image series was converted to 

a volume data set and further processing and analysis was performed using ImageJ. 

OsiriX was used for the 3D reconstruction. 
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2.3 Fish 
 

2.3.1 Embryos 

 

Zebrafish were maintained at 27.5 °C in dechlorinated water on a 14/10 hour light/dark 

cycle and embryos were collected from spontaneous spawnings. Staging was according 

to Kimmel et al (Kimmel et al., 1995). 

 

2.3.2 Transgenic lines 

 

p53 heterozygous and homozygous embryos were obtained by crossing p53 

homozygous female to p53 heterozygous males as described in (Little and Mullins, 

2009).The BMP reporter line has been described in (Wu et al., 2011). 

2.3.3 In situ hybridisation 

 

Formaldehyde fixed embryos were rinsed in PBST and dehydrated in 50% 

methanol/PBST for 10 minutes and in 100% methanol for 2-3 times 5 minutes each. 

Embryos were then rehydrated in 75% methanol/PBST, 50% methanol/PBST, 25% 

methanol/PBST and PBST for 5 minutes each. Embryos were dechorionated in PBST 

and rinsed in PBST for 5 times, 5 minutes each. Pre-hybridisation was carried out in 

hybridisation buffer (50% formamide, 5 X SSC pH 4.5, 1 % SDS, 50 µg/ml yeast RNA, 

50 µg/ml heparin) at 65 °C for at least 1 hour. Hybridisation with DIG-labelled probes 

was performed in hybridisation buffer ON at 65 °C. Embryos were washed as follows: 5 

minutes in 50% formamide/2X SSC pH 4.5 at 65 °C; 5 minutes in 2X SSC at 65 °C; 20 

minutes in 0.2 X SSC containing 0.1% tween at 65 °C; twice for 20 minutes in 0.1 X 

SSC containing 0.1% tween at 65 °C and several changes in PBST at RT. Embryos 
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were subsequently incubated in PBST containing 10% heat inactivated goat serum for at 

least 1 hour, alkaline-phosphatase-conjugated anti-DIG antibody was diluted (Roche, 

1:3000) in PBST containing 1% heat inactivated goat serum and incubated at 4 °C ON. 

After extensive washes in PBST, embryos were transferred into NTMT (100 mM NaCl, 

100 mM Tris/HCl pH 9.5, 50 mM MgCl2, 10% Tween) and the colour reaction 

performed with NBT/BCIP (Roche) at RT until an appropriate level of staining was 

detectable. The reaction was stopped by rinsing the embryos several times in deionised 

water. The embryos were washed in PBST and stored in 4% formaldehyde at 4 °C. For 

double-labelling experiments with both DIG probes, the probes were added 

simultaneously in the hybridisation buffer. For double-labelling experiments with DIG 

and FLU probes, probes were added simultaneously in the hybridisation buffer, the 

most strongly expressed gene was labelled with DIG and developed second using 

INT/BCIP (Roche), the less strong gene was labelled with FLU (and using alkaline 

phosphatase conjugated anti-FLU antibody from Roche was used and diluted 1:5000) 

and developed first with NBT/BCIP. After first colour was developed, embryos were 

fixed ON, washed in TBST, incubated in TBST containing serum for 1 hour at RT and 

TBST containing serum and antibody at 4 °C ON. Colour was developed as described 

above. For photography, embryos were washed in PBST and in increasing 

concentrations of glycerol: 30%, 50%, 70%, 80% 15 minutes to 1 hour each, depending 

on embryo size. Then washed in 100% methanol and transferred in PBS for photos, 

yolks were removed if needed. Samples were examined on a Leitz Diaplan microscope 

or on a Leica MZ16 microscope and photographed using a Leica DC500 digital camera 

using Leica FireCam software, images were processed using Adobe Photoshop. The 

length of body axis and somites and the width of the notochord and the distance 

between the segments were measured in fixed, flat-mounted embryos using a Tonbridge 

graticule.  

	  

2.3.4 Probes synthesis 

 

Probes for Ntl (Schulte-Merker et al., 1992), MyoD (Weinberg et al., 1996), PapC 

(Yamamoto et al., 1998), Hgg1 (Daggett et al., 2004), Dlx3 (Akimenko et al., 1994), 
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Her1 (Takke and Campos-Ortega, 1999), and RFP (Wu et al., 2011) were as previously 

described. Cb1045 was obtained from the Vertebrate Development lab at LRI, the clone 

was purchased from I.M.A.G.E. clone, antisense probe was generated by linearising the 

plasmid with SalI and using T7 RNA polymerase. MespA, MespB probes were also 

obtained from the Vertebrate development lab at LRI, MespA and MespB plasmids were 

linearised with NotI and transcribed with T3 RNA polymerase. The probe for zebrafish 

Greb1 was generated by Dr Ravindra Prajapati (Developmental Genetics laboratory, 

LRI). Primers (forward 5’- AAGGAGCCACCCCTCTGCACATTCT -3’ and reverse 

5’- AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGTTAGACGAAACCGCATTCGTCCTC-3’ which 

contains a T3 promoter site) were designed to target sequence from Ensembl database 

www.ensembl.org. PCR was performed using a clone purchased from Gene Service as a 

template. For the anti-sense probe, the PCR product was used and the RNA was made 

using T3 RNA polymerase. 

 

2.3.5 Drug treatments  

 

Embryos at the shield stage were incubated until the 15 somite stage and the 26 somite 

stage in aquarium water containing Aphidicolin (Sigma, 150 µM) and Hydroxyurea 

(Sigma, 20 mM), or in aquarium water containing the corresponding control: DMSO. 

Samples were kept in the dark during the course of the treatment. At the end of the 

treatment embryos were washed in PBS and fixed.  

 

2.3.6 Immunohistochemistry 

 

Embryos were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS 1 hour at 4 °C, and washed in PBS 

containing 0.5% Triton a few times at RT. Embryos were then incubated in blocking 

solution (1% BSA, 10% heat inactivated goat serum, 0.5% Triton in PBS) for 2 hours at 

4 °C and then in primary antibody diluted in the blocking solution, at 4 °C ON. The 

primary antibody was washed using PBS containing 0.1% Triton at RT. Secondary 
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antibody was diluted in blocking solution and added for 2 hours at RT. Embryos were 

washed in PBS 0.1% Triton, incubated in SYTO-13 (1:1000 in PBST, Invitrogen), 

washed again and transferred in SlowFade Gold Anti-fading reagent (Invitrogen). Yolks 

were removed and embryos mounted on slides and imaged using Zeiss LSM510 

confocal microscope. Primary antibodies used were as follows: polyclonal anti-

phospho-histone H3 (1:100 Millipore). For secondary detection Alexa-Fluor 546 goat 

anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Invitrogen) was used. Scale bars were calculated in LSM510 

software. The length of the axis length was measured in fixed, flat-mounted embryos 

using a Tonbridge graticule. 

 

2.3.7 Plasmids and morpholinos 

 

For mRNA injections, 2 nl of reagents were injected into 1 cell stage embryos. The full-

length mouse Greb1 cDNA sequence cloned into pEF-DEST51 vector was purchased 

from imaGenes (product name OCACo5052E0918-pEF-DEST51). For morpholino 

injections, 2 nl of reagents were injected into 1-4 cell stage embryos. Splicing blocking 

morpholinos (Gene Tools) against zebrafish Greb1 were as follows: morpholino 1: 5’-

AATACTGAAATCACACCTCTCCTCC-3’ and morpholino 2: 5’-

GGAAGACTGTAAAAGCTCACCCTCA-3’. Mismatch (5’-

AATAGTCAAATCAGACCTGTGCTCC-3’) and standard control morpholinos (5’-

CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3’) were also used. Sequence of p53 was: 5’-

GCGCCATTGCTTTGCAAGAATTG-3’. To evaluate the efficacy of the splice 

blocking morpholinos against Greb1, RT-PCR was performed on five embryos for each 

conditions used. Primers used were as follows: for morpholino 1 (forward 5’- 

GCTTGTCTCTGAAGGAGGCTGAGCA -3’ and reverse 5’- 

ATTCTCCCTGTGGATCCATGCCAGT -3’) and for morpholino 2 (forward 5’- 

GGAGTCTGACCGCCAGTGACCAG -3’ and reverse 5’- 

AAGTGCATTACGTCCACATTCATCG -3’). 
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2.3.8 In vitro mRNA synthesis 

 

Plasmids containing the gene of interest were linearized and mRNA was synthesized 

using the mMessage machine kit (Ambion) according to manufacturer’s instructions. In 

case of the rescue experiment, the following plasmids were used: control plasmid (pTri-

Xef, TRIPLEScript plasmid containing xenopus elongation factor 1 α); mouse Greb1 

(pEF-DEST51-Greb1, expression vector containing full-length mouse). The mouse 

Greb1 plasmid was linearised with either BstBI or PmeI restriction enzyme. To 

optimise the yield of long transcript, 1 µl of GTP was added to the transcription reaction 

of mouse Greb1. 2 µg of each transcription reaction were loaded onto agarose 

denaturing gel.  

 

2.3.9 In vitro coupled transcription and translation  

 

TNT coupled reticulocyte lysate systems (Promega) was used according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. 1 µg of DEST51 vector containing full length mouse Greb1 

was mixed with required reagents, comprising 35S-methionine in a 25 µl reaction. 

pCS2+ vector containing Smad2 (from Dr Antonius Van Boxtel, Developmental 

Signalling laboratory at LRI) was used as positive control, the negative control was the 

reaction mixture with no DEST51 vector. 1 µl of each reactions was then used and run 

on gel. After gel drying, 35S-labelled proteins were visualised by autoradiography using 

a storage phosphor screen on a Molecular Dynamics STORM 860 PhosphorImager. 

ImageQuant software was used for gel image analysis.  

2.3.10 Bioinformatics 

 

Probir Chakravarty, from the Bioinformatics and Biostatistics service at LRI, performed 

the analysis. Refseq nucleotide and protein sequences of Human GREB1 were extracted 

from NCBI’s Gene repository (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/). For the alignment 

of GREB1 protein sequences in different organisms, NCBI’s UniGene repository 
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(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene) was used, orthologs of human GREB1 were 

extracted. GREB1 protein sequences from mouse (accession number: NP_056579), 

chicken (accession number: XP_419956), frog (accession number: XP_002942230) and 

zebrafish (accession number: XP_001920606) were used to draw a protein alignment 

showing areas of amino acids identity. The multiple sequence alignment protein 

ClustalW ( http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/) was used to generate the protein 

alignment using default parameters. For the functional domains study, the protein 

sequence of human GREB1 was taken and used to identify the presence of functional 

domains using INTERPROScan (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/iprscan/). INTERPRO 

is an integrated database of predictive protein signatures used for the automatic 

annotation of proteins. 
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2.4 Molecular biology 
 

2.4.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

 

PCR reactions (Saiki et al., 1988) were carried out in 200 µl thin-walled 8 tube and flat 

cap strips (Thermo Scientific) using a Peltier (PTC-200, DNA engine) thermal cycler. 

For cloning of expression constructs PfuTurbo (Stratagene) polymerase was used. 

Reactions were performed in 50 µl with 10 µM of each primer (Sigma-Aldrich), 20 mM 

dNTPs (Pharmacia Biotech), variable amount of DNA template in 1 X polymerase 

buffer. The thermal cycling conditions were based on the following settings: 94 °C 3 

minutes; 94 °C 30 seconds, 60 °C 30 seconds, 72 °C 1 minute/Kb for 40 cycles; 72 °C 

10 minutes; 12 °C forever. The annealing temperature was adjusted to the melting 

temperatures of the primers and the extension time adjusted to the length of the product. 

PCR products were confirmed by electrophoresis on agarose gel (Ultra Pure, 

Invitrogen) with TBE (Tris-Borate, EDTA) running buffer. 

 

2.4.2 Transformation of competent bacteria and ligation 

 

For transformation of DH5α or TOP10 competent bacteria (Invitrogen) with plasmid 

DNA, a 50 µl aliquot of frozen bacteria was thawed on ice. A variable amount of 

plasmid DNA was added, and the cells were mixed gently and incubated on ice for 30 

minutes. The suspension was heat shocked at 42 °C for 30-45 seconds and kept on ice 

for 2 minutes. After addition of 250-900 µl of SOC medium, the bacterial suspension 

was incubated on a shaker for 1 hour at 37 °C. 50 µl of the solution was spread on a 

Ampicillin (100 µg/µl)/ LB agar plate, and incubated at 37 °C ON, lid side down. 

Colonies were picked from the plate, placed in 3 ml of LB medium containing 

Ampicillin and incubated on a shaker ON at 37 °C. Suspensions were centrifuged at 
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4000 rpm in an Eppendorf floor centrifuge (5810), the medium was discarded and the 

plasmid DNA was purified using Qiagen mini-prep kit. Site-directed ligation was 

performed as follows: plasmid and insert DNA were digested using appropriate 

enzymes and supplied buffers (NEB) for at least 3 hours at 37 °C. Plasmid DNA was 

phosphorylated with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (NEB) at 37 °C for 30 minutes. 

Both plasmid and insert DNA were purified using QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen) 

and ligation was performed using T4 DNA ligase (NEB) with a molar ratio of plasmid 

to insert DNA of 1:3 in a 20 µl reaction. The reaction was incubated at 16 °C ON and 2 

µl used for transformation into competent bacteria. 

 

2.4.3 Sequencing 
 

Sequencing reactions were performed in a 20 µl solution containing 8 µl BigDye 

terminator ready Reaction mix (Applied Biosystem), 200-400 ng of DNA and 3.2 pmol 

of primer. Primers used were as follows: SP6 5’-

CATACGATTTAGGTGACACTATAG-3’; T7 5’-AATACGACTCACTATAG-3’; T3 

5’-ATTAACCCTCACTAAAG-3’; M13F 5’-GTAAAACGACGGCCAG-3’; M13R 5’-

CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3’. Reactions were carried out on a Peltier (PTC-200) 

thermal cycler using the following conditions: 96 °C 1 minute; 96 °C 10 seconds, 48 °C 

5 seconds, 60 °C 4 minutes for 24 cycles; 12 °C forever. Reactions were purified with 

DyeEx 2.0 Spin kit (Qiagen) and dried in a speed vacuum. Sequencing was performed 

on an ABI 3730 DNA Analyser (Applied Biosystem) by the CRUK equipment park. 
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Chapter 3. Mechanisms regulating termination of 

axial elongation and segmentation  
 

Vertebrate axis elongation and segmentation depend on a population of progenitor cells, 

located at the tail end of the embryo (Davis and Kirschner, 2000, Kanki and Ho, 1997, 

Cambray and Wilson, 2007, McGrew et al., 2008) (Tzouanacou et al., 2009). This 

population contributes to neural, notochordal, presomitic and somitic tissue until the 

entire embryonic body axis and the correct number of somites is produced. However, 

the mechanisms by which axial elongation and segmentation terminate are still 

unknown. My project initially focussed on whether this is due to: 1) loss of expression 

of genes required for progenitor maintenance; 2) reduction of the rate of somite 

formation.  

First, I examined whether Delta1, Fgf8, Spry2, Cyp26a1 and Raldh2 expression patterns 

change as axial elongation terminates. All these genes are well-known regulators of 

somite and mesoderm formation, their loss of function leading to somitic defects and 

axis truncations (Sun et al., 1999, Abu-Abed et al., 2001, Niederreither et al., 1999). 

Then, I analysed whether the rate of somite formation changes at late embryonic stages. 

Periodic formation of somites is controlled by a molecular oscillator, the segmentation 

clock, which has a period of 90 minutes in the chick PSM leading eventually to 50-55 

pairs of somites (Palmeirim et al., 1997). 

In this chapter, I describe my investigations into the contribution of the two mechanisms 

cited above to termination of axial elongation and segmentation.
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3.1 Results 
 

3.1.1 Gene expression levels, PSM and somite size decline as axial 

elongation terminates  
 

A possible reason for termination of axial elongation and segmentation is the permanent 

loss of the expression of genes required for axial progenitor maintenance. I tested this 

hypothesis by performing in situ hybridisations on chick embryos from HH17 to 

HH26/28, after elongation has ceased (elongation is thought to cease at ∼HH24-HH25). 

I focussed my study on the tail region, because this is the location where axial 

progenitors reside. Expression of Delta1 (Figure 3.1 a, b, c), Fgf8 (Figure 3.1 f, g) and 

Spry2 (Figure 3.1 i, j) progressively declines between HH17 and HH23, until it 

disappears after HH23. Expression of all the genes tested is undetectable at HH26/28 

(Figure 3.1 d, e, h, k). Therefore, loss of gene expression occurs just before axial 

elongation terminates.  

I also observed that the PSM size gradually decreases, as seen in embryos stained for 

Delta1 (Figure 3.1 a, b, c). At HH26, only the tip of the tail remains unsegmented 

(Figure 3.1 d). Also, the somite size changes over time: the posterior somites being 

increasingly smaller than the more anterior ones, at HH26 (Figure 3.1 h). Thus, 

exhaustion of the presomitic (the PSM does not get fully exhausted, it disappears at late 

developmental stages probably because of cell death) and the somitic tissues correlates 

with a decline in gene expression levels of Delta1, Fgf8 and Spry2.  

Axial truncations have been described in vertebrate embryos following RA treatment or 

due to loss of Cyp26a1, a RA catabolising enzyme (Abu-Abed et al., 2001, Shum et al., 

1999). Interestingly, Cyp26a1 expression is restricted to the tail region of the embryo 

and it has been proposed that the enzyme protects the region from deleterious effects of 

RA (e.g. cell death in the caudal area) (Abu-Abed et al., 2001). In order to test if 

termination of axial elongation is associated with decrease of Cyp26a1 expression and 

increased exposure to RA, I performed in situ hybridisation at different embryonic 
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stages. The levels of Cyp26a1 transcripts (Figure 3.2 a-c’) decline over time, they are 

already very low at HH23, and they are not detectable at HH26 (Figure 3.2 c, c’), 

implying that the expression of Cyp26a1 declines as axial elongation terminates. 

Nevertheless, as the Cyp26a1 in situ hybridisation staining is very weak (especially at 

HH23), control experiments shall be performed to draw and confirm the conclusions 

mentioned above. In this regard, one shall analyse expression of Cyp26a1 by in situ 

hybridisation using a Cyp26a1 sense probe to exclude the possibility of a false-positive 

signal. A blank staining shall be obtained for comparison with that of the Cyp26a1 anti-

sense probe. As an alternative/parallel control experiment, one shall perform physical 

sectioning of the sample, following in situ hybridisation analysis with the Cyp26a1 anti-

sense probe. This shall confirm the presence and the exact location of the Cyp26a1 

expression domain. As a quantitative and more sensitive approach, the level of Cyp26a1 

transcripts at different developmental stages shall be measured by means of quantitative 

PCR. The latter analysis shall show a progressive decline of the Cyp26a1 transcripts, 

similarly to what observed in the original in situ hybridisation experiment.  

Decreased levels of Cyp26a1 transcripts might correlate with increased retinoid 

signalling. To this end, I examined the expression of Raldh2, a RA synthesising 

enzyme. At HH18, Raldh2 is not present at the tail end, but it is found in the proximity 

of the tail (Figure 3.3 a). Interestingly, Raldh2 is expressed in the tail at HH23 (and at 

HH26) (Figure 3.3 b-c’) when expression of all the other genes declines.  

Together, these data indicate that Cyp26a1 expression is lost as elongation comes to an 

end (although control experiments shall be performed to confirm this), and this 

associates with increasing levels of RA in the tail domain. One could speculate that 

decline of Cyp26a1 and the increased levels of Raldh2 might cause decline of Delta1, 

Fgf8 and Spry2. This would be consistent with reports that show that exposure to RA 

causes loss of Fgf8 and Wnt3a (Diez del Corral et al., 2003, Shum et al., 1999). 
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Figure 3.1 Decline of Delta1, Fgf8 and Spry2 expression as axial elongation 
terminates. 
 
Dorsal view of chick tails at different embryonic stages stained by in situ hybridisation 
for Delta1 (a-e), Fgf8 (f-h) and Spry2 (i-k). Typically, 5 embryos for each embryonic 
stage were subjected to in situ hybridisation. Note decline of Delta1 expression (a-e, 
asterisks in d indicate stained scattered cells) and of Fgf8 expression (f-h) and of Spry2 
expression (i-k, asterisk in k shows very low expression). Vertical lines in a, b and c 
indicate decrease of PSM size as elongation arrests and bars in h highlight decrease of 
somite size when comparing older to younger segments. 
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Figure 3.2 Dynamics of Cyp26a1 expression as axial elongation terminates. 
 
Dorsal (a, b, c) and side (b’, c’) views of chick tails at the indicated embryonic stage 
stained by in situ hybridisation for Cyp26a1. Typically, 5 embryos for each embryonic 
stage were subjected to in situ hybridisation. Note decline of Cyp26a1 expression (a-c’, 
asterisks in a, b and b’ indicate expression in the tail which is very low in b’).  
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Figure 3.3 Dynamics of Raldh2 expression as axial elongation terminates. 
 
Dorsal (a, b, c) and side (b’, c’) views of chick tails at the embryonic stage indicated 
stained by in situ hybridisation for Raldh2. Typically, 5 embryos for each embryonic 
stage were subjected to in situ hybridisation. Note that expression is in proximity of the 
tail at HH18 (arrowhead in a) and in the tail at later stages (as indicated by asterisks in 
b-c’).  
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3.1.2 Cyp26a1 expression in the progenitor area is regulated by 

FGF/MAPK signalling 
 

The possibility that retinoid signalling plays an important role in termination of axial 

elongation raised a number of questions. The first being whether Cyp26a1 is expressed 

in the tail region exactly where progenitors reside. To do so, I performed double in situ 

hybridisation for Cyp26a1 and Fgf8, considered a key marker gene for tail progenitors 

(Wilson et al., 2009). At HH12/13 both genes are found in a domain coincident with the 

posterior neural tube and the posterior PSM (Figure 3.4 a, b, c), where Fgf8 is expressed 

in a graded fashion that correlates with Cyp26a1 expression (Figure 3.4 d). The 

Cyp26a1 domain is more spatially restricted than that of Fgf8. Thus, expression of the 

two genes is coincident at HH12/13, consistent with Cyp26a1 playing a role in 

regulation of progenitor cells. Nevertheless, confocal imaging of the samples processed 

for fluorescent in situ hybridisation would provide greater resolution and more accurate 

determination of the degree of gene colocalisation between the two. 

To address whether there is an interaction between FGF signalling and Cyp26a1, I used 

a pharmacological approach and cultured HH10/12 whole embryos ex-ovo for 6 hours 

in presence or absence of different drugs, as described in (Connolly et al., 1995). 

Inhibiting the activity of FGF receptor 1, by using SU5402, results in complete loss of 

Cyp26a1 expression (Figure 3.5 c, d n=8/8) and Spry2 (Figure 3.5 a, b n=8/8), a target 

gene of FGF signalling. Loss of Cyp26a1 expression is specific to the tail domain and 

occurs quickly, within 1.5 (n=12/16) and 3 (n=8/8) hours of culture.  

The converse experiment (i.e. stimulation of FGF signalling by addition of FGF8 

protein in the culture medium) did not lead to conclusive observations: no expansion of 

Spry2, a FGF signalling target gene (used as a positive control in the experiment), was 

observed. Thus, FGF8 seems not to be sufficient to induce Cyp26a1 expression. One 

could test whether this experiment did not show the expected result because of technical 

limitations. For example, one could titrate the concentration of FGF8 protein used in the 

culture medium (by using more than 2.5 µg/ml of FGF8, the amount used in the original 

experiment) or one could implant beads soaked in FGF8 protein (a localised source of 
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protein might be more effective than a source of protein dissolved in the culturing 

medium, as it was done in the original experiment). Previous reports have shown that 

treatment of embryos with SU5402 and FGF8 protein result in morphological 

alterations, including changes in somite size (Dubrulle et al., 2001). Nothing similar 

was observed here, possibly because of the lower drug concentration (10 µM of SU5402 

and 2.5 µg/ml of FGF8) and shorter time frame (6 hours).  

Several intracellular signalling pathways are activated downstream of the FGF 

receptors, such as Erk/MAPK, PI3K/Akt and Calcium/PKC (Bottcher and Niehrs, 

2005). Previous studies showed that Erk/MAPK is the effector of the FGF gradient in 

the chick PSM (Delfini et al., 2005). Based on this, I explored whether FGF signalling 

regulates Cyp26a1 expression via MAPK, using a chemical inhibitor of the MAPKK, 

MEK1. I observed that the majority (n=8/10) of the treated embryos show down-

regulation of Cyp26a1 expression (Figure 3.5 k, l). Similarly, Spry2 expression is down-

regulated in treated embryos (n=9/11 Figure 3.5 I, j). Therefore, expression of Cyp26a1 

is regulated by FGF signalling via the MAPK route. It remains possible that regulation 

of Cyp26a1 expression occurs via other intracellular effectors such as Akt.  

These data suggest that FGF signalling is required for Cyp26a1 expression in the chick 

tail region, as previously reported in the frog and in the mouse (Moreno and Kintner, 

2004, Wahl et al., 2007). This regulatory interaction is therefore highly conserved 

among vertebrate embryos. 
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Figure 3.4 Cyp26a1 expression domain in the progenitor area in comparison to 
Fgf8 domain in the same region.  
 
Dorsal view of chick tails at HH12/13 stained by in situ hybridisation for Cyp26a1 (a,b, 
b shows a closer view of the expression domain), Fgf8 (c) and doubled stained for 
Cyp26a1 and Fgf8 (d). A FLU-labelled probe was used for Cyp26a1 and a DIG-labelled 
probe for Fgf8. The dark blue colour was developed using NBT/BCIP and the light blue 
colour was developed using BCIP alone. The two genes are expressed in similar 
domains which correspond to the progenitor region. 
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Figure 3.5 Regulation of Cyp26a1 expression. 
 
Dorsal view of HH12 or HH14 chick tails stained by in situ hybridisation for Spry2 (a, 
b, e, f, I, j) and Cyp26a1 (c, d, g, h, k, l). Note down-regulation of gene expression in 
treated embryos (b, d, j, l) versus control embryos (a, c, i, k), see arrowheads in b, d, j, l 
and no expansion of gene expression domains in treated embryos (f, h) versus control 
embryos (e, g). Embryos were cultured ex-ovo in L15 medium supplemented with 
serum for 6 hours, in presence of DMSO or PBS and 10 µM of SU5402, 2.5 µg/ml of 
FGF8 or 0.5 mM of PD98059. 
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3.1.3 Examination of Cyp26a1 function in chick axial elongation and 

segmentation 
 

3.1.3.1 Analysis of sufficiency of Cyp26a1 for elongation and 

segmentation 
 

Cyp26a1 expression is found in a domain similar to that of Fgf8, a key marker of axial 

progenitors, and it is dependent on FGF/MAPK signalling, which controls posterior 

axial elongation by maintaining PSM cells in an undifferentiated state. To test whether 

Cyp26a1 regulates chick axial elongation, a pCIG over-expression vector (expressing 

only the GFP reporter) or a pCIG-Cyp26a1 vector (expressing the GFP reporter and the 

gene of interest) was electroporated into HH4 embryos at the level of the node, which 

contains presumptive PSM cells. 24 hours after electroporation, HH11 embryos showed 

GFP contribution in the presomitic region  (see schematic in Figure 3.6).  

At the molecular level, Cyp26a1 was ectopically expressed following pCIG-Cyp26a1 

electroporation (n=6/6 Figure 3.6 d), confirming that the over-expression experiment 

worked. Expression of Brachyury (T), a caudal PSM marker, was unchanged, implying 

that over-expression of Cyp26a1 does not affect the caudal PSM character (n=6/6 

Figure 3.7 d).  

At the morphological level, HH11 electroporated embryos showed asymmetric somite 

positioning (Figure 3.6 compare d’ to b’). In vertebrates, somite formation is bilaterally 

symmetric, but it has been reported that RA deprivation causes similar somite 

asymmetries to those observed in pCIG-Cyp26a1 electroporated embryos (Vermot and 

Pourquie, 2005). Thus, it is possible that over-expression of Cyp26a1, a RA 

catabolising enzyme, causes decreased RA levels, resulting in somite asymmetries. As 

somite positioning depends on the period of the segmentaton clock, asymmetric 

localisation of the clock genes might result in a change of somite positioning. To 

explore this hypothesis, Lfng expression pattern was analysed in Cyp26a1 over-

expressing embryos and it was found to be asymmetric (n=4/5 Figure 3.8 c-e compare 

to WT Figure 3.8 a, b). These results are suggestive of a loss of coordination of the 
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clock oscillations between the two sides of the embryo. Notably, Lfng expression 

seemed to be out of phase, the phase on right side being delayed compared to that on the 

left side. Thus, Cyp26a1 might regulate the left-right coordination of the segmentation 

process by controlling oscillations of the segmentation clock.  

Although GFP expression was not recorded, following pCIG-Cyp26a1 electroporation, 

one could predict that:  

1) fluorescent expression was markedly induced on the right side of the PSM of the 

embryo, explaining the right-sidedness of the asymmetries;  

2) fluorescent expression was equally distributed on the two sides of the embryo, and 

asymmetries arised because Cyp26a1 over-expression affected left-right machinery at 

the node stage (HH4), when pCIG-Cyp26a1 was electroporated (the node is where 

initial left-right polarity takes place). 

In conclusion, my observations seem to be similar to previous reports showing that 

blocking RA production from the node stage results in asymmetric Lfng pattern around 

the prospective cervical region (Vermot and Pourquie, 2005). 
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Figure 3.6 Effects of Cyp26a1 over-expression on somite positioning. 
 
Schematic of in ovo electroporation in the node at HH4 and consequent GFP expression 
in the PSM at HH11. GFP distribution after electroporation of pCIG or pCIG-Cyp26a1 
(a, c). Dorsal view of HH 11 chick tails stained by in situ hybridisation for Cyp26a1 (b, 
b’, d, d’). Note expansion of Cyp26a1 expression domain in d and asymmetric somite 
positioning in d (somite borders are marked with black lines) and at higher 
magnification in d’ (somites are marked by dashed circles).  
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Figure 3.7 Effects of Cyp26a1 over-expression on gene expression.  
 
Expression of Brachyury (T) (b) after in ovo electroporation of pCIG (GFP expression 
is shown in a) and expression of Brachyury (T) (d) after in ovo electroporation of pCIG-
Cyp26a1 (GFP expression is shown in c). Expression domain of Brachyury (T) does not 
vary between the two experimental conditions. 
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Figure 3.8 Effects of Cyp26a1 over-expression on Lfng expression.  
 
Expression of Lfng (a, b) after in ovo electroporation of pCIG (different phases of Lfng 
dynamic expression are shown) and expression of Lfng (c, d, e) after in ovo 
electroporation of pCIG-Cyp26a1. Note asymmetric somite positioning in c (asterisks), 
d, e when compared to a and b (asterisks).  
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3.1.3.2 Analysis of requirement of Cyp26a1 for elongation and 

segmentation 
 

To verify whether Cyp26a1 is required for chick axial elongation and segmentation, I 

used shRNAs to down-regulate expression of the protein. I tested the efficacy of three 

different hairpins in vitro and in vivo. Primary CEFs (Chick Embryonic Fibroblasts) 

were co-transfected with a vector expressing full-length Cyp26a1 and vectors 

expressing the hairpins. HH12 embryos were co-electroporated in the neural tube with 

the same combinations of vectors. Western blot analyses of cellular and embryonic 

protein extracts show that the commercial anti-Cyp26a1 antibody used for the 

experiments binds multiple targets (Cyp26a1 has been reported to migrate as a band of 

56 kDa) (Figure 3.7 a and b). To overcome this problem, I generated a C-terminal 

tagged version of Cyp26a1. A band at the correct size is present on the gel and it is 

enhanced when Cyp26a1 is over-expressed, unfortunately none of the hairpins were 

able to down-regulate Cyp26a1 protein expression levels (Figure 3.7 c). I tested 

morpholinos as an alternative knock-down strategy, as it has been reported to be 

preferable to shRNAs for functional studies in chick embryos (Mende et al., 2008).  

A morpholino was designed targeting exon2/intron 2 boundary to produce mis-splicing 

of Cyp26a1 transcript and protein loss of function. Embryos were electroporated with 

control and Cyp26a1 morpholinos and RNA extracted to perform RT-PCR and assay 

splicing. If the morpholino blocks splicing at the targeted site a possible outcome is 

excision of exon 2 (another possibility is that the transcript retains the intron). If this is 

the case, by using primers on exon 1 and exon 3 (see schematic in Figure 3.8 a), a 

normal transcript gives a product of 813 bp and a mis-spliced transcript of 588 bp. RT-

PCR showed no mis-splicing bands in embryos electroporated with Cyp26a1 (Figure 

3.8 b). However, the product at 813 bp was strongly decreased in experimental samples. 

A possible explanation for this could be nonsense-mediated decay, a cellular quality 

control mechanism that occurs when a premature termination codon triggers mRNA 

degradation. If the Cyp26a1 morpholino causes 
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either exon skipping or intron retention, the resulting transcripts would contain a 

premature stop codon, leading to transcript decay. If this explanation were true, 

amplification of any of the exons of Cyp26a1 transcript should give the same result (e.g. 

decrease in strength of the band). However, RT-PCR for exon 1 gave a normal signal 

(not shown), indicating that Cyp26a1 morpholino does not cause nonsense-mediated 

decay. 

While I was working on these experiments, new studies reported the importance of 

retinoid signalling in termination of avian and murine elongation and segmentation 

(Tenin et al., 2010, Young et al., 2009, Savory et al., 2009). For this reason and because 

my work on Cyp26a1 was very preliminary and it would have required more 

experiments and more time to achieve successful functional studies, I decided to focus 

on different projects (see results Chapter 4 and 5). 

In the next sections, I present my investigations on mechanisms, other than signalling 

decline, which contribute to termination of axial elongation (e.g. reduction of somite 

formation rate as elongation ceases).
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Figure 3.9 Cyp26a1 protein levels in CEFS and chick embryos transfected and 
electroporated respectively with shRNAs against Cyp26a1. 
 
Figure a and b show Western blot using a commercial Cyp26a1 antibody (presumptive 
band over 64.2 kDa). Amount of protein loaded in each lane correspond to lysates 
extracted from ∼200 000 cells (a) and 2 embryos (b). In a and b, lysates were from: 
AING empty vector, AING-Cyp26a1, pRFPRNAi empty vector, AING-Cyp26a1 and 
pRFPRNAi-shRNA1, ad then as indicated. Figure c shows Western Blot using a c-Myc 
antibody to recognise a C-terminal tagged form of Cyp26a1 (presumptive band at 64.2 
kDa). Lysates were extracted from ∼200 000 cells and correspond to: untransfected, 
pCDNA empty, pRFPRNAi empty, pCDNA-Cyp26a1 and pRFPRNAi empty, pCDNA-
Cyp26a1 and pRFPRNAi shRNA1, and then as indicated. In a, b, c γ-tubulin is showed 
as loading control. 
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Figure 3.10 Morpholino knock-down of Cyp26a1. 
 
Figure a is schematic of exon/intron structure of Cyp26a1 gene in the region targeted by 
the morpholino. Location of primers used for RT-PCR is indicated by arrows and red 
line shows location of targeting morpholino. In figure b, RT-PCR analysis of Cyp26a1 
splicing, in each conditions RNA comes from 5 HH12 embryos following in-ovo 
electroporation at HH4. Duplicates of each samples were loaded on gel in the following 
order: not electroporated samples, samples electroporated with control morpholino, 
samples electroporated with Cyp26a1 morpholino. No mis-splicing bands are detected 
on gel, but a decrease in strength of the bands is observed in samples electroporated 
with Cyp26a1 morpholino. 
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3.1.4 Rate of somite formation changes as axial elongation terminates 

 

To test whether termination of axial elongation associates to a change of somite 

formation rate (e.g. the segmentation clock ticks slower or stops ticking as axial 

elongation comes to an end), I counted the number of somites formed at late embryonic 

stages. I made use of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), which images the sample’s 

surface revealing the shape of the segments. As reported by Burke et al. (1995), the 

chick hindlimb extends from somite 29/30 to somite 34/35 at HH24, thus it can be used 

as a landmark to count the somites which exist caudally. HH24 embryos have 15.4+/-

0.5 somites after the landmark and HH25 embryos have 15.7+/-1 somites (Figure 3.9 a, 

b), indicating that fewer than one segment forms over this 12 hours period. These 

observations imply that somitogenesis terminates at HH24, as no more segments form 

at HH25.  

In order to count the total number of somites, including the most cranial segments, I 

took advantage of micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) scanning that uses X-rays 

to image internal structures that are not visible in Electron Microscopy imaging. I 

confirmed that, at HH24, embryos have 48.5+/-0.6 somites and, at HH25, they have 

49.8+/-0.4 somites (Figure 3.10 a). These measures correlate well to those obtained by 

SEM. However, the position of the hindlimb calculated by micro-CT differs from that 

of other, previous measurements (Burke et al., 1995) (Figure 3.10 b), differences in 

measured number will be discussed in the next Discussion section. All together, the 

SEM and micro-CT scanning data suggest that a counting mechanism exists to precisely 

control the final number of segments (see standard deviation in Figures 3.9 and 3.10).  

Interestingly, Tenin et al. (2010) have shown that segmentation clock rate slows down 

by HH23, the period increasing to 150 minutes rather than 90 minutes as measured at 

earlier stages. The authors used a large batch of embryos to compare the number of 

somites formed at different embryonic stages. They also used half-PSM culturing of late 

embryos (where one half is fixed immediately and the other half is cultured for different 

time periods) to precisely determine the rate of the segmentation clock when axial 

elongation terminates. Their data are in agreement with my own work. 
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Figure 3.9 Counting the final number of somites by Scanning Electron 
Microscopy. 
 
Figure a shows scanning electron microscopy of HH24 chick tail, side view. The 
hindlimb was cut to reveal the somites (marked by asterisks). Somite 34-35 is marked in 
blue and is used as a landmark. Figure b is analysis of somite number formed after the 
landmark at different embryonic stages. HH24 embryos (n=11) form 15.4 +/-0.5 
somites after the hindlimb, HH25 embryos (n=11) form 15.7+/-1 somites. Error bars 
represent standard deviation, p-value<0.1 determined using a two-tailed t-test. 
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Figure 3.10 Counting the final number of somites by micro-CT scanning. 
 
Figures a and b show chick embryos imaged via Scanning Electron Microscopy and 
micro-CT scanning respectively. Figure a is a montage. Graphs in c and d represent 
somite counting by using micro-CT scanning. The total number of somites is counted at 
different embryonic stages in c, HH24 embryos form 48.5+/-0.6 somites (n=4) and 
HH25 embryos form 49.8+/-0.4 somites (n=5), p-value<0.05 determined using a two-
tailed t-test. In d blue bars represent the number of somites formed until the hindlimb 
and green bars show the number of somites formed after the hindlimb, HH24 embryos 
form 32.5+/-0.6 somites before the hindlimb and 16+/-1 after the hindlimb; HH25 
embryos form 32 somites before the hindlimb and 17.8+/-0.4 somites after the 
hindlimb, p-value<0.05 determined using a two-tailed t-test.  
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3.2 Discussion 
 

3.2.1 Termination of axial elongation associates with decline of signals 
and reduction of somite formation rate 

 

In this chapter, I have provided evidence that Delta1, Fgf8, Spry2 and potentially 

Cyp26a1 expression declines when chick axial elongation terminates (Figures 3.1, 3.2), 

similar to observations in the mouse (Cambray and Wilson, 2007). Therefore, loss of 

expression of genes required for progenitor maintenance occurs similarly in different 

vertebrates, suggesting that this is a general mechanism for regulation of axis length.  

Decline of gene expression may cause/coincide with depletion of axial progenitors 

known to contribute to generation of axial structures. Indeed, I observed that the size of 

the presomitic and the somitic tissues gets reduced as gene expression declines and as 

axial elongation comes to an end (Figure 3.1), and this is conserved between chick, 

mouse, fish and snake embryos (Gomez et al., 2008). Interestingly, mutations in Fgf8 

and Cyp26a1 cause severe axis defects and truncations in the mouse (Sun et al., 1999, 

Abu-Abed et al., 2001). Thus, these genetic studies represent a link between loss of 

signals required for axial elongation and segmentation and reduction of tissue size. 

Expression of RA synthesising enzyme, Raldh2, switches on in the tail region when 

Delta1, Fgf8, Spry2 and Cyp26a1 decline (Figure 3.3). Previous experiments have 

shown that exposure to RA causes loss of Fgf8 and Wnt3a (Diez del Corral et al., 2003, 

Shum et al., 1999). Thus, it is tempting to speculate that down-regulation of genes 

required for progenitor maintenance, observed at late segmentation stages, could be 

caused by RA activity (indicated by expression of RA synthesising enzyme) in the tail 

region. Moreover, Shum et al. (1999) reported that RA treatment causes extensive cell 

death in the tail and severe truncation of the axis, implying that RA plays a role in 

termination of axial elongation.  

Termination of axial growth could be caused by cell death, in support of this apoptotic 

foci have been observed in late chick tails and this is consistent with the idea that RA 
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triggers apoptosis to terminate axis extension (Sanders et al., 1986, Tenin et al., 2010) 

(Shum et al., 1999).  

In a recent study, Tenin et al. (2010) showed that RA activity is present in the chick tail 

at late stages and it is associated with down-regulation of expression of tail genes such 

as Fgf8 and Wnt3a, and with reduction of PSM size. These data suggest that tail-derived 

RA suppresses expression of genes required for progenitor maintenance, leading to 

consumption of mesodermal tissue and cessation of axis lengthening. 

 RA is also known to affect expression of Hox genes, which specify development of the 

anteroposterior axis (Conlon, 1995). Thus, it is possible that RA causes termination of 

axial elongation by activating posterior Hox genes. Consistent with this idea, Young et 

al. (2009) have shown that premature expression of Hoxb13 leads to axis truncation.  

A similar phenotype that observed following RA exposure (e.g. axis truncation) has 

been observed in Cyp26a1 mouse mutant line (Abu-Abed et al., 2001). Cyp26a1, as a 

RA degrading enzyme, is thought to be in the tail to protect the progenitors from 

deleterious effects of RA (see Figure 3.11 for summarising schematic).  
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Figure 3.11 Gene expression levels, PSM and somite size decline as axial elongation 
terminates. 
 
Schematic depiction of changes in genes expression level and in tissue size as tail 
formation comes to an end. At HH17, genes required for axial progenitor maintenance 
(Delta1, Fgf8, Spry2 and Cyp26a1) are expressed at the tail end where progenitors 
reside. RA (see Raldh2 expression domain), which promotes mesoderm differentiation, 
is confined to the somites and a region proximal to the tail. Between HH17 and HH23 
expression of genes confined to the progenitors region declines, and disappears after 
HH23. At the same time the Raldh2 domain approaches the tail end. As gene expression 
changes over time, PSM and somite size are reduced until somitic tissues is exhausted, 
when elongation ceases. 
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Thus, I explored the regulation and function of Cyp26a1 in the context of segmentation 

and axial elongation. I found that expression of Cyp26a1 is downstream of the FGF 

signalling in the chick PSM (Figure 3.5) as well as in the frog and in the mouse, but not 

in the fish (Moreno and Kintner, 2004, Wahl et al., 2007, Martin and Kimelman, 2010). 

FGF and RA signalling have been shown to antagonise each other to repress or promote 

mesoderm differentiation (Dubrulle et al., 2001, Diez del Corral et al., 2003). It is 

possible that FGF signalling activates expression of Cyp26a1, a RA degrading enzyme, 

to maintain PSM cells in an undifferentiated state.  

However, I have been unable to show that Cyp26a1 over-expression is sufficient to 

maintain the PSM in an immature status by inducing caudal gene expression (Figure 

3.6). This might be because of technical limitations, such as the gene delivery method 

of choice (e.g. electroporation in the node). Although electroporation in the node is a 

popular method for efficient transient transfection of the PSM, expression of the 

transgene lasts only few days. For this reason, it is difficult to study the effects (in term 

of molecular and morphological changes) of the gene of interest when elongation 

ceases. Retroviral infection of the tail region would allow more efficient gene delivery 

and would allow long-term measurements to be taken (Homburger and Fekete, 1996). 

As an alternative, a method for stable integration and conditional expression of genes 

via electroporation which combines extended expression and temporal control of the 

transgene has been recently established and could be exploited (Sato et al., 2007).  

To conclude that Cyp26a1, in contrast to Fgf8 (Dubrulle et al., 2001), is not sufficient to 

maintain the caudal PSM character, further analysis of presomitic genes, such as Tbx6 

and Spry2 is required. Moreover, rigorous quantification of morphological parameters 

(e.g. PSM and somite size) is needed, in the light of the fact that RA deficient quail 

embryos show increased PSM size and decreased somite size (Diez del Corral et al., 

2003).  

Although the role of Cyp26a1 in progenitor maintenance remains to be determined, a 

previously unreported involvement of Cyp26a1 in regulation of left-right symmetry 

might have emerged from the observations described in Figure 3.8. Indeed, pCIG-

Cyp26a1 electroporated embryos exhibit asymmetric somite positioning. A similar 

phenotype has been described in RA deprivated embryos (Vermot and Pourquie, 2005). 
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Thus, one could speculate that because Cyp26a1 encodes a RA catabolising enzyme, 

over-expression of the gene affects RA levels, resembling a RA deprivation condition 

and causing a phenotype associated to that condition (Vermot and Pourquie, 

2005),(Niederreither et al., 2002). Indeed, in Cyp26a1 over-expressing embryos, 

asymmetric somite positioning coincides with asymmetric Lfng expression, implying 

that Cyp26a1 might regulate left-right symmetry by controlling expression of the 

segmentation clock machinery.  

 

Completion of somitogenesis could be associated to a change of the segmentation clock 

rate (e.g. the clock ticks slower or stops ticking as development progresses, leading to 

the definitive somite number). My results indicate that the last segments form at HH24, 

implying that completion of somitogenesis occurs at that developmental stage (Figures 

3.9, 3.10). My counting measurements slightly differ from previous measurements, 

possibly because of different criterions used to define the borders of the anatomical 

landmarks used to count the somites, such as the hindlimbs (Burke et al., 1995).  

As no more segments form after HH24, it is possible that oscillations of cyclic genes 

have ceased at this stage. Indeed, it has been recently shown that that the expression of 

clock genes is lost at late segmentation stages (Tenin et al., 2010). Moreover, Ferjentsik 

et al. have reported that absence of cyclic gene expression, due to complete loss of 

Notch activity, leads to termination of somitogenesis (Ferjentsik et al., 2009).  

Tenin et al. have shown that segmentation clock rate slows down by HH23, the period 

being 150 minutes rather than 90 minutes as for earlier developmental stages (Tenin et 

al., 2010). Decreased clock rate may result in increased somite size, as more cells can be 

allocated to each somite (Dubrulle et al., 2001). However, I observed that the youngest 

somites are increasingly smaller than the older ones (Figure 3.1). This is not because the 

clock rate increases but presumably because the presomitic tissue gets reduced (e.g. 

there is not enough tissue left to form somites of the right size) (Gomez et al., 2008). 

Generation of mesodermal tissue is regulated (among others) by Wnt3a (Takada et al., 

1994). Tenin et al. have shown that Wnt3a expression is down-regulated at late 

segmentation stages and they speculated that such down-regulation might be involved 

in cessation of oscillations observed at late developmental stages (Tenin et al., 2010). 
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Consistent with this, Wnt signalling is known to regulate Notch signalling in the PSM 

(Hofmann et al., 2004). Thus, there might be a link between completion of 

somitogenesis (cessation of oscillations) and termination of axial elongation (tissue 

exhaustion). 

Furthermore, Gibb et al. (2009) have proposed that Wnt signalling plays a major role in 

setting the clock period, as inhibition of this pathway causes slow down of Lfng 

oscillations and lengthening of segmentation clock period in both in the chick and in the 

mouse embryos. It is also possible that down-regulation of Wnt3a observed at late 

segmentation stages is caused by increased levels of retinoids, in the tail region. Indeed, 

it has been reported that RA treatments cause loss of Wnt3a expression and axis 

truncation in mice (Shum et al., 1999). 

 In addition to the Wnt signalling pathway, FGF might also control periodic somite 

formation, as shown in zebrafish mutants of Hes6, a FGF signalling target gene 

(Schroter and Oates, 2010). The Hes6 mutant embryos have been described as 

“segmentation clock period mutants” because the clock is slowed down, leading to a 

reduced number of segments. Similarly to the Wnt and FGF signalling pathways, Sonic 

Hedgehog signalling has been implicated in establishment of proper periodicity of 

segmentation, suggesting that a complex molecular machinery operates behind the 

process (Resende et al., 2010). 

Based on my experiments and on observations from other studies a summary of the 

conclusions regarding regulation of termination of axial elongation and segmentation is 

reported below: 

• Axial elongation and segmentation end with a progressive decline of the 

expression of genes required for axial progenitor maintenance. 

• Loss of gene expression might coincide with the depletion of the axial 

progenitors, which contribute to generation of the axial tissues. Indeed, the 

unsegmented and newly segmented tissue gets reduced in size as gene 

expression declines. Consistent with this, genetic studies showed that mutants of 

the genes required for progenitor maintenance exhibit severe defects to axial 

structures and axis truncations. 
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• Decline of the genes required for maintenance of axial progenitors seems to 

coincide with expression of Raldh2 in the tail region. Interestingly, previous 

experiments reported that exposure to RA causes loss of Fgf8 and Wnt3a (two of 

the genes implicated in maintenance and proliferation of progenitors). 

Moreover, other studies demonstrated that RA treatment causes extensive cell 

death in the tail and severe truncation of the axis;  

• As development progresses, the rate of somite formation decreases, leading to 

the definitive somite number. Recent studies have observed that, oscillations 

cease at late segmentation stage. Cessation of the oscillations might be linked to 

down-regulation of Wnt3a that in turn might be caused by increased retinoid 

signalling in the tail region. Thus, there might be a link between cessation of 

oscillations and termination of axial elongation.  

 

In the next chapter, I present my investigations into the role of gene dosage in 

controlling the definitive somite number. Specifically, I aim to identify mutations that 

are haploinsufficient for controlling the final somite number in mouse embryos. 
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Chapter 4. Control of somite number in the mouse 

embryo  
 

Somites periodically bud off from the presomitic mesoderm (PSM), a derivative of the 

primitive streak. Periodic somite formation depends on a molecular oscillator, the 

segmentation clock, which drives expression of cyclic genes in the PSM (Palmeirim et 

al., 1997). Although somite number is highly variable between vertebrate species, it is 

accurately controlled in any given species. Mouse embryos form 65 pairs of somites, 

chick embryos form 50-55 pairs of somites, and zebrafish embryos form 31 pairs of 

somites. Intersestingly, the clock is extremely accelerated relative to developmental rate 

in snakes which form around 300 somites (Gomez et al., 2008). Slowing down of the 

segmentation clock reduces somite number (Schroter and Oates, 2010, Kim et al., 

2011). 

To date, several homozygous mutations have been shown to cause premature cessation 

of segmentation leading to axis truncations. These mutations reside in genes of the Fgf, 

RA, Bmp, Notch and Wnt signalling pathways that regulate various cellular 

mechanisms of the PSM (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004a, Wilson et al., 2009). If 

termination of axial elongation and segmentation occurs when the concentration of key 

components of these signalling pathways fall below a threshold, heterozygous embryos 

would form fewer somites. Conversely, heterozygous embryos for an inhibitor of 

termination of axial elongation and segmentation would form more somites. However, 

little is known about the heterozygous counterparts of the mutations cited above.  

In this chapter, I present my study aimed at identifying mutations that are 

haploinsufficient for controlling the definitive somite number in mouse embryo. First, I 

established a reliable assay to count somites in E13.5 embryos. Second, I examined the 

final number of somites in heterozygous mutants of genes known to regulate somite 

formation and axial elongation. 
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4.1 Results 
 

4.1.1 Establishing a counting assay in mouse embryos 

 

4.1.1.1 Testing somite counting by in situ hybridisation, SEM and X-ray 

micro-CT  
 

To determine the final number of somites in mouse embryos, I had to establish an assay 

that permits visualisation and counting of somites at E13.5, when axial elongation has 

ceased. To do so, I could have counted the segments in adult skeletons, but counting of 

the most anterior segments would have been difficult as they are incorporated into the 

skull. Or I could have visualised the somites by staining the somitic compartments with 

specific markers. I took advantage of the latter approach. Uncx4.1 is a marker of the 

posterior compartment of newly formed somites and of the sclerotome of older somites 

(Figure 4.1 a) (Mansouri et al., 1997). MyoD is expressed in somites and muscle 

myotomes (Figure 4.1 b) (Sassoon et al., 1989). Tbx18 is expressed in the anterior 

compartment of prospective and definitive somites and in the sclerotome of 

epithelialised somites (Figure 4.1 c) (Kraus et al., 2001).  

Triple in situ hybridisation for Uncx4.1, MyoD and Tbx18 revealed all or nearly all the 

somites of E10.5 and E12.5 mouse embryos (Figure 4.1 d, e). However, the staining 

revealed only the most posterior somites of E13.5 embryos preventing quantitation of 

the final somite number (Figure 4.1 f). The level of the staining did not improve by 

increasing the incubation time of proteinase K to aid tissue penetration. A possible 

reason for this is inadequate penetration, because the skin is forming at such embryonic 

stages.  

An alternative way of visualising the somites is by revealing their surface by SEM. In 

contrast to viewing chick somites when segmentation is finishing (HH24-25 embryos) 

(see Chapter 3), somites of E13.5 mouse embryos were not visible at any axial levels 
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except at the tip of the tail (Figure 4.2). This is probably because of different tissue 

thickness in the different organisms. Thus, SEM could not be used to count the 

definitive somite number. 

X-ray micro-CT images both the surface and the inside of the sample (see Chapter 3), 

revealing structures that are not visible to SEM. Somites of E13.5 embryos were clearly 

visible along most of the anteroposterior axis. Nevertheless, the most posterior somites 

were not detectable (Figure 4.3), possibly because of low imaging resolution. Together, 

these data indicate that none of the histological (in situ hybridisation) or imaging (SEM, 

X-ray microCT) techniques tested are appropriate to count the final somite number in 

mouse embryos. 
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Figure 4.1 Using in situ hybridisation to count the final somite number in mouse 
embryo. 
 
Figures a-f are side views of mouse embryos at indicated embryonic stages. Embryos 
were stained by in situ hybridisation for various somite markers: Uncx4.1 (a), MyoD (b) 
and Tbx18 (c) or for all these markers combined together (d-f). Arrows point to most 
anterior somites and asterisks point to most posterior somites. Note that all somites are 
visible at E10.5 (d) and almost all somites are visible at E12.5 (e). Only the very last 
somites are visible at E13.5 (f).  
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Figure 4.2 Using Scanning Electron Microscopy to count the final somite number 
in mouse embryo. 
 
Figure a and b show side views of E13.5 mouse embryo and E13.5 mouse embryonic 
tail imaged via Scanning Electron Microscopy. Figure a is a montage. In figure b the 
hindlimb is marked by an asterisk. Note that the somites formed after the hindlimb are 
not visible. Only the very last somites are visible (arrow). 
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Figure 4.3 Using X-ray micro-Computed Tomography to count the final somite 
number in mouse embryo. 
 
Figures a, b and c are side views of E13.5 mouse embryos imaged via Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (a) and X-ray micro-Computed Tomography (b, c). Disect 
software was used for the 3D rendering and virtual cutting in b and c. Note that the most 
anterior somites are not visible in the embryo imaged via Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (arrow in a), differently from the embryo imaged via X-ray micro-
Computed Tomography (arrow c). While only the very last somites are visible via 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (asterisk in a), all posterior somites are clearly visible 
via X-ray analysis (asterisks in b and c).  
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4.1.1.2 High Resolution Episcopic Microscopy is the most appropriate 

technique to count the final somite number 
 

To test a different method of somite counting, I made use of High Resolution Episcopic 

Microscopy (HREM). HREM involves episcopic imaging of the sample while it is 

physically sectioned into thin slices, providing a series of highly detailed images. A 

volume image is subsequently reconstructed by a software program (Osirix) that allows 

3D visualisation of the sample (Weninger et al., 2006). Somites were visible along the 

entire body axis of E13.5 embryos (Movies 1 a, b and Figure 4.4 a-g). In most cases, 

counting of even the most posterior somites was possible (Figure 4.4 h-n). Therefore, 

HREM represents the most appropriate technique, to determine the final somite number 

in mouse embryo.  

To confirm that somite formation terminates at E13.5, I analysed somite number at 

different embryonic stages. E12.5 embryos form 57.7±0.8 somites (n=6), E13.5 

embryos form 63.7±1.6 somites (n=8) and E14.5 embryos form 61±1 (n=3). These data 

show that no more somites form at E14.5 implying that somitogenesis stops at E13.5 

leading to 64 somites (Figure 4.4 o). The smaller number recorded at E14.5 reflects the 

inability to detect caudal somites at this embryonic stage. According to my counts, the 

posterior border of the hindlimb is at the level of somite 32/33, slightly differing from 

somite 34/35 as described in (Burke et al., 1995), presumably because of different 

criterions chosen to define borders of the hindlimb (Figure 4.4 p). 

As somite number might vary between WT strains and between WT litters (Tam, 1981), 

I tested the degree of variability by counting somites in outbred (CD1) and inbred 

(Black6) strains, and in different outbred litters. E13.5 CD1 embryos form 63.7±1.6 (see 

above) (n=8) and E13.5 Black6 embryos form 63.7±0.6 (n=3) implying that there is no 

variation between these strains (there is no statistically significant difference, p-

value=0.9) (Figure 4.5 a, b). One CD1 litter forms 63.7±1.6 somites (see above) (n=8) 

and a second litter forms 65±1.7 somites (n=3), the difference being not statistically 

significant (p value=0.3) (Figure 4.5 c, d). When the two CD1 litters were pooled 

together, CD1 embryos form 64.1 ±1.6 somites (n=11), this number is still not 
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significantly different from that formed by Black6 embryos, 63.7±0.6 (n=3) (p 

value=0.5, data not shown). Thus, somite number does not vary between different 

litters. Taken together, these observations suggest that the final somite number is highly 

reproducible in WT embryos, without varying between strains or litters. 

As a proof of principle for counting somites in mutant embryos, I analysed somite 

number in E13.5 Cdx2 heterozygous embryos. These embryos have been shown to 

exhibit shorter axis and fewer tail vertebrae (Young et al., 2009). HREM analysis 

revealed that Cdx2 heterozygous embryos form two fewer tail somites (61.8±1.4) 

(n=13) than their WT siblings (64±2.1) (n=8) (Figure 4.6). Therefore, HREM can be 

used for detecting reduction of somite number due to premature cessation of 

segmentation.  
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Figure 4.4 Using High Resolution Episcopic Microscopy to count the final somite 
number in mouse embryo. 
 
Figures a-n are side views of a representative E13.5 mouse embryo (a-g) and its tail (h-
n) imaged via High Resolution Episcopic Microscopy. Figures represent different stills 
of a movie. The software Osirix was used for the 3D rendering. Grey dots in a mark 
somite 1, 10, 28, 32, 42, 51. Grey dots in b mark somite 32, 42, 51. Figure o is analysis 
of final somite number in CD1 WT embryos at E12.5 (n=6) and at E13.5 (n=8) and 
E14.5 (n=3). Figure p is analysis of somite number before the hindlimb and after the 
hindlimb. Error bars represent standard deviation, * used for p-value<0.1; ** used for p-
value<0.05; *** used for p-value<0.01 determined using a two-tailed t-test. When 
difference are not statistically significant asterisk is not used.  
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Figure 4.5 Using HREM to count final somite numer in different mouse strains 
and different mouse litters. 
 
Figures a and b is analysis of final somite number in different mouse strains (CD1 
E13.5, n=8 and Black6 E13.5, n=3). Figures c and d is analysis of final somite number 
in different mouse litters (CD1 E13.5, n=8 litter1 CD1 E13.5 litter2, n=3). Error bars 
represent standard deviation. Differences are not statistically significant (a two-tailed t-
test was performed and a p-value=0.9 was calculated for the data set of Figure a; a p-
value=0.3 was calculated for the data set of Figure b).  
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Figure 4.6 Somite number in Cdx2 mutant embryos. 
 
Figures a is analysis of final somite number in WT embryos (n=8) and in Cdx2 
heterozygous embryos (n=13). Figure b is analysis of somite number before the 
hindlimb and after the hindlimb. Error bars represent standard deviation. ** is for p-
value< 0.05, determined using a two-tailed t-test.  
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4.1.2 Using High Resolution Episcopic Microscopy to study control of 

final somite number in mutant embryos 
 

In order to identify mutations that are haplo-insufficient for controlling the final number 

of somites in mouse embryos, I examined mutant lines of genes known to regulate 

segmentation and axial elongation (Table 4.1). Candidate genes belong to Fgf, RA, 

Bmp, Wnt and Notch signalling pathway whose components regulate maintenance, 

proliferation, differentiation and migration of PSM cells (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004a, 

Wilson et al., 2009). To date, phenotypic characterisation of these lines has been limited 

to homozygous animals (see Table 4.1), with little details on heterozygous counterparts. 

To explore whether the control of somite number is sensitive to gene dosage, only 

heterozygous mutant embryos were analysed.  

 

4.1.2.1 Mutants of the Fgf and RA pathways 

 

Components of the Fgf and RA pathway regulate various cellular mechanisms in the 

primitive streak and PSM, including somite formation and axial elongation. At 

gastrulation, Fgf signalling regulates migration of primitive streak cells to form the 

mesoderm. Fgfr1 homozygous embryos show accumulation of mesodermal cells in the 

streak region as they fail to migrate away from the primitive streak (Yamaguchi et al., 

1994). A more severe phenotype has been reported for Fgf8 homozygous embryos 

which fail to form mesoderm-derived structures, such as the somites, due to impaired 

cell migration (Sun et al., 1999). Besides regulating migration of gastrulating cells, Fgf 

signalling controls maintenance of thePSM cells. Various Fgfs are expressed in the 

PSM, and their mutations result in defects of PSM-derived structures. For example, 

Fgf3 homozygous embryos exhibit fewer segments and shorter tails (Mansour et al., 

1993). PSM cells are maintained in an immature state by high levels of Fgf8, its over-

expression blocking somite formation (Dubrulle et al., 2001).  
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This blockade is relieved by RA that promotes differentiation of the PSM cells by 

activating genes involved in somite formation (Moreno and Kintner, 2004). RA also 

controls survival of the PSM cells. Excessive levels of RA cause cell death in the 

posterior PSM leading to axial truncation (Shum et al., 1999). A similar phenotype is 

observed in homozygous mutants of Cyp26a1 and of POR, which encode for enzymes 

of RA catabolism (Abu-Abed et al., 2001, Sakai et al., 2001, Otto et al., 2003). Reduced 

levels of RA also cause axis shortening, observed in mutants of Raldh2, a RA 

synthesising enzyme (Niederreither et al., 1999). Thus, homozygous mutations of 

components of the Fgf and RA pathway affect cellular mechanisms of the primitive 

streak and the PSM resulting in defective axial elongation and somite formation, 

including alterations to the final somite number. 

To explore whether heterozygous mutations cause similar defects, I analysed somite 

number in E13.5 Fgf3, Fgf8, Cyp26a1, Raldh2 and POR heterozygous embryos. As 

shown in Table 4.2, none of these mutants exhibit significantly different somite number 

from WT counterparts (see p-values in the table). These observations show that 

heterozygous mutations of selected genes of the Fgf and RA pathway form the normal 

number of somites, implying that these mutations are haplosufficient for controlling 

somite number or that there is a certain degree of functional redundancy. 
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Table 4.1 Candidate mutant lines. 
 
Table shows details of gene name, homozygous phenotype and reference for all the 
mutant lines analysed via HREM. Note that in most cases homozygous phenotype 
consists in axis truncation/shortening. Sources of mutant embryos are indicated in the 
Material and Methods chapter. 
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Table 4.2 Somite number in mutants of the Fgf and RA pathways. 
 
Table shows analysis of final somite number of heterozygous embryos for Fgf and RA 
pathway components. Somite number of WT siblings is also shown. Standard deviation 
and p-values are shown. To eliminate observer bias, genotype of each sample was 
shown to the observer after the analysis. 
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4.1.2.2 Mutants of the Bmp pathway 

 

Bmp signalling regulates different processes of mesoderm development at different 

embryonic stages. Winnier et al. (1995) showed that, at gastrulation, Bmp4 is required 

for mesoderm formation, most homozygous embryos dying at very early stages. Later, 

Bmp4 is presumably required for differentiation of mesoderm of the posterior primitive 

streak, as mutant embryos that survive beyond gastrulation show truncation of the 

posterior body. At more advanced embryonic stages, different levels of Bmp4 control 

the specification of mesoderm into somitic versus lateral plate mesoderm subtype 

(Tonegawa and Takahashi, 1998). At the end of gastrulation, inhibition of Bmp 

signalling by Noggin, arrests gastrulation movements in the Ventral Ectodermal Ridge 

(VER), leading to shortening of the tail (Ohta et al., 2007). VER is the ectoderm derived 

from the late primitive streak and is located in the ventral part of the embryonic tail. 

The VER is a site of gastrulation movements and a source of mesodermal cells for the 

tail. Therefore, Bmp signalling plays an important role in mesoderm development at 

various embryonic stages, including at late gastrulation when it controls tail elongation. 

In order to study whether heterozygous mutation of Bmp4 affects tail development in 

terms of the final somite number, I counted somites in E13.5 Bmp4 heterozygous 

embryos. No significant change in the somite number was observed between 

heterozygotes  (n=3) and WT embryos (n=4) (see p-value), either because of functional 

redundancy or because the final somite number is not sensitive to variation of Bmp4 

gene dosage (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3 Somite number in mutants of the Bmp pathway. 
 
Table shows analysis of final somite number of heterozygous embryos for Bmp 
pathway components (Bmp4). Somite number of WT siblings is also shown. Standard 
deviation and p-value are shown. To eliminate observer bias, genotype of each sample 
was shown to the observer after the analysis. 
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4.1.2.3 Mutants of the Notch pathway 

 

Inactivation of cyclic genes of the Notch pathway often results in poor definition of 

somite border and altered anteroposterior somite polarity, leading to a disturbed axial 

skeleton. Moreover, blocking all Notch activity prevents cyclic gene expression and 

somite formation (Ferjentsik et al., 2009). Lunatic Fringe (Lfng) and Hes7 are two 

Notch target genes. Lfng homozygous animals have a shorter skeleton with fusion of 

vertebrae and ribs; similar defects are found in the Hes7 mutants where cyclic 

expression of Lfng is lost (Evrard et al., 1998, Bessho et al., 2001). However, 43% of 

the Hes7 heterozygous animals present axial problems whereas Lfng heterozygotes 

appear normal, implying that dose of the former gene is important for normal 

development (Evrard et al., 1998, Bessho et al., 2001). Dll3, one of the Notch ligands, is 

also required for proper skeleton morphology. In Dll3 homozyogous embryos, abnormal 

vertebrae and ribs are associated to defective expression of cyclic genes (Kusumi et al., 

1998, Dunwoodie et al., 2002).  

Therefore, mutations of Notch signalling components and altered cyclic gene 

expression cause somitic defects implying that cyclic expression is crucial for somite 

formation. 

To analyse whether somite formation is compromised by reduced dosage of Notch 

genes, I analysed E13.5 embryos  (n=3) for heterozygous Hes7 and pudgy, a mutation 

of Dll3. Due to technical reasons (i.e. processing of the Hes7 samples for HREM 

microscopy was not successful) data regarding the Hes7 samples are not shown. Pudgy 

heterozygous embryos form a similar number of somites to WT embryos (n=3), 

indicating that somite formation is not sensitive to Dll3 gene dosage (Table 4.4) (the 

difference in somite number between WT and heterozygous embryos is not statistically 

significant, see p-value). Previous studies reported that pudgy heterozygotes exhibit a 

disturbed Dll3 expression pattern, but it has been shown that this is not sufficient to 

cause any phenotypic change, consistent with my results (Kusumi et al., 1998). 
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Table 4.4 Somite number in mutants of the Notch pathway. 
 
Table shows analysis of final somite number of heterozygous embryos for Notch 
pathway components (Dll3). Somite number of WT siblings is also shown. Standard 
deviation and p-value are shown. To eliminate observer bias, genotype of each sample 
was shown to the observer after the analysis. 
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4.1.2.4 Mutants of the Wnt pathway 

 

Wnt signalling has been proposed to control both the period of the segmentation clock 

and the rate of the PSM growth. Wnt3a is expressed in the primitive streak of young 

embryos and in the tail bud of older embryos. Consistent with its expression pattern, 

Wnt3a disruption results in absence of posterior somites and in shortening of the tail 

(Takada et al., 1994). Defective segmentation clock machinery (e.g. non-cyclic Lfng 

expression) and impaired mesoderm formation (e.g. reduced/lost Brachyury expression) 

seem to contribute to these phenotypes (Aulehla et al., 2003, Takada et al., 1994). 

Conditional loss of function (in the PSM tissue) mutants of β−catenin, a component of 

the canonical Wnt pathway, exhibit defects similar to those of Wnt3a mutants. In 

contrast, β-catenin gain of function mutants form a larger PSM than controls, with 

fewer and smaller somites forming in the anterior PSM. Cyclic gene expression is 

maintained and ectopic stripes of cycling genes are found in the PSM (Dunty et al., 

2008, Aulehla et al., 2008). Thus, β-catenin is required and sufficient for regulating 

segmentation and elongation of the body axis. Deregulation of two target genes of the 

canonical Wnt pathway, Axin2 and Mesogenin, interferes with expression of 

components of the Notch pathway causing somitic and axial defects (Aulehla et al., 

2003, Yoon and Wold, 2000). Non-canonical Wnt signalling is also involved in the 

regulation of axis lengthening. Wnt5a, is expressed in the primitive streak and later on 

in the tail bud. Similarly to Wnt3a mutants, Wnt5a mutants present severe caudal 

truncations, presumably due to reduced proliferation in the tail region (Yamaguchi et 

al., 1999). Hence, the Wnt signalling pathway controls both the segmentation and the 

elongation process. 

To explore whether reducing gene dosage for components in the Wnt pathway controls 

definitive somite number, I analysed Wnt3a, Wnt5a, β-catenin, Axin2 and Mesogenin 

heterozygous embryos at late segmentation stage. Except for the mutants of the two 

Wnt signalling target genes, Axin2 and Mesogenin (see p-values), all the mutants 

analysed present a significantly reduced (see p-value) final somite number. Therefore, 
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heterozygous mutations of specific genes of the Wnt signalling pathway are 

haploinsufficient for controlling somite number (Table 4.5).  
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Table 4.5 Somite number in mutants of the Wnt pathway. 
 
Table shows analysis of final somite number of heterozygous embryos for Wnt pathway 
components. Somite number of WT siblings is also shown. Standard devition and p-
value are shown. To eliminate observer bias, genotype of each sample was shown to the 
observer after the analysis. 
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4.2 Discussion 
 

4.2.1 HREM can be used to count the final somite number in mouse 
embryos 

 

In this chapter, I describe my search for genes that are haploinsufficient for controlling 

the definitive somite number. To do so, first I had to establish an assay to count somites 

in E13.5 mouse embryos. Precise counting is difficult because anterior somites start 

differentiating into bones, muscles, and dermis whilst posterior ones are still forming. 

The problem with scoring older embryos/born embryos by means of skeleton 

preparation is that the most anterior segments are incorporated into the skull. The 

problem with scoring younger embryos by means of in situ hybridisation is inadequate 

tissue penetration due to tissue thickness. The latter approach did not allow quantitation 

of all somites at E13.5 (see Figure 4.1). As an alternative, I took advantage of X-ray 

micro-CT scanning which is traditionally used to visualise internal hard structures, such 

as the bones, and which has been employed to analyse mouse vertebrae number in a 

recent study (Kim et al., 2011). Interestingly, micro-CT analysis revealed even the soft 

structures, such as the somites, along almost the entire body axis of E13.5. However, it 

was not possible to count the most posterior, youngest somites, probably due to their 

small size and the low resolution of the techniques (Figure 4.3).  

This counting problem was overcome by using HREM that allowed somite quantitation 

at E13.5 (Figure 4.4). HREM analysis showed that somite formation terminates at E13.5 

when the embryo forms 64 somites. This measurement is similar to previous 

observations (Tam, 1981). Although a slight inter-litter variability was observed in the 

embryos from an outbred strain (CD1), the final number was reproducible between 

different strains (CD1 and Black6) and different litters (Figure 4.5). 

To test whether HREM can be used to detect altered somite number due to premature 

termination of somitogenesis, I analysed E13.5 Cdx2 heterozygous embryos. Cdx genes 

are major regulators of caudal development in different organisms, heterozygous 
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mutation of murine Cdx2 resulting in shorter axis and fewer tail vertebrae (Young et al., 

2009). Indeed, HREM analysis revealed that Cdx2 heterozygous embryos form two 

fewer somites than WTs, confirming that HREM is appropriate to study control of 

somite number in selected mutants (Figure 4.6).  

 

4.2.2 Somite formation is not sensitive to gene dosage of specific 
components of the Fgf, RA, Bmp, and Notch signalling pathways  

 

To distinguish between genes that are required and genes whose dose is limiting in 

determining the definitive somite number, E13.5 heterozygous embryos for genes of the 

Fgf, RA, Bmp, Notch and Wnt signalling pathways were analysed. None of the Fgf and 

RA mutations tested showed a significant variation in somite number (Table 4.2). A 

possible explanation for this, at least for the Fgf mutations, is redundancy of the Fgf 

ligands. Fgf3 and Fgf8 are only two of the four ligands being expressed in the PSM. As 

an alternative, Fgfr1 (Fgf receptor 1 which is the only receptor being expressed in the 

PSM) mutants could be analysed.  

Nor was Bmp4 gene dosage limiting for axial extension. No changes in somite number 

were recorded in Bmp4 heterozygous mutants (Table 4.3). However, it remains possible 

that the dose of other Bmp signalling components is important to control the final 

somite number. One preferred candidate is Bmp2 which is expressed in the Ventral 

Ectodermal Ridge (VER), a region of the tail contributing to posterior development 

(Goldman et al., 2000). VER removal in mouse embryos results in reduced somite 

number (Goldman et al., 2000). 

HREM analysis of heterozygous embryos for Dll3, one of the Notch ligands, failed to 

reveal any changes in somite number (Table 4.4). Thus, somite formation is not 

sensitive to gene dosage of Dll3. Although Notch plays a crucial role in somitogenesis, 

controlling the period of somite formation, only few studies have reported that Notch 

regulates somite number (Ferjentsik et al., 2009). Kim et al. (2011) have reported that 

Nrarp, a regulator of the Notch signalling, controls the definitive number of somites, the 

analysis being limited to homozygous embryos only. Expression of mouse Nrarp 
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depends on Notch and Wnt activity (Wright et al., 2009), the latter being regulating 

both segmentation clock rate and PSM growth rate.  

Mutations affecting Wnt activity presented a reduced somite number, implying that 

Wnts might represent limiting factors in determining the correct somite number (Table 

4.5). 

 

4.2.3 Dose of Wnt genes might control final somite number in mouse 
embryo 

 

Wnt signalling has been shown to control posterior development of vertebrates by 

regulating expression of Cdx genes, major players of tail formation, which in turn 

activate posterior Hox genes. Cdx and Hox signal back to regulate expression of Wnt, 

generating a regulatory network that may play a role in maintaining posterior elongation 

(Young et al., 2009). In support of this model, over-expression of Lef1, a member of the 

Wnt pathway, rescues tail truncation of Cdx mutants (Young et al., 2009). My analysis 

of Cdx2 heterozygous embryos shows that Cdx2 is haploinsufficient for controlling the 

final somite number. It would be interesting to understand whether Cdx2 heterozygous 

embryos form fewer somites because Cdx2 is a target of a signalling pathway whose 

dose is limiting for determining the final somite number, such as Wnt, or because Cdx2 

regulates such signalling pathway. Interestingly, the Wnt-Cdx pathways also control 

posterior development of a number of invertebrates, including insects and spiders, 

implying that this is an evolutionary conserved mechanism of body formation 

(Bolognesi et al., 2008, McGregor et al., 2008, Martin and Kimelman, 2009). In 

addition to Cdx, other regulators of tail formation are affected by Wnt signalling: Spry2 

and Brachyury (Gibb et al., 2009, Martin and Kimelman, 2008). Therefore, Wnt 

signalling is upstream of many of the genes known to control axial lengthening. Besides 

being upstream of genes regulating axis elongation, Wnt signalling also controls 

expression of genes required for proper axis segmentation (e.g. Lfng) (Aulehla et al., 

2003, Gibb et al., 2009), strongly supporting a role for Wnt in control of somite number.  
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It has been reported that homozygous mutants of Wnt3a, Wnt5a and β-catenin form a 

severely reduced number of somites/segments in comparison to that of WTs. Wnt3a 

homozygous form only the first 7 to 9 somites (Takada et al., 1994). Wnt5a mutants 

form not more than 4 tail vertebrae, while WTs form ∼30 tail vertebrae (Yamaguchi et 

al., 1999). Embryos homozygous for a conditional-null β-catenin in the PSM, form no 

obvious somites or only few abnormal somites in the anterior end of the axis (Dunty et 

al., 2008),(Aulehla et al., 2008). My experiments show that heterozygous mutants of 

Wnt genes form fewer somites than WT embryos. HREM analysis revealed that 

heterozygous mutants of Wnt3a, Wnt5a and β-catenin form 2, 3, and 1 or 2 fewer 

somites than WTs, respectively, suggesting that the final somite number is susceptible 

to changes in Wnt gene dosage. However, the difference in somite number between 

heterozygous and WTs does not reflect half the difference reported for Wnt3a, Wnt5a 

and β-catenin homozygous in comparison to WTs (future experiments shall investigate 

whether there is a certain degree of gene dosage compensation from the remaining allele 

in the heterozygous embryos). 

My experiments suggest that Wnt genes might represent limiting factors to define the 

final somite number. It remains to investigate what is the mechanism behind this. One 

shall test different hypotheses, including: 1) Wnt controls somite number through 

regulation of progenitor cells (e.g. Wnt loss of function might affect progenitor 

maintenance/proliferation affecting axial structures formation); 2) Wnt controls somite 

number through regulation of the period of somite formation (e.g. Wnt loss of function 

might result in slow down of the of somite formation resulting in a reducd somite 

number).  

1) Progenitor maintenance/proliferation. To test whether progenitor maintenance is 

affected in Wnt heterozygous mutants, one shall perform in situ expression analysis or 

quantitative PCR of markers of progenitor cells, such as Brachyury, to assay the 

presence and the expression level of these genes in comparison to WT counterparts. 

Previous studies have shown that Brachyury expression is completely lost in Wnt3a 

homozygous embryos, supporting the hypothesis that Wnt is required for formation of 

mesodermal precursors, resulting in truncations of axial structures (Takada et al., 1994). 

One shall also detect cell proliferation levels by means of cell proliferation markers, e.g. 
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PHH3 immunostaining. Noteworthy, one possible function of Wnt genes is to control 

cell proliferation of the streak and the tail cells (as shown for Wnt5a mutants) 

(Yamaguchi et al., 1999).  

2) Period of somite formation. Recent findings have shown that blocking Wnt 

signalling, by means of Wnt signalling inhibitors, lengthens the clock oscillations and 

that Wnt/β-catenin signalling controls oscillations of cyclic genes (Gibb et al., 

2009),(Dunty et al., 2008). One shall explore whether heterozygous embryos of Wnt 

genes form fewer somites because the period of the clock is extended. To do so, one 

shall culture PSM halves of heterozygous embryos and compare the period of somite 

formation in heterozygous halves in comparison to WT halves.  

By exploring these possibilities, one shall be able to provide more insights into the 

potential mechanisms used by Wnt signalling to regulate somite number. 

In the next chapter, I present my study of the Greb1 gene, which our laboratory 

identified because it is selectively expressed in the tail bud. I use morpholino antisense 

inhibition in zebrafish embryos to provide evidence that Greb1 controls axis 

morphogenesis by regulating movements required for normal convergent extension 

during gastrulation. 
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Chapter 5. Role of Greb1 in axial elongation and 

segmentation  
 

Axial progenitors contribute to elongation and segmentation of the anteroposterior axis 

of vertebrate embryos including mouse, chick, fish and frog (Cambray and Wilson, 

2007),(Tzouanacou et al., 2009, McGrew et al., 2008),(Kanki and Ho, 1997),(Davis and 

Kirschner, 2000). These cells are initially located in the primitive streak/organiser and 

later in a region of the tail bud, called Chordoneural Hinge (CNH) (Cambray and 

Wilson, 2002). Studies in murine and avian embryos have shown that CNH cells 

represent a population of long-term axial progenitors, as they contribute to PSM, 

somites, neural tube and notochord over an extended period of time. In contrast, cells 

located in other regions of the tail bud are restricted in their differentiation potential 

(Cambray and Wilson, 2002, Cambray and Wilson, 2007, McGrew et al., 2008). To 

date, most of the studies have been focussing on defining the location and the potency 

of axial progenitors, with little understanding of their key marker genes. Functional 

characterisation of these genes may reveal novel players of vertebrate axial elongation 

and segmentation. 

An array experiment had been performed in the laboratory (Prajapati R et al., 

manuscript in preparation) with the aim of molecularly characterising the CNH in 

comparison to surrounding regions. E10.5 mouse embryos were dissected, and 

fragments of CNH, tail bud mesoderm (TBM) and presomitic Mesoderm (PSM) were 

isolated and processed for array analysis. Greb1 (Growth-regulation-by-estrogen-in-

breast-cancer-1 or Gene-regulated-by-estrogen-in-breast-cancer-1) was identified as 

one of the most strongly upregulated genes in the CNH compared to the surrounding 

PSM. The role of this gene in vertebrate development has not been explored yet. 

In this chapter, I present my data on the initial characterisation of the role of Greb1 in 

axial elongation and segmentation. As genetic manipulations in zebrafish are well 

established, I focussed on exploring Greb1 function in this model organism. 
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5.1 Results 
 

5.1.1 GREB1 protein sequence is conserved among vertebrates 

 

The predicted transcript of zebrafish Greb1 encodes a 1802 aminoacid protein, as 

shown in NCBI database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/guide/). To investigate the 

degree of evolutionary protein conservation, a multiple sequence alignment was 

generated using ClustalW (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/). The percentage 

identity of zebrafish GREB1 was 61.3% to mouse, 61.8% to chick and 61.1% to frog 

(Xenopus), indicating that the protein is highly conserved among vertebrates (Figure 

5.1) and suggesting that it might play an essential role in these organisms. However, no 

orthologs were identified in other fish species (e.g. in pufferfish: Tetraodon 

nigroviridis, Takifugu rubripes; in stickleback: Gasterosteus aculeatus; in killifish: 

Oryzias latipes medaka) nor in lower organisms (e.g. in Drosophila melanogaster; in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae). To explore the presence of functional protein domains, an 

INTERPROScan study of the human GREB1 protein sequence was performed 

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/iprscan/). The C-terminus of the human GREB1 

protein contained a predicted transmembrane domain, which was conserved in zebrafish 

and in other organisms (Figure 5.1, red box). Thus, GREB1 displays one 

transmembrane domain whose sequence is similar among vertebrates. However, there 

are no data in the protein database or in the literature to confirm the functional 

importance of this domain.  
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Figure 5.1 GREB1 protein alignment. 
 
Protein sequence comparison of zebrafish GREB1 (accession number: XP_001920606) 
and orthologues in the mouse (accession number: NP_056579), in the chick (accession 
number: XP_419956) and in the frog (accession number: XP_002942230). Protein 
sequences were obtained from NCBI database and the alignment was generated in 
ClustalW. * indicates identical amino acids, : indicate conserved amino acids, . 
indicates similar amino acids. Percentage identity of zebrafish GREB1 is 61.3% to 
mouse, 61.8% to chick and 61.1 % to frog. Red box marks putative transmembrane 
domain. Presence of the domain was identified by INTERPROScan analysis of GREB1 
human sequence. 
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5.1.2 Greb1 is expressed in the caudal region of different vertebrates 

 

Greb1 appears to be greatly enriched in the mouse CNH. Evolutionary conservation of 

the expression site of the gene might imply that it is functionally important at that site. 

In order to understand whether Greb1 expression pattern is conserved, a comparative 

gene expression pattern analysis was performed in those model organisms where axial 

elongation depends on CNH progenitors (in particular in mouse, chick and zebrafish). 

 

5.1.2.1 Expression of mouse Greb1 

 

To determine if Greb1 is expressed during mouse axial elongation, I performed in situ 

hybridisation on E10.5 embryos focussing my attention on the caudal area of the 

embryo where the CNH is located. Greb1 was detected in the tail bud, in two domains: 

a dorsal domain and a ventral domain posterior to the neural tube resembling the CNH 

(Figures 5.2 b, b’ and 5.3). To determine more sites of Greb1 expression, I analysed 

gene expression at various embryonic stages. At E8.5, Greb1 expression was observed 

in a region surrounding the primitive streak (Figures 5.2 a, a’), suggestive of the CLE, 

which is known to contain progenitors of the neural tube and somites and which is the 

precursor of the CNH (see Introduction) (Wilson et al., 2009). At E12.5 and E13.5 

Greb1 was found to be expressed in the tail region (Figures 5.2 c, c’), and at E13.5 

when axial elongation ceases levels of gene expression were very low (Figures 5.2 d, 

d’). Together, these data show that mouse Greb1 expression is restricted to the tail 

region, and in a location similar to the CNH at E10.5, confirming the results obtained in 

the array experiment and suggesting a role for Greb1 in regulation of CNH cells.  
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Figure 5.2 Expression of mouse Greb1. 
 
Mouse embryos (a, b, c, d) and mouse tails (a’, b’, c’, d’) at the stages indicated, stained 
by in situ hybridisation for Greb1. a, a’, b’ show dorsal views and b, c, c’, d, d’ show 
side views. Typically, 5 embryos for each embryonic stage were subjected to in situ 
hybridisation. Note that Greb1 expression is found in the tail region at all stages 
analysed (arrowheads). Expression is also found in the head (asterisk). PS Primitive 
Streak; CLE Caudal Lateral Epiblast; NT Neural Tube; NF Neural Folds, dTB dorsal 
Tail Bud; vTB ventral Tail Bud; TB Tail Bud. 
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Figure 5.3 Expression of Greb1 in the mouse tail. 
 
Greb1 in situ hybridisation staining on a whole-mount mouse embryo and sagittal 
sections (a, a’, c, c’) at the stage indicated. Figure b is a graphic depiction of a mouse 
tail (sagittal view), showing the location of the CNH.  
Note that Greb1 expression is found in the tail region (whole-mount) and in a location 
resembling the CNH (section). NT Neural Tube; NF Neural Folds, dTB dorsal Tail 
Bud; vTB ventral Tail Bud; TB Tail Bud; CNH Chordoneural Hinge; NO Notochord; 
SO Somite. 
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5.1.2.2 Expression of chick Greb1 

 

During early chick development, Greb1 expression was detected at low levels around 

the node, in the primitive streak and at higher levels in a region similar to the CLE 

(Figure 5.4 a, b, c). At HH13, the gene was expressed in the caudal neural tube and in 

the area surrounding the caudal neural tube (Figure 5.4 d, d’). At stage HH17, Greb1 

expression was in the tail bud (Figure 5.4 e, e’), in a domain comparable to the CNH. A 

similar expression pattern persisted at HH18, HH23 and HH26 (Figures 5.4 f-h), being 

restricted to the tip of the tail at the last stage (Figure 5.4 h). Therefore, chick Greb1 

expression is found in the tail throughout development as observed for the mouse 

orthologue.  
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Figure 5.4 Expression of chick Greb1. 
 
Chick embryos (a, b, c, d, e) and chick tails (d’, e’, f, g, h) at different embryonic stages 
stained by in situ hybridisation for Greb1. a, b, c, d, d’, e’ show dorsal views and e, f, g, 
h show side views.  Typically, 5 embryos for each embryonic stage were subjected to in 
situ hybridisation. Greb1 expression is found in the tail region as indicated in a-a’ 
(arrowheads in a  point to posterior neural tube and posterior PSM), b-b’, c, d, e. NF 
Neural Folds, CNH Chordoneural Hinge; TB Tail Bud.  
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5.1.2.3 Expression of zebrafish Greb1 

 

During gastrulation, zebrafish Greb1 was found ubiquitously expressed in the embryo 

and enriched at the dorsal and ventral margins (Figure 5.5 a). At the 6 somites stage, 

gene expression was restricted to the caudal region of the embryo (Figure 5.5 b). At the 

18 somites stage, Greb1 was expressed in a broad tail domain, which includes the 

predicted area of the CNH (Figures 5.5 c, c’). At the 26 somites stage, gene expression 

was in the ventral and dorsal regions of the tail (Figures 5.5 d-d’). These findings mirror 

those for mouse and chick Greb1.  

In summary, at early developmental stages, Greb1 is expressed within the regions of the 

embryo where cells ingress during gastrulation (primitive streak in mouse and chick, 

dorsal and ventral margins in zebrafish) (Wilson and Beddington, 1996, Hatada and 

Stern, 1994, Kimmel et al., 1990). Later, Greb1 expression is confined to a domain 

resembling the CNH, with respect to the location, in all the organisms studied. As 

elongation terminates, Greb1 expression disappears from the caudal domain (in mouse) 

or gets restricted to the tip of the tail (in chick and zebrafish). These data suggest that 

the Greb1 may play a role in regulation of gastrulation movements during early 

development and in regulation of CNH progenitors later in development.  
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Figure 5.5 Expression of zebrafish Greb1. 
 
Zebrafish embryos (a, b, b’, c, d) and zebrafish tails (c’, d’) at different embryonic 
stages stained by in situ hybridisation for Greb1. a, b, c, c’, d, d’, e’ show side views 
and a’ is animal view (dorsal margin on the right) and b’ is top view, showing the head 
region. Typically, 15 embryos for each embryonic stage were subjected to in situ 
hybridisation. Greb1 expression is found in the tail region as shown in b, c, d and as 
shown in c’ and d’. At early stages, Greb1 expression is ubiquitous, but upregulated in 
the margins, (a). V Ventral margin; D Dorsal margin; TB Tail Bud; BF Brain Folds; 
CNH Chordoneural Hinge. 
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5.1.3 GREB1 is required for proper axial elongation and segmentation 

 

Progenitor cells located at the tail end of the embryo contribute to axial elongation and 

segmentation until the entire body axis is laid down (Cambray and Wilson, 

2007),(Tzouanacou et al., 2009, McGrew et al., 2008),(Kanki and Ho, 1997),(Davis and 

Kirschner, 2000). Given that zebrafish Greb1 expression is found in the tail region 

where axial progenitors should reside (see Figure 5.5), I asked whether GREB1 

regulates elongation and segmentation of the body axis. To address this, I blocked 

GREB1 function, by injecting splicing-blocking morpholinos in the zebrafish 

(Nasevicius and Ekker, 2000). Two types of morpholinos were designed, one targeting 

the exon 2/intron 2 boundary (Figure 5.6) and the other targeting the exon 16/intron 16 

boundary (Figure 5.7). If morpholinos block splicing at the targeted sites, a possible 

outcome is excision of exon 2 (in case of the first morpholino) and excision of exon 16 

(in case of the second morpholino) (Figures 5.6 and 5.7).  

To determine the efficacy of the two morpholinos in altering the splicing of Greb1 

transcript, I performed RT-PCR across the region intended for splicing modification. 

RT-PCR amplified a 571 bp product corresponding to the normal transcript and a 466 

bp product corresponding to the mis-spliced product in case of the first morpholino 

(Figure 5.6 b); in case of the second morpholino, a 899 bp product (normal transcript) 

and a 762 bp product (mis-spliced transcript) was detectable (Figure 5.7 b). Although 

normal transcripts were not completely abrogated, my data indicate that both 

morpholinos block splicing of Greb1 transcript by excising exon 2 and exon 16, 

respectively. However, sequencing of the resulting RT-PCR products shall be 

performed. This experiment shall confirm the form of the mis-spliced products and it 

shall predict the form of the protein generated. Because Greb1 consists of 31 exons, 

morpholino-induced excision of exon 2 or of exon 16 shall result in a truncated protein. 

Based on the current knowledge regarding the functional domains of the GREB1 

protein, it is difficult to predict whether the truncated protein is functional.  

Morpholinos blocked splicing even at the lowest doses tested (e.g. 2 ng in case of the 

first morpholino and 4 ng in case of the second morpholino, Figures 5.6 b, 5.7 b). Mis-
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splicing was not observed with standard control morpholino and with Greb1 mismatch 

morpholino, which were used to rule out off-target effects (Figures 5.6 b, 5.7 b).  

In the RT-PCR experiments, the non-spliced endogenous products (in case of both 

morpholino 1 and morpholino 2) are amplified even when high doses of the splicing-

blocking morpholinos are used. To quantify the residual amount of non–spliced product 

still present after morpholino injections, a quantitative PCR shall be performed.  

It remains to determine whether GREB1 protein function is blocked, as a consequence 

of an altered splicing mechanism caused by morpholino injection. This aspect could 

provide the basis for future experiments, including the generation of a GREB1 antibody.  

To study the requirement of GREB1 for axial elongation and segmentation, I injected 

splicing-blocking morpholino into 1-4 cell stage embryos and examined axis length and 

somite morphology at the developmental stage when axis elongation normally ceases. 

For both morpholinos, affected embryos at around 24 hpf (n=11) were more curved and 

shorter (by 23%) than controls (n=12) (Figure 5.8 c). Moreover, staining for MyoD, 

which marks the posterior half of the formed somites, revealed loss of integrity of 

somite boundaries (n=18/21) (Figures 5.8 a, arrow in b) (Weinberg et al., 1996). The 

typical chevron shape of the somites was lost. MyoD expression was stronger in 

experimental embryos versus controls (Figure 5.8 b), suggesting that mis-splicing of 

Greb1 somehow affects MyoD expression. These findings imply that GREB1 is 

required for proper zebrafish axial elongation and somite morphology. It is not known 

whether the period of the segmentation clock is affected, as it was not possible to count 

the somites due to their irregular morphology.  

Morphant embryos also had smaller head when compared to controls (arrowhead in 

Figure 5.8 b). This observation correlates well with the known sites of Greb1 

expression. 

To verify the minimum dose of morpholino necessary for mis-splicing of Greb1, I 

injected different doses of antisense oligonucleotides in the range of 0.1-8 ng in the 

embryo and scored the frequency of the phenotype at these various doses. 1 ng of the 

first morpholino caused axial and somitic defects in 42% of embryos (n=36); and 1 ng 

of the second morpholino caused defects in 26% of embryos (n=46), indicating that this 

dose is enough to interphere with GREB1 function in some embryos. Injecting 4 ng of 
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morpholino was more efficient at disrupting elongation. 57% of embryos were affected 

with the first morpholino (n=107) and 57% with the second morpholino (n=110) 

Therefore, I used 4 ng of the second morpholino for all the following experiments. 

Knock-down technologies such as morpholino antisense oligonucleotides and shRNAs 

have been shown to activate the p53 pathway and cell death as an off-targeting effect 

(Robu et al., 2007, Mende et al., 2008). To exclude the possibility that observed 

shortening of the axis upon GREB1 knock-down is a consequence of morpholino 

induced-cell death, I simultaneously knocked-down GREB1 and p53 by means of 

morpholino co-injection or morpholino injection in p53 deficient background (Little and 

Mullins, 2009). The phenotypic frequency for embryos co-injected with Greb1 and p53 

morpholinos was at least as great (92% n=37) as for embryos injected with Greb1 

morpholino alone. These data indicate that the phenotype of Greb1 morpholino is not 

due to p53-activated cell death. 
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Figure 5.6 Morpholino knock-down of zebrafish GREB1. 
 
a) A schematic of exon/intron structure of Greb1 gene in the region targeted by the first 
morpholino. Location of primers used for RT-PCR is indicated by arrows and the red 
line shows location of the targeting morpholino. b) RT-PCR analysis of Greb1 splicing. 
In each condition, RNA comes from 5 24 hours old embryos following morpholino 
injection at the 1-4 cells stage. Order of samples as indicated: standard control 
morpholino, mismatch morpholino and Greb1 morpholino. Increasing doses (2-8 ng) of 
various morpholinos have been tested. WT and mis-splicing PCR products are detected 
at 571 (red dot) and 466 bp (blue dot), respectively.  
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Figure 5.7 Morpholino knock-down of zebrafish GREB1. 
 
c) A schematic of exon/intron structure of Greb1 gene in the region targeted by the 
second morpholino. Location of primers used for RT-PCR is indicated by arrows and 
the red line shows the location of targeting morpholino. d) RT-PCR analysis of Greb1 
splicing. In each condition, RNA comes from 5 24 hours old embryos following 
morpholino injection at the 1-4 cells stage. Order of samples as indicated: standard 
control morpholino, mismatch morpholino and Greb1 morpholino. Increasing doses (4-
8 ng) of various morpholinos have been tested. WT and mis-splicing PCR products are 
detected on gel at 899 (red dot) and 762 bp (blue dot), respectively. 
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Figure 5.8 Effects of Greb1 morpholino on zebrafish axial elongation and 
segmentation. 
 
Figures a and b are side views of zebrafish embryos at termination of axial elongation. 
Embryos were stained by in situ hybridisation for MyoD. Typically, 15 embryos or 
more for each experimental condition were subjected to in situ hybridisation. Embryos 
were injected with a standard control morpholino (a) and a Greb1 splicing blocking 
morpholino (b). Note variation in head size (arrowhead) and somite shape (arrow) in 
experimental embryos versus controls. Body axis is more curved and shorter in embryos 
injected with Greb1 morpholino, as represented in the graph in c. Error bars represent 
standard deviation, p-value<0.01 determined using a two-tailed t-test.  
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Getting the same phenotype with two independent Greb1 morpholinos argues strongly 

that the phenotype is not due to off-target effects. To test this further, I performed a 

rescue experiment by expressing a wild-type, morpholino-resistant Greb1 RNA, 

specifically the mouse Greb1 RNA. Co-injection of the RNA and the morpholino is 

expected to result in reversion of the phenotype, if the morpholino effect is specific to 

the target.  

The mouse Greb1 RNA was in vitro synthesised. However, in vitro transcription of 

large transcripts such as Greb1 (5.985 Kb) often results in low yield of transcription. To 

overcome this problem, the ratio of cap analogue to GTP used in the transcription 

reaction was adjusted resulting in higher yield of transcription (Figure 5.9) but 

presumably in decreased capped transcripts. Because of the difficulty in synthesising an 

intact full-length Greb1 transcript, co-injection of mouse Greb1 RNA and the 

morpholino did not rescue the phenotype (co-injected embryos presented axial and 

somitic defects similar to those observed in embryos injected with morpholino alone). 

In support of this, in vitro transcribed mouse Greb1 mRNA resulted in ineffective 

translation of mouse GREB1 protein, as seen on an autoradiogram after an in vitro 

coupled transcription translation reaction (Figure 5.10). To avoid problems caused by 

inefficient in vitro synthesis of large transcripts, synthesis of shorter transcripts could be 

performed. For example, one could use the C-terminus sequence (see Figure 5.1) of 

GREB1 as an alternative to rescue the phenotype, as the C-terminus has been predicted 

to contain the functional domain of the protein.  
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Figure 5.9 Rescue of the phenotype. 
 
Agarose gel analysis of in vitro transcription reactions. 2 µg of each reaction were 
loaded onto denaturing gel. Loading order was as follows: control vector (pTri-Xef,  
TRIPLEScript plasmid containing Xenopus elongation factor 1 α); mouse Greb1 (pEF-
DEST51-Greb1, expression vector containing full-length mouse Greb1 and linearised 
with BstBI); mouse Greb1 +GTP (1 µl of GTP was added to the transcription reaction 
to optimise yield of long transcript); mouse Greb1 (pEF-DEST51-Greb1, expression 
vector containing full-length mouse Greb1 and linearised with PmeI); mouse Greb1 
+GTP (1 µl of GTP was added to the transcription reaction to optimise yield of long 
transcript). Control reaction resulted in a product of the expected size (1.85 Kb), only 
reactions supplemented with GTP gave products of expected size (5.985 Kb), as 
indicated by asterisks, and were used for subsequent injections into zebrafish embryos.  
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Figure 5.10 Rescue of the phenotype. 
 
Autoradiogram of in vitro coupled transcription translation reactions. Protein were 
labelled using 35S-methionine and visualised by autoradiography. 1 µl of each reaction 
was loaded onto Bis-Tris gel. Loading order was as follows: - negative control reaction 
(reaction in absence of cDNA); Greb1 cDNA (reaction in presence of pEF-DEST51-
Greb1 containing full-length mouse Greb1); Smad2 cDNA (reaction in presence of 
pCS2+-Smad2 containing full-length Smad2 and used as positive control). A band of 
the correct size was detected for Smad2 (at 52.5 kDa) as indicated by the arrow, no 
band was detected for GREB1 at expected size (at 216.9 kDa) as highlighted by the 
circle. Unexpected bands (sign of unbound radioactive aminoacids) were visualised on 
gel but this happened even in absence of cDNA. 
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5.1.4 Loss of GREB1 and progenitor contribution to axial tissues 

 

Axial progenitors located in the CNH contribute to various axial tissues (e.g. neural, 

notochordal and somitic) (Davis and Kirschner, 2000, Kanki and Ho, 1997, Cambray 

and Wilson, 2007, McGrew et al., 2008). Given that Greb1 is expressed in the 

progenitor area (Figure 5.5), I asked whether GREB1 was required for progenitors to 

contribute to axial tissues. To do so, I performed in situ hybridisation for Ntl and MyoD, 

markers of notochordal and somitic tissue, respectively. At both the 15 somite stage and 

at 24 hpf, morphant embryos did not exhibit major changes in Ntl expression in respect 

to the axial mesoderm domain (n=20/34 and n=6/8, respectively, n being the number of 

embryo that did not show any phenotype), although a slight reduction of caudal Ntl 

expression was observed at the latter time point (Figure 5.11 a-d’). Therefore, GREB1 

is not required for progenitors to contribute to notochordal tissue. Ntl staining revealed 

defects in notochord morphology upon knock-down of GREB1 i.e. the notochord of 

morphant embryos was more undulated and wider than that of controls (Figure 5.11 c-

d’).  

Morphant embryos stained for MyoD did not show any changes at either the 15 somite 

stage or at 24 hpf, when compared to controls. Thus, GREB1 is not required for 

progenitors to contribute to somitic tissue. 

However, up-regulation of MyoD was observed at 24 hpf (as already indicated in Figure 

5.8). Furthermore, in situ staining showed that somites of morphant embryos were more 

laterally expanded and thinner at the 15 somite stage (n=18/38) (Figure 5.12 a-b’), and 

that integrity of somite borders was lost at 24 hpf, consistent with the hypothesis that 

GREB1 is required for proper somite morphology (n=7/15) (Figure 5.12 c-d’).  
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Figure 5.11 Effects of GREB1 knock-down on its ability to contribute to axial 
tissues (notochord). 
 
Figures a, b, c, d are side views of zebrafish embryos at 15 somite stage (a, b) and at 24 
hpf (c, d). Figures a’, b’, c’, d’ are dorsal and side views of zebrafish tails at 15 somite 
stage (a’, b’) and at 24 hpf (c’, d’). Embryos were stained by in situ hybridisation for Ntl 
to mark the notochord. Typically, 15 embryos for each conditions were subjected to in 
situ hybridisation. Levels of Ntl gene expression were similar in controls and morphant 
embryos at all stages analysed, except for a reduction in Ntl expression in the caudal 
mesoderm domain of 15 somite stage embryos (white arrows in a’ and b’), Ntl 
expression in the axial mesoderm domain does not change (black arrows in a’ and b’). 
Staining for Ntl reveals defects in notochord morphology (in morphant embryos 
notochord is undulated, wider and shorter than control embryos), arrow in d. Also note 
the change in body axis proportions of morphant embryos, arrowheads in a and b. 
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Figure 5.12 Effects of GREB1 knock-down on its ability to contribute to axial 
tissues (somites). 
 
Figures a, b, c, d are side views of zebrafish embryos at 15 somite stage (a, b) and at 24 
hpf (c, d). Figures a’, b’, c’, d’ are dorsal and side views of zebrafish tails at 15 somite 
stage (a’, b’) and at 24 hpf (c’, d’). Embryos were stained by in situ hybridisation for 
MyoD to mark the notochord. Typically, 15 embryos for each conditions were subjected 
to in situ hybridisation. Levels of MyoD gene expression are similar in controls and 
morphant embryos at 15 somite stage, levels of MyoD gene expression seem up-
regulated in morphant embryos at 24 hpf. Staining for MyoD reveals defects in somite 
morphology (in morphant embryos somites are thinner and mis-positioned at 15 somite 
stage, and somites look compacted at 24 hpf), arrows in b’ and d. Also note change in 
body axis proportions of morphant embryos, in b and d. 
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5.1.5 Loss of GREB1 does not affect somite polarity or cyclic gene 

expression 
 

Given that Greb1 morphant embryos show loss of somite border integrity (Figure 5.12), 

I explored whether this is due to defective somite polarity. It has been shown that 

somite border formation depends on establishment of somite polarity into anterior and 

posterior compartments (Durbin et al., 2000). I performed in situ hybridisation at the 15 

somite stage for MespA, MespB and PapC, all markers of the anterior somite 

compartment (Sawada et al., 2000, Yamamoto et al., 1998). MespA and MespB were 

segmentally expressed in three stripes in the anterior PSM of control embryos (n=21 for 

both genes) and a similar expression pattern was observed in the morphant embryos 

(n=14/14 for MespA and n=10/10 for MespB) (Figure 5.13 a-d). However, stripes of 

MespA and MespB expression were thinner, in height, in the Greb1 embryos. Similarly, 

PapC, which is expressed in four bands, marking the newest, forming somite, and 

immature somites was not different between control (n=22) and morphant embryos 

(n=11/11), except that, like MespA and MespB, the bands were finer in the morphant 

embryos (Figure 5.13 e, f). At the 15 somite stage, the expression pattern of MyoD, 

which is a marker for posterior somite compartment, was not disturbed (Figure 5.12). 

Therefore, GREB1 is not required for establishment of somite polarity.  

Alternatively, somitic defects of Greb1 embryos could result from a defective 

segmentation clock. To explore this possibility, I analysed cyclic expression of Her1 

(Takke and Campos-Ortega, 1999). Both control (n=19) and morphant (n=16) embryos 

exhibited dynamic expression pattern in the posterior PSM, suggestive of a functioning 

segmentation clock machinery (Figure 5.14). Thus, GREB1 is not required for cyclic 

gene expression. Together, these observations show that loss of somite border integrity 

in Greb1 morphant embryos is not due to defective somite polarity or defective clock 

machinery. 
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Figure 5.13 No effects of GREB1 knock-down on somite polarity.  
 
Figures a-f are dorsal views of zebrafish embryos at 15 somite stage stained by in situ 
hybridisation for MespA, MespB and PapC to mark anterior and posterior somite 
compartments. Typically, 15 embryos for more or each conditions were subjected to in 
situ hybridisation. Expression pattern of all genes analysed is similar in morphant and 
control embryos. Somite morphology is disturbed in morphant embryos (e.g. somites 
are laterally expanded and thinner).  
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Figure 5.14 No effects of GREB1 knock-down on expression of a cyclic gene. 
 
Figures a-f are dorsal views of zebrafish embryos at 15 somite stage stained by in situ 
hybridisation for Her1 whose expression is cyclic in the PSM (see figures a-d). 
Typically, 15 embryos or more for each conditions were subjected to in situ 
hybridisation. Cyclic expression of Her1 is maintained in Greb1 morphant embryos (e, 
f). Note that the PSM is wider in morphant embryos when compared to controls. 
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5.1.6 Loss of GREB1 causes defects in convergent extension movements 

 

The irregular somite morphology (e.g. thinner somites: Figures 5.13 and 5.14) and the 

shortened body axis (Figure 5.8) observed in Greb1 morphant embryos are suggestive 

of a disruption in convergent extension movements during gastrulation (Keller, 2002). 

In vertebrates, convergent extension movements are required for proper narrowing and 

elongation of the body axis, which is achieved by cell intercalation (Myers et al., 

2002b). Indeed, Greb1 is expressed within the region of the embryo were gastrulation 

movements occur (Figure 5.5). 

To test if GREB1 is required for convergent extension movements, I analysed somite 

morphology in morphant embryos at early stages by performing in situ hybridisation for 

PapC and MyoD which mark the somites. At the 2 and 10 somite stage, morphant 

embryos showed more laterally expanded (n=19/43) and thinner somites (n=22/37) than 

controls (Figure 5.15), consistent with the altered somite shape observed in older 

embryos (Figures 5.13 and 5.14). Morphant embryos also exhibited a wider notochord 

and a rounder body (n=19/43) (Figure 5.15, b and d). Defective narrowing of the body 

of Greb1 morphant embryos (e.g. broadened somites and notochord) has been 

previously reported for trilobite and knypek convergent extension mutants (Topczewski 

et al., 2001, Park and Moon, 2002, Jessen et al., 2002). These data suggest that GREB1 

might be required for gastrulation movements.  

Morphometric analysis revealed significant changes of notochord and somite size 

(Figure 5.16).  

Notably, abnormal notochord size recovers over time (compare graphs in b and d, 

relative to notochord width at the 2 and at the 10 somite stage, respectively). If 

abnormality of the notochord is caused by defective convergent extension movements, 

one can speculate that the recover occurs because gastrulation movements are only 

temporarily delayed (but they still take place).  

On the contrary, the somite size does not recover over time. Because the notochord 

plays an important role in patterning of the the somites, it is possible that the defective 
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somite size is a consequence of an impaired notochord development. If this is true, one 

expects that the somite size recovers when notochord does so, but the somite size does 

not recover. A possibility is that the change in somitic features has been irreversibly 

caused. Convergent extension mutants display a shortened anteroposterior axis 

(Topczewski et al., 2001, Park and Moon, 2002, Jessen et al., 2002, Carreira-Barbosa et 

al., 2003, Weiser et al., 2007). To investigate whether this is the case for Greb1 

morphant embryos, I analysed two axial structures, the notochord and the neural plate 

by in situ staining for Ntl and Dlx3 (Schulte-Merker et al., 1992, Akimenko et al., 

1994). Tail bud stage morphant embryos presented a shorter and undulated notochord 

(n=8/20) (Figure 5.17 b) (as already observed in Figure 5.11) that is wider than that of 

controls (Figure 5.17 b’).  

The shape of the neural plate seemed similar to that of controls, in terms of size and 

length (n=11/12) (Figure 5.17 d, e). Thus, anteroposterior lengthening of the body axis 

is slightly affected in Greb1 tail bud embryos.  

Expression domain of Hgg1, a marker of the prechordal mesoderm got reduced in 

treated embryos (n=11/12) (Figure 5.17 d, e) (Daggett et al., 2004), implying that 

migration of prechordal mesoderm is impaired, further supporting the idea that GREB1 

is required for proper convergent extension movements. Together, these data confirm 

that irregular somite morphology and shortened body axis observed in Greb1 morphant 

embryos are due to impaired convergent extension movements during gastrulation.  
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Figure 5.15 Effects of GREB1 knock-down on convergent extension. 
 
Dorsal views of zebrafish embryos at 2 and 10 somites stage, embryos were stained by 
in situ hybridisation for PapC and MyoD, respectively. Tipically, 15 embryos or more 
for each experimental condition were subjected to in situ hybridisation. Embryos were 
injected with a standard control morpholino (a, c) and a Greb1 splicing blocking 
morpholino (b, d). Note the variation in notochord size (arrowhead) and somite length 
(arrow) in experimental embryos (b) versus controls (a), and the change in distance 
between somites as indicated by arrow in d.  
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Figure 5.16 Effects of GREB1 knock-down on embryo morphology. 
 
Figure a is a depiction of a 2 somite stage control embryo, to show how measurements 
were taken. Dotted lines represent notochord width (blue) and somite length (red). 
Figure b is an analysis of notochord width and somite length in control and morphant 
embryos. Approximately 10 embryos were measured for each conditions. Error bars 
represent standard deviation, variation in notochord width between controls and 
morphant embryos is statistically significant (p-value<0.01 determined using a two-
tailed t-test). Variation in somite size is not statistically significant. Figure c is depiction 
of 10 somite stage embryo, dotted lines represent notochord width (blue), length of first 
somite (red), length of last somite (yellow), and distance between somites (green). 
Figure d is analysis of notochord width, somite length and somite distance in control 
and morphant embryos. Approximately 10 embryos were measured for each conditions. 
Error bars represent standard deviation. Variation in notochord size is not statistically 
significant. Variation in somite size and somite distance is statistically significant (p-
value<0.01 determined using a two-tailed t-test).  
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Figure 5.17 Effects of GREB1 knock-down on convergent extension. 
 
Figures a and b are side views of bud stage embryos stained for Ntl to mark the 
notochord. Approximately 10-20 embryos were stained for each probe. Note the 
undulation of the notochord (arrow in b) and the slightly reduced notochord length 
(arrowheads in b) in morphant embryos. Figures a’ and b’ are different orientations of 
bud stage embryos to show defective morphology and length of the notochord. 
Notochord appears wider in morphant embryos (b’). Figure c is depiction of notochord 
length, size and morphology in control and morphant embryos. Figures d and e show 
bud stage embryos stained for Dlx3 to mark the anterior edge of the neural plate (blue) 
and Hgg1 to mark the prechordal mesoderm (red). Approximately 10-20 embryos were 
stained for combination of two probes. For double-labelling the most strongly expressed 
gene was labelled with DIG (Hgg1) and developed second using INT/BCIP (red 
colour), the less strong gene (Dlx3) was labelled with FLU and developed first with 
NBT/BCIP (blue colour). There is no difference in neural plate width between control 
and morphant embryos. There is difference in prechordal mesoderm size between 
controls and morphant embryos. Figure f is graphic depiction of figures d and e. 
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5.1.7 Loss of GREB1 causes defects in convergent extension without 

affecting Bmp activity 
 

At early gastrulation, a ventral to dorsal gradient of Bmp activity defines cell fate, and 

also influences convergent extension movements (Myers et al., 2002b, Myers et al., 

2002a). In convergent extension mutants (including trilobite and knypek), cell 

movements are impaired but dorsoventral cell fate remains unaffected (Heisenberg et 

al., 2000, Topczewski et al., 2001, Jessen et al., 2002, Kilian et al., 2003). To 

investigate whether this is also the case for Greb1 morphant embryos, I took advantage 

of a Bmp reporter line where expression of mRFP is driven by Bmp responsive 

elements (Wu et al., 2011). Greb1 morpholino was injected into embryos containing the 

Bmp reporter, and Bmp activity was detected by in situ hybridisation for mRFP. At the 

75-85% epiboly stage mRFP expression pattern was unchanged in morphant embryos 

(n=24/24) when compared to controls (n=21).  

At the 10-15 somite stage, mRFP gene expression pattern was similar between 

morphants (n=14/14) and controls (n=26) (Figure 5.18). However, quantitative PCR 

analysis would be desirable to confirm that mRFP gene expression levels are not 

changed when comparing 10-15 somite stage controls to morphant embryos at the same 

developmental stage. 

If confirmed, these results would suggest that Bmp activity is normal in the Greb1 

morphant embryos, implying that dorsoventral cell fates remain unaffected and that the 

Greb1 phenotype might be explained in terms of impaired cell movements, once this 

hypothesis will be confirmed by further experiments (see Discussion section in this 

chapter) . 
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Figure 5.18 Effects of GREB1 knock-down on Bmp activity. 
 
Figures a, b, c are side views of 75-85% epiboly zebrafish embryos stained by in situ 
hybridisation for mRFP. Dorsal margin is on the right. Approximately, 15 embryos for 
each conditions were processed for in situ hybridisation. mRFP expression remains 
unchanged in morphant embryos versus controls (b, c). Figures d, e, f are side views of 
10-15 somite stage embryos. Approximately, 15 embryos for each conditions were 
subjected to in situ hybridisation. mRFP expression does not change in morphant 
embryos in comparison to controls. Size of expression domains (eye, somites, tail) 
changes but note that body axis proportions of morphant embryos differ from controls 
as well (e, f). Figures d’-f’ show higher magnification of the tail region of embryos in 
figures d-f. 
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5.1.8 Discussion 

 

5.1.8.1 GREB1: a novel player in vertebrate axial elongation and 
segmentation? 

 

Our data indicate that Greb1 is one of the most upregulated genes in the mouse CNH 

compared to the surrounding regions (e.g. the PSM) (Prajapati R et al., manuscript in 

preparation). In contrast to the PSM, the CNH contains progenitor cells that 

subsequently differentiate into PSM, somites, neural tube and notochord contributing to 

the elongation of the body axis (Cambray and Wilson, 2007, McGrew et al., 2008, 

Kanki and Ho, 1997, Davis and Kirschner, 2000) . Therefore, Greb1 might be a putative 

marker of progenitor cells. In this chapter, I have provided evidence that Greb1 is 

expressed in a region of the murine tail that resembles the CNH, confirming the data 

from a previous array experiment performed in the laboratory. The expression pattern of 

mouse Greb1 was similar in the chick and in the zebrafish, suggesting that the gene is 

expressed in the progenitor cells of different vertebrate embryos. 

The function of GREB1 was studied in the zebrafish as it represents a convenient model 

for genetic manipulations. Morpholino oligonucleotides were injected into zebrafish 

embryos to cause mis-splicing of Greb1 and to impair GREB1 protein function. 

Injected embryos exhibited a shortened axis and severe somitic defects (i.e. the somites 

lose their typical chevron shape) suggestive of impaired mesodermal differentiation. An 

attempt to rescue the phenotype by co-injecting the morpholino and the full-length 

mRNA of mouse Greb1 failed, because of technical limitations. However, multiple 

controls confirmed that the morphant phenotype was not due to toxicity of the knock-

down agent, or to off-target effects (that was checked by injection of a mismatch 

morpholino) or to non-specific effects (that was checked by co-injection with a p53 

morpholino). Furthermore, the same phenotype (e.g. shortened axis and defective 

somites) was observed using two different non-overlapping morpholinos. 

Shortening of the body axis has been reported for Ntl deficient embryos (Amacher et al., 

2002). Ntl is known to be required both in axial (e.g. notochord) and caudal (e.g. tail 
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bud) mesoderm, where it plays a major role in progenitor maintenance (Martin and 

Kimelman, 2010). It is possible that reduction of axis length observed in the Greb1 

morphant embryos is due to a reduction of Ntl gene expression. However, no major 

differences were observed between control and treated embryos, arguing against this 

possibility. Martin et al. (2008) have shown that maintenance of progenitors depends on 

an autoregulatory positive feedback loop between Ntl and canonical Wnt signalling. It 

remains to be tested whether this loop acts upstream of Greb1 to regulate progenitor 

cells and axis length (future experiments shall analyse Greb1 expression in Ntl and Wnt 

mutant embryos or in embryos treated with inhibitors of the Wnt signalling pathway). 

The Greb1 morphant embryos show additional phenotypes (e.g. severe somitic defects 

that correlated with up-regulation of MyoD expression), suggestive of impaired somite 

differentiation, and resembling those embryos where Hedgehog signalling pathway is 

aberrantly activated. MyoD is strongly induced in Ptc1; Ptc2 double mutants (Ptcs are 

both receptors and negative regulators of the Shh signalling pathway), indicating that 

somites give rise to slow but not to fast muscle fibres (Koudijs et al., 2008). In the 

Greb1 embryos, the typical chevron shape of the somites was lost, and, again, this has 

been previously observed in mutants of the Hedgehog signalling (van Eeden et al., 

1996). Xu et al (2006) have identified Greb1 as a Hedgehog signalling target gene in a 

genome-wide expression profiling experiment performed in the zebrafish. Thus, it 

remains possible that the somitic defects observed in the Greb1 morphant embryos are 

due to altered Hedgehog signalling, providing the basis for future experiments. If Greb1 

is a Hedgehog signalling target gene, one expects that Greb1 morphants exhibit an 

opposite phenotype to that of Ptc1; Ptc2 double mutants, differently from what 

described in this chapter. However, it is possible that: 1) Greb1 is a negative regulator 

of the Hedgehog signalling; 2) the protein derived from the morpholino-induced mis-

splicing is a dominant active form of GREB1 protein. Both possibilities would explain 

the similarity between Greb1 morphants and double mutants of Ptc1; Ptc2, well-known 

negative regulators of the Shh signalling pathway. To investigate whether Shh 

signalling is induced or repressed following Greb1 morpholino injection, one could 

analyse the expression of dorsoventral markers in the neural tube, which are typical 

read-out of the Shh activity. 
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Markers of somite polarity and components of the segmentation clock machinery were 

not affected in Greb1 embryos. Together, these results suggest that GREB1 knock-

down results in defective somite differentiation (e.g. into muscle fibres), but not in 

defective somite formation (e.g. formation of somite borders linked to clock function, 

and formation of anterior and posterior somite compartments linked to polarity 

establishment). Further analysis of more genes required for somite formation and 

maturation (e.g. more clock genes, components of the FGF/RA pathways, and Tbx24 

which is required for somite maturation) would be required to confirm this (Dequeant 

and Pourquie, 2008, Nikaido et al., 2002). 

Axial progenitors located in the CNH contribute to PSM, somites, neural tube and 

notochord (Cambray and Wilson, 2002). It remains to be determined whether GREB1 

knock-down affects the progenitor ability to contribute to neural tissue. An analysis of 

the expression of neural markers (e.g. Neurogenin) would help answer this question 

(Blader et al., 1997).  

 

5.1.8.2 Convergent extension is required for proper axial elongation and 

segmentation  
 

At early developmental stages, Greb1 expression was found at the site of gastrulation 

movements in various vertebrates. In the zebrafish, Greb1 is expressed in the dorsal and 

ventral margin where convergent extension movements take place, contributing to 

mediolateral narrowing and anteroposterior elongation of the embryo (Myers et al., 

2002b). 

I have provided evidence that Greb1 might be required for convergent extension 

movements. At the 2 and 10 somite stage, Greb1 embryos remained rounded and 

showed thinner and laterally expanded somites similar to phenotypes caused by 

convergence defects. This phenotype persisted in older embryos, as revealed by staining 

for somite polarity and for segmentation clock markers at the 15 somite stage. At the 

tailbud stage, morphant embryos exhibited a slightly shorter notochord than normal and 

additionally, the notochord was undulated, suggestive of impaired extension. In support 
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of this, at 24 hpf, morphant embryos were shorter than controls. Similar observations 

have been reported for two convergent extension mutants: trilobite which encodes a 

mutant transmembrane protein required for Planar Cell Polarity/non-canonical Wnt 

signalling and which regulates cell movements at gastrulation; knypek which encodes a 

member of the glypican family and mediates convergent extension by potentiating 

Wnt11 signalling (Topczewski et al., 2001, Park and Moon, 2002, Jessen et al., 2002). 

In addition to broadened somites and a shortened axis, trilobite and knypek mutants 

present a wider neural plate and a flattened prechordal mesoderm (Topczewski et al., 

2001, Jessen et al., 2002). The size of the neural plate did not change in Greb1 

morphant embryos as revealed by in situ staining for Dlx3, but the prechordal 

mesoderm, as marked by expression Hgg1, was clearly affected in treated embryos. 

These data suggest that convergent extension of mesodermal but not ectodermal tissue 

is impaired in Greb1 embryos.  

It is possible that similarly to the phenotype observed in knypek and trilobite, Greb1 

phenotype can be explained in terms of defective gastrulation movements rather than 

altered cell fates (Heisenberg et al., 2000, Topczewski et al., 2001, Jessen et al., 2002, 

Kilian et al., 2003). Greb1 morphant embryos did not show severe alterations in Bmp 

activity (although qPCR analysis would be desirable to quantify the mRFP expression 

levels between morphants and controls), which is normally required to specify 

dorsoventral fate. Taken together, these findings suggest that Greb1 might be required 

during gastrulation for convergent extension movements, with its loss affecting both the 

narrowing and elongation of the embryonic axial structures, such as the somites and the 

notochord.  

Greb1 morphant embryos displayed impaired axial structures even at late embryonic 

stages, suggesting that such defects are a consequence of earlier defects in convergent 

extension movements. If Greb1 indeed acts in the same pathway as trilobite and knypek, 

then the following would be true: 1) trilobite embryos present shortened axis and 

irregular somites at late embryonic stages in a way similar to Greb1 embryos (Jessen et 

al., 2002); 2) both knypek and Greb1 embryos maintain dynamic expression of cyclic 

genes (Aerne and Ish-Horowicz, 2004); 3) knypek;trilobite double mutants exhibit 

normal anteroposterior somite polarity as for Greb1 embryos (Henry et al., 2000); 4) 
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specification of slow muscle fibres is affected in knypek;trilobite double mutants as 

hypothesised for Greb1 embryos (Yin and Solnica-Krezel, 2007). It remains to be tested 

whether Greb1 genetically interacts with convergent extension genes (e.g. by means of 

morpholino co-injection), and whether it modulates components of the convergent 

extension pathway at the protein level, as shown for Prickle1, a gene implicated in 

regulation of convergent extension movements (e.g. by looking at intracellular 

localisation of core components of the pathway following Greb1 morpholino injection) 

(Carreira-Barbosa et al., 2003). 

Given that Greb1 is expressed around the CNH (where axial progenitors reside) and 

that is required for convergent extension movements, my results possibly provide a link 

between progenitor contribution to axial elongation and cell movements in the tail. 

Studies in other organisms support this possibility. In mouse, mutations of genes 

expressed in the progenitor area, such as Fgf8 and Brachyury, result in axial truncations 

as a consequence of failed gastrulation movements. Furthermore, recent studies from 

Savory at al. (2011) have shown that Cdx genes, well known regulators of caudal 

development, interact with components of the Planar Cell Polarity pathway to regulate 

cell movements, a double mutation of Cdx1;Cdx2 resulting in typical convergent 

extension defects (e.g. laterally expanded somites) 

. 

5.1.8.3 GREB1: the unsolved questions  

 

Greb1 morphant embryos exhibit a broader and shorter axis, suggesting defective 

convergent extension movements at gastrulation (Keller, 2002). This is further 

supported by morphometric and gene expression studies that reflect changes in tissue 

size and embryonic axis proportions (e.g. broadening of the somites and the notochord, 

and shortening of the anterorposterior axis). However, convergent extension movements 

have not been directly assayed in the Greb1 morphants. Future experiments shall focus 

on the latter aspect. One shall visualise cell movements within the affected tissues, by 

labelling clusters of cells at the gastrulation stage and at the site of convergent 

extension, by means of fluorescent dye injection into the embryo. By comparison with 

control embryos, impairements or delays of cell movements shall be detected in the 
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morphants (Myers et al., 2002a). Alternatively, one shall take advantage of a 

photoconvertible construct and inject it into the early embryo. A better control of the 

labelled area, in terms of number of cells labelled and spatial and temporal coordinates 

of the labelling shall be achieved (Mara et al., 2007). For this purpose, a nls-Kaede 

construct has been developed and tested in the lab. Time-lapse movies of the 

photoconverted cells shall be taken, and precise measurements of the distance travelled 

by the cells shall be recorded, providing a highly detailed assay of cell 

movements/migration within the tissue of the Greb1 morphant embryos. 

Convergent extension is driven by cell intercalation, and the cells taking part to 

convergent extension movements become elongated and oriented mediolaterally 

(Keller, 2002). Using in vivo confocal microscopy of the photoconverted cells, one 

shall explore and measure whether defective cell shaping and orientation are the basis 

for the potentially impaired cell movements in the Greb1 morphants.  

It also remains to determine whether Greb1 genetically interacts with members of the 

convergent extension pathway. To answer to this question, interaction studies shall be 

performed by means of morpholino co-injection (i.e. co-injection of the Greb1 

morpholino and of the morpholino of the genes of the convergent extension pathway) or 

by means of Greb1 morpholino injection into a mutated background (several mutants of 

the genes of the convergent extension pathway have been thoroughly described) 

(Topczewski et al., 2001),(Sepich et al., 2000), (Heisenberg et al., 2000), (Kilian et al., 

2003). If Greb1 interacts with any of the genes of the pathway, co-injection or injection 

into a mutated background shall result in an enhancement of the convergent extension 

phenotype for comparison with single morpholino injection or the mutant alone. 

Severity of the phenotype shall be expressed in terms of morphometric analyses or gene 

expression studies, to detect changes in tissue size and embryonic axis proportions. 

One shall also attempt to explore whether Greb1 modulates the convergent extension 

pathway at the protein level, by regulating the intracellular localisation of components 

of the pathway, including Dsh. In cells taking part to gastrulation movements, Dsh is 

localised at the cell membrane in response to Fz7 (Wallingford et al., 2000). By taking 

advantage of a Dsh-GFP construct, and by co-injecting a Fz-7 construct and the Greb1 

morpholino, potential changes in Dsh localisation shall be analysed (e.g 
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inhibition/alteration of Dsh localisation), providing further insights into the functional 

importance of Greb1 within the convergent extension pathway (Carreira-Barbosa et al., 

2003). 

Ultimately, it seems possible that because Greb1 is expressed at the gastrulation site at 

early developmental stages and around the progenitor area at later stages, it plays 

different roles at different times and places: 1) an early gastrulation role in the margins 

(i.e. in the convergent extension movements), and a progenitor role in the tail (i.e. in the 

regulation of axis lengthening). Future experiments shall confirm this hypothesis by 

separating the two different functions and by circumventing the early gastrulation 

phenotype, by knocking-down GREB1 at later stages. For example, one shall take 

advantage of light-activatable morpholinos, that have been recently developed, to allow 

temporal control of gene expression (Tomasini et al., 2009). By using conditionally 

active morpholinos, one shall understand whether the late phenotypic changes in the 

axial structures of Greb1 morphants are due to impaired progenitor function or whether 

they represent a consequence of the early gastrulation phenotype. 
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Chapter 6. Discussion 
 

In this thesis, I have described my investigations into the mechanisms controlling 

termination of axial elongation and segmentation. My PhD project began with an 

interest on the generality of the molecular events characterising late avian segmentation 

stages. In Chapter 3, I showed that termination of axial elongation is associated with 

progressive decline of signals required for maintenance of axial progenitors, a pool of 

cells located at the tail end of the embryo which contributes to axial tissues (PSM, 

somites, neural tube and notochord) as elongation of the body axis proceeds (see 

Introduction). Because similar observations have been reported for murine embryos 

(Cambray and Wilson, 2007), these results suggest that a conserved mechanism 

regulates vertebrate axis length. As signals decline, axial tissues get reduced, implying 

that depletion of progenitors is imminent. Analogous reduction of tissue size has been 

described in mouse, fish and snake embryos indicating that the same events concur in 

termination of axial elongation of different vertebrates (Gomez et al., 2008). Mutations 

of genes required for axial progenitor maintenance cause severe axial defects, including 

premature termination of elongation and segmentation (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004a, 

Wilson et al., 2009). Thus, genetic evidence provides a causative link between loss of 

signals and tissue exhaustion.  

It is not known whether signals required for progenitor maintenance are sufficient to 

maintain unlimited elongation and segmentation of the axis. This question could 

provide the basis for future experiments. To date, prolonged axial elongation has been 

observed in mouse mutants of Hoxb13, only. The phenotype of these mutants has been 

associated with over-proliferation in the tissues derived from the tail bud (Economides 

et al., 2003). One shall combine over-expression of genes known to promote 

proliferation, maintenance and survival of axial progenitors, such as Wnt3a, Fgf8 and 

Cyp26a1, by means of viral infection of the late tail region or by means of 

electroporation using a method for conditional gene expression in chick embryos 

(Homburger and Fekete, 1996, Sato et al., 2007). If these genes are sufficient to 

maintain axial growth/elongation, at the morphological level one shall expect to observe 

increased axis length and formation of supernumerary somites, and downregulation of 
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RA levels at the molecular level. Recently, Young et al. (2009) have shown that 

Hoxb13 is somehow interconnected with Cyp26a1 and components of the Wnt 

signalling pathway to regulate tail development, supporting the idea that Cyp26a1 and 

Wnt3a are good candidates for promoting axis extension.  

Periodic somite formation is driven by a molecular oscillator, the segmentation clock 

(see Introduction). It is possible that a change of the period of the segmentation clock 

contributes to completion of somitogenesis (e.g. slow down of the clock contributes to 

completion of somitogenesis, as previous studies have shown that preventing cycli gene 

expression results in premature completion of somitogenesis) (Ferjentsik et al., 2009). 

My results (see Chapter 3) suggest that oscillations cease at late avian somitogenesis 

stages. In support of my study, studies from others have reported that expression of 

clock genes is lost as somite formation terminates, and that slow down of the 

segmentation clock reduces somite number (Tenin et al., 2010, Gibb et al., 2009, 

Schroter and Oates, 2010, Kim et al., 2011).  

In Chapter 4, I explored whether the definitive somite number is sensitive to gene 

dosage by counting somites in mouse embryos that are heterozygous for mutations in 

genes known to regulate somite formation and axial elongation. Among the 

heterozygous mutations tested, those of Wnt genes reduce somite number. Thus, it is 

possible that Wnt gene activity is limiting in determining the final somite number. 

Previous studies have shown that β-catenin gain of function mutants form an enlarged 

PSM, with cyclic gene expression being maintained as ectopic stripes, supporting the 

idea that Wnt signalling sustains PSM lengthening (Dunty et al., 2008, Aulehla et al., 

2008). It remains to determine whether excessive Wnt signalling prolongs somite 

formation, leading to supernumerary somites. Heterozygous mutation of Axin2, which 

encodes an inhibitor of the Wnt signalling, does not cause increased somite number, 

presumably because of redundancy with Axin1 (Chia and Costantini, 2005). 

Nevertheless, it would be of interest to analyse somite number in mutants of other 

antagonists of the Wnt signalling pathway. 

I provide evidence that somite number is reduced in mouse mutants of Wnt5a, a 

component of the non-canonical Wnt pathway. This observation contradicts previous 

studies showing that zebrafish mutants of the non-canonical Wnt pathway form normal 
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number of somites (Solnica-Krezel et al., 1996). It is possible that this discrepancy 

reflects differences between the two organisms. In support of my results, Goldman et al. 

(2000) have reported that mouse Wnt5a is expressed in the Ventral Ectodermal Ridge 

(VER), a region of the tail which contributes to mesoderm formation, and that removal 

of such region results in reduced somite number. In the mouse (Wnt5a homozygous 

embryos) and in the zebrafish (Wnt5/pipetail mutants), Wnt5a/Wnt5 mutant embryos 

exhibit shortened body axis, similarly to other mutants of the non-canonical Wnt 

pathway. This pathway is known to regulate gastrulation movements required for 

normal convergent extension of the embryonic body axis. Thus, it is possible that 

Wnt5a loss of function causes defective cell movements required for extension of the 

body axis, and that defective cell movements are responsible for axis shortening (Kilian 

et al., 2003) (see Introduction). 

As discussed in Chapter 5, convergent extension movements contribute to proper axial 

elongation and somite morphology. Particularly, I show that Greb1, a gene expressed at 

the gastrulation site and later in the progenitor area of various vertebrate embryos, 

might be required for proper convergent extension in zebrafish. Greb1 loss of function 

causes axis shortening and somite mis-shaping. Although my results suggest that Greb1 

regulates movements at gastrulation, similar to components of the non-canonical Wnt 

pathway, it is not known whether Greb1 is part of the pathway. To elucidate this, 

genetic interaction studies shall be performed by means of morpholino co-injection, or 

morpholino injections into mutant embryos of the convergent extension pathway. 

Somitic defects observed in Greb1 morphant embryos do not result from impaired 

segmentation clock machinery or somite polarity establishment as judged by in situ 

hybridisation for cyclic genes, such as Her1, and for genes expressed in the anterior and 

posterior somite compartments, such as MespA, MespB, PapC and MyoD (Chapter 5).  

However, somites of Greb1 morphants loose their typical chevron shape, a phenotype 

reminiscent of failed specification of muscle fibres. Loss of chevron shape and failure 

of muscle type specification occur when Hedgehog signalling is over-activated (Koudijs 

et al., 2008), implying that Hedgehog signalling is somehow deregulated in Greb1 

embryos, a possibility which deserves more investigations. For example, one shall 

analyse whether Hedgehog target genes (e.g. Gli genes) are induced in Greb1 
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morphants. Injection of Greb1 morpholino results in MyoD induction in the somitic 

compartment, premising complete conversion of myotome to slow muscle cells versus 

fast muscle cells (Wolff et al., 2003). Thus, it would be interesting to test this 

hypothesis by looking at markers of slow muscle differentiation (e.g. Prdm1) in Greb1 

morphants (Baxendale et al., 2004). In support of the possibility that a link exists 

between Greb1 and Hedgehog signalling, Xu et al. (2006) have identified Greb1 in a 

genome wide screen for Hedgehog target genes. 

Alternatively, it is possible that Hedgehog signalling is not perturbed in Greb1 

morphants, and that the putative muscle phenotype might be due to defective 

convergent extension movements (as hypothesized). Consistent with this possibility, 

Yin et al. (2007) have shown that, although the development of slow muscle fibres is 

impaired in knypek;trilobite double mutants, Hedgehog signalling is not altered. In the 

knypek;trilobite double mutants, the defective convergent extension movements prevent 

adaxial cells, the precursors of slow muscle fibres, to reach the notochord where they 

receive the Hedgehog signal necessary for maintaining their identity. Therefore, the 

knypek;trilobite phenotype is due to impaired cell movements, rather than perturbed 

Hedgehog signalling.  

The research described in this thesis supports the notion that the correct dose of key 

genes is required for maintaining tissue lengthening and somite formation, their 

deregulation causing premature termination of axial elongation and segmentation. 

Insights have been provided into the link between cellular events (such as convergent 

extension) and embryonic processes (such as axial elongation). Further analysis will 

reveal the genetic interactions and the molecular networks underlying such link.  
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